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filiODOTREMA

Odhner,1911

Very short, esophagus present. Ceca ex"Lending very
lit,tle beyond the vent,ral suelter. Exere'tory bladder Y-sha ed.
Genital pore aoout at level of tne intestinal bU'urcat. on, strongly
to the le:t't, side. u1rrus sac · of fairly slender 1·orm. Ovary lobed.
vitellaria la'te~al, anterior out not posterior to the ven raI
sucker. Type species: ~.ovacutum (Leoour,190~)
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8. Gattung Bhodotrema n. g.
Sehr kurzer Oesophagus vorhanden. Darmscbeakel cllD Bauoltsaugoapf wenig tiberragend. Excretionsblase Y-formig. GenitalponD
unweit der Bobe der Darmgabelung, stark linkaeitig .-enohoben. Oim11beutel von ziemlich schlanker Form.
Bhodo"'ema ovacutum (Lebour 1908 a) (Fig. 1-1~
Lange 1,2-1,r,, groBte Breite 0,66-0,63 mm, Diob im Binterkorper 3/ 4 , im Vorderkorper 2/ 1 der Breite. Korperumril ~fflrmi1
oder von der Korpermitte beiderseits gleichmiBig Terjtm,t. Baucheaugnapf in der Korpermitte, sehr groB, mit nahe aeinem Vorderrande
gelegener, quergestellter, spaltformiger Mundung, durchachnittlich
0,-&-0,6 mm im DurchmeHer haltend. Mundsaugnapf 0,16-0,27,
Pharynx 0,11-0,18 mm im Durchmeaser. Stamm der Excretionablaae
recht kurz, hochstens bis zur Mitte des Hinterkorpen reiohend. Cirrulbeutel am Vorderrande des Bauchsaugnapfes dorsoventral Terlaufend.
Pars prostatica stark muskulos (namentlich Lii.ngsfasem}. Ein eigentiimlicher, ausschlieBlich von Mu kelfa em gebildeter Korper ragt unmittelbar vor dem Zusammentreffen mit der Vagina von der lateralea
Wand des Cirrus in ihn hinein (Fig. 2). Hoden ziemlicb klejn, rundlich,
unmittelbar hinter dem Bauchsaugnapf den D rmenden anliegend. Ovar
konetant 3-lappig, genau kleeblattformig, leicht rechtseitig lber dem
binter1ten Teil ·des Bauchsaugnapfes, gro8er wie die Boden. Dotter-stocke ~on der Bobe des Pharynx bis ein nig Uber du Cent.rum d•
Bauchlaapapfee reichend. Uterus den Hinterkorper auafllllend. Ei
etwa 0,0'8 mm Jan« und 0,028 mm dick: ihrP Fo ·m hiP,

B ondcrei.' A1ff,dtt11d ht oft d,t Hlu1rigkeit ,l r Im ru 1 n F.. i •r; auf
in solche LP 1, ht. 1ch tlw tll.-'r c )rigiu, llu1 schreibung beigegebene E ig. 5

un l also auch d,•r .\.rtn:rnw.
eaugnapf, gunl wie F f, II,

1m L.,hen

llt•I

chrot, mit g,~lb m B ucl.i-

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

W· 1.

Rhodotrema oracutum (Labour). Unreife11 Exemplar, daa unmittelbar vor der
Biproduktion 11teht. UngepreBt. cb, Cirruabeutel; or, Ovar; e:e, Excretionablaae.
fig. t. Rhodotrema oiiacutum (Lebour). Qoerachnitt dorch die linke Korperbii.lfie
la der Rohe des manolichen Endapparatea .. Kombinatioo11figur. c, Cirrus; d, Darm;
-, Excretionablaae; ppr, Pan proatatica; sbl, Samenblue; rg, Vagina; •, musku-

.

loaer Korper der lateralen Cirroswandung.

Im Darm von Drepanopsetta plate1~soidel:( (Bippoglos1wuies limandoulu) fKristineberg, Westkiiste Schwedens, ipse leg. 1903, Northumrland, England, Miss Le hour leg. 1907).
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Steringotrema oi•acutum (Lehom. HlOH) Yan1ag11ti.

rn.,:J

SY'it•\YW,: S1tri11!ft1J1IH1r11., 111m·11/11s L<'hour. l!IOH.
lll11,doln111t1 fJ/'l/l'/1/11111 (I.Phour) Odhm·r. l!ll I
8/rnakro11 111-w·11/11., (l.1•hot1r) Stn•lk,,,·. l!ltill.

Hos-rs

.\'.\I> I.O('.\LITIES

A uarhi,·ha:-1 f 1tp11.~. i11te1-tim·. ( I 'H).
Funk l1-la11d Bank (;>I X .. t>2 \\'.: d<•pth 11nknmn1).
lliJJJJurJ/u,~....oidt's plalr's.witi<'s. intt-1-tirw. (7 I:l).
Funk Ii-land Bank (;">I X .. .,:2 W.: dq>th :?2Hm).
Hamilton lnlt't Bank(;>+'.\ .. r,4 \\'.: dt•pth l!l2 m).
(;n'('II Bank (4,'j '.\ ...->:>\\'.;depth H:?rn).
~t. Pinn· Bank (4(i '.\ .. ;">7 \\'.; dPpth 1.,0111).
Ba11qw•rau (44 ':\' .. :Yi\\'.: dq>th itim).
(;rand Ba11k (-Hi;'\ __ ..J.H \\'.: cl(•ptlt Ht m) .
intPstilll'. (1/7).
'
l•'unk Island Ba11k (.,1. '.\ .. :ii \\'.: d(•pth u11know11).

.'.,y('(),/u; mMi.

(h·ig•<•rnus s1wt'i11w11s 01·(·t11TPd 011ly i11 //. J>lflf,,ssoid,-,.-.:, th1• 011ly prPvio11sly
re<·onh·d host in 1·ast1·n1 ( 'anadia.11 wafrrs. All tlll' puhlislu•d 1·1·1·onls. it app1·a1·s. an·
from Hattish. so it may lw that this sp1·<"il's d1ws not n•,wh maturity in A 11ruhi,·l1fls and
Lyrorfrs. It 01·<·11rs in tilt' north Atlanti,· O1·1•a.11. th<· BarP11ts Sea and tlw north P,u-ifi1·
Ot·~an.
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11c·11t11111 (I chour, 1908) Yamaguti, 195]

1

Steringoplwrus 01·acutus Lcbour, 1908.

Rlwdotrema 01 ac111um (Lebour) Odhner, 1911.
Ste11akro11 ovacutus (Lebour) Strelkov, 1960.
1

TYPE-HOST AND LOCALITY. Hippoglossoides platessoides, Northumberland coast, England.
RECORDS

(i) Material studied

(a) From NE Atlantic
Mature worms
Hippoglossoides platessoides [intestine] Cullercoats, Northumberland, England (May, 1972).

Material of J. Thulin.
Immature worms
Hippoglossoides platessoides [intestine] Aberdeen, Scotland (Oct., 1973) BM(NH) 1977.5.25.7.
Lycodes vahli [intestine] Kristineberg, Sweden (Dec., 1971). Material of J. Thulin.

(b) From elsewhere
Mature worms
Hippoglossoides platessoides [intestine] Newfoundland and Nova Scotia (see Bray, 1979 : 420).

BM(NH) 1977.2.16.57-64.
Immature worms
Anarhichas lupus [intestine] Newfoundland (see Bray, 1979 : 420). BM(N H) 1977.2.16.56.
Hippoglossoides platessoides [intestine] Newfoundland and Labrador (see Bray, 1979 : 420).

BM(N H) 1977.2.16.57-64.
Lycodes vahli [intestine] Newfoundland (see Bray, 1979: 420). BM(NH) 1977.2.16.65.

(ii) NE Atlantic records from the literature
Hippoglossoides platessoides [intestine] Northumberland coast, England (June, Nov., 1907).
Lebour (1908a: 35; 1908b: 42; as Steringophorns ovacutus).
- - [intestine] Kristineberg, Sweden. Odhner (191 la: 100: as Rhodotrema oracutum).
- lintcstincj Aberdeen, SwtlanJ. Nicoll (1913: 190; as Rlwdutrema 01·acutw11l.
ASPECTS OF BIOLOGY. The life-history of this parasite is not known, although Scott ( 1975a), after
having noted that the incidence of the worm in Hippoglossoides platessoides of various sizes
paralleled that of the incidence of sea-urchins and sand-dollars in their food, suggested that these
particular animals 'merited investigation as potential intermediate hosts'.
All of our adult worms came from the long-rough dab (H. platessoides), and prior to this work
it was the only known host in the NE Atlantic region. It appears, however, that the worm can
survive for a time, although apparently not mature, in the blennioid fishes Lycodes rnhli and
Anarhichas lupus. The distribution of S. ovacutum extends from the eastern coast of Canada
across the northern North Atlantic to the Barents Sea, the Mediterranean Sea and in the northern
North Pacific from the Bering Sea through the Sea of Okhotsk to the Sea of Japan. Throughout
its distribution this species appears to have a definite predilection for pleuronectid hosts.
PREVIOUS DESCRIPTIONS. Lebour (1908b: 42; as Steringophorus ovacutus): Odhner (191 la: 100;
as Rhodotrema ovacutum); Polyansky (1955 : 54; as Rhodotrema ovacutum); Skrjabin & Koval
(1957 : 250; as Rhodotrema ovacutum); Zhukov (1960: 32; as Rhodotrema ovacutum); Mamaev
et al. (1963 : 96; as Rhodotrema ovacutum).
DESCRIPTION (Fig. 12). Only six mature specimens were available for study, one of which was
serially sectioned, and numerous immature specimens, one of which was also sectioned. The
dimensions of this species are summarized in Table 9. This worm is ovoid (Fig. 12a & b) and the
body-surface is smooth. There is a subterminal, globular oral sucker, which is normally slightly
more than half the breadth of the bulky, muscular ventral sucker. The latter sucker is situated in
the middle (in immature worms) or slightly anterior to the middle (in mature worms) of the body
and possesses an aperture which is often directed anteriorly. There is a short prepharynx that
leads into a well-developed globular pharynx. The oesophagus is also short and is surrounded by
gland-cells. The intestinal bifurcation occurs between the middle of the fore body and the anterior
margin of the ventral sucker (Fig. 12a & b). The usually wide caeca reach back into the hind body
to a position lateral to the testes, where they terminate blindly.
The ('.\"Cretury pure is terminal anJ lca<ls into a 'V'-shapc<l vesicle with a dilate base and wide
arm\ in the hindbody (Fig. 12b). In the forebo<ly the arms become narrower and reach to the
level of the pharynx.
The testes are oval to globular and are arranged more or less sy~metrically close to the
posterior margin of the ventral sucker in the ventral plane: the testes are especially close to the
ventral sucker in mature specimens. The vasa efferentia are difficult to follow but appear to pass
through the wall of the ci,rrus-sac close together, but separately. The cirrus-sac is an oval structure
containing the seminal vesicle, pars prostatica and ejaculatory duct. The seminal vesicle is
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Lebour ( 1908b)

Odhner (191 la)

Hosts

Hippoi-fossoides
platessoides

H ippo,:/o.\'.\'oidc's

Northumberland

W. Sweden

Zhukov ( 1960, and Present material
in Skrjabin &
Koval, 1957)
c;cc text
Hippo1-:lo.1·soid<'.1·
e/assodon d11hi11s,
Cleisthenes
herzensteini
see text
Sea of Japan

1·8-2·3
1·16-1·33
(I : 0·38)

1·2-1·5
0·55-0·63
(I : 0·26)

l ·8-3·93
1·31-2·1
(I : 0·36)

Locality
Length (mm)
Breadth (mm)
Length : forebody
ratio

p/atessoides

,'

0·81-2·3
0·49-1·08
I : 0· 29-0-49

(immature)
I : 0· 26-0· 36

(mature)
Oral sucker (mm)

0·32-0·40 across

0·25-0·27

Ventral sucker (mm)

0·6-0·8 across

0·4-0·5

Sucker-ratio
Pharynx (mm)

I :2

(I : 1·9)
0·11-0·13

Oesophagus (mm)
Cirrus-sac (mm)

0·3 long

Testes (mm)

0·12 long

( I : I ·8)

Ovary (mm)
Eggs (µm) *

46 Y 26

48:,...28

46-50 X 29-33

0· 11-0·42 /.
0·15-0·39
0· 30-0·68 ,,
0·32-0·8I
I : 1·6-2·6
0·10-0·22 /
0·10-0·19
0·03-0·1
0·l0-0·37 /
0·10-0·22
0·06-0·29 ,
0·06-0·27
0·l l-0·31 /
0·09-0·26
38-50 X 29-38
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bipartite, normally consisting of two globular or short, cylindrical parts which are distended with
spermatozoa (Fig. 12a); but in some specimens it may be almost empty and reduced to a narrow
tube (Fig. 12c). The wide pars prostatica is almost straight and lined with filamentous projections,
and the muscular wall of the ejaculatory duct has many irregular diverticula. The genital atrium is
small and opens ventrally through the genital pore, which lies to the left of the median line in
the posterior half of the forebody.
The trilobed Ol'([ry has a clover leaf-like outline, and lies dorsally to .t he posterior margin of
the ventral suck.er. It lies in a more dorsal plane than the testes, and is situated anterior or anteromedial to the right testis. The oviduct passes ventrally from the ovary, and prior to entering
Mehlis' gland it receives Laurer's canal and the common vitelline duct (Fig. 12d). Laurer's canal
opens dorsally at the level of the posterior margin of the ovary, after having followed a convoluted course. A uterine seminal receptacle is present. The bulk of the uterus lies posterior to the
testes, normally filling the entire post-testicular region of the hind body in mature specimens. The
distal region of the uterus passes anteriorly dorsal to the left side of the ventral sucker, and opens
into the genital atrium from the left. The numerous, operculate eggs vary considerably in size
and have a distinctive type of pattern etched onto the surface of the shell (Fig. I 2e). The vitellarium consists of two lateral fields of tightly packed follicles, which are situated symmetrically.
These fields extend from a level between the intestinal bifurcation and the anterior margin of the
ventral sucker to a posterior limit between the middle and the posterior margin of the ventral
sucker. The follicles feed two main lateral ducts which unite to form a short common duct lying
adjacent to Mehlis' gland. The common duct is distended to form a small vitelline reservoir
(Fig. 12d).
D1scuss10N. This species possesses eggs with ornamented or etched shells. Thts teature nas also
been illustrated by Mamaev et al. ( 1963); but it is surprising that it has not been commented on
prior to this, especially as some of the earlier workers have obviously examined the eggs carefully.
Lebour (I 908b ), for example, coined the specific name because of what she considered to be the
unusual shape of the eggs. A similar ornamentation of the egg-shell probably occurs in the
similar species S. phrissovum (Aldrich, 1961), where the eggs are described as spiny, and also in
more distantly related fellodistomines, such as Benthotrema plenum Manter, 1934, and Steringophorus blackeri Bray, 1973.
·
This species was used by Odhner ( 1911 a) to erect the genus Rhodotrema, which is supposed to
differ from Steringotrema in possessing a 'Y'-shaped excretory vesicle, a shorter and more
muscular pars prostatica and a less rounded cirrus-sac. The excretory vesicle is, however,
practically 'V'-shaped, and the other two characters, which are open to doubt, are not criteria of
importance at the generic level. There appears, therefore, to be no good reason for maintaining
Rhodotrema as a distinct genus. The confusion between Rhodotrema and members of the Stenakrinac Yamaguti, 1970, which has led to a number or sp~cies (sec p. 232) being erroneously
placed in this genus, is probably due to Odhner's ( 191 la) figure, which is of an immature worm and
gives no indication of the full uterine distribution. In the Stenakrinae the uterus is confined to the
pre-testicular region. Other points of difference between the latter group and the fellodistomines
are listed on p. 201.
Table 9 Dimensions of Steringotrema ovacutum from the present material and from the literature
Authority

•

1916

•

~

#

• j

•

•

'

Rhodotrema guinguelobata Layman 1930
Body form rhombic. Length 1.475-1.639 mm.; wi•th 0.557-0.655 mm.
Oral sucker 0.147 mm. long; 0.131 mm. wide.
Ventral sucker in center of body. Length 0.18 - 0.229.
Sucker ratio: 2:3
Digestive system consists of a pre-pharynx of a.ml -0.02 mm.
in length, pharynx 0.065 mm. long of round form, esophagus
of 0.163 mm. length, ceca which run behind the ventral
sucker reaching to the posterior end of the ovary and in
some cases extending still furthur posteriorly.
The br.anches of the excretorLststem unite in the posterior part
of the body to form a common, short, unpaired stem.
The genital pore lies in front of the intestinal bifurcation.
Cirrus sac extends to the ~8e~ep~ep ea~e ef ~~e ventral sucker.
ending at the first third of this sucker
ovary five lobed. Total length of the ovary 0.229 mm.; length
of lobes 0.082 mm.
Testes elongate-oval, oblique, one at the level of the ovary,
the other posterior to the ovary. Length of testes:
0.213 -0.229; width 0.0983 mm.
Vitellaria begin at the level of the posterior end of the
pharynx and extend to the anterior end of the posterior
testis. 1#11#1
Uterus weakly developed, with fairly large eggs, extending
into the hind part of the body, bet.teen the testes.
Eggs 67.5 - 81 µ long; 35-1-61.3 u wide.
Host: Protopsetta herzensteini (Schmidt), intestine
Frequency: In 9 fishes, of 59 examined.
Locality: Peter the Great Bay.
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Steringophoru.s:
.
.
Medium-sized distomes with plump, rather thick bodie~. Sucke~s n~ar_
together, rather strong. Cuticula very thick and unspm.ed. Digestive
system with pharynx, esophagus and half::.length ceca. G~mtal pore about
at level of intestinal bifurcation, median or to the left. Cirrus sac present,
nearly spherical, enclosing bipartite ser~inal vesi.cle, ~ell-de:veloped P.ar~
prostatica and a short •wide cirrus. Ovary to the right, immediately behmd
the ventral sucker lbbed. Seminal receptacle lacking, Laurer's ca~al
present. Vitellaria Httle developed, fate-ral, in middle of body. Uterus coils
between testes, mostly filling the hindbody. Eggs numer~us, about 45. to
65 µ in length. Excretory vesicle very la.rge,. Y-shaped 1 its stem. fork~ng
between the testes and the crura ending beside the pharynx. In the mtestme
of .marine fish.

Family: Fellodistomatidae Odhner, 1911 emend. Niooll, 1935
Subfamily: Fellodistomatinae Nicoll, 1909
Genus: Steringophorus Odhner, 1905
The genus Steringophoru8 was erected by Odhner, 1905, for the B
Distoma furcigerum Olsson, 1868, which he also described in detail. Ni
(1909) gave the account of a new species Sterin9ophorus cluthenai-8 which
found in the duodenum and caeca of Pleuronectes miuoup
(Lemon dale) from the Firth of Clyde. Odhner (1911) raiaed
genus Steringophorus to the ranks of BUbfamily Steringophorin&e
family Steringophoridae. After having received the interpretation on
issue from C. H. W. 8tiles, Stunkard and Nigrelli (1930) pointed out.
Nicoll (1909) had already erected the subfamily Fellodistominae for
genera Fellodistomum Stafford, 1904 and Sterirl{Jophorus Odhner, l906t
since the groups are co-extensive, the proposing of the subfamily
phorinae was therefore a deliberate rehaming of a previously ..iidly
subfamily.
Manter (1934) added two new species to the genus,
magnua and Stering<>phonu profundua, the former being ob
testine of an unidentified eel-like fish and the latter spt·cieli from Arge11'na striata from Turtugas, Florida. In the same papn, he al~o re11orte<l
e occurrence of two unnamed immature formR uf ,.\'/, ,-it,goµhorus, unc in
e lizard fish, the other in Ale1Joso111os. Yamaguti ( I !l:"'i:l) has c•oni;idered
e genus Steringophorus as a synonym of the genus Fe.llodistomum Stafford
904, without assigning any reason and recognised the genus SteringotrPiMl
dhner, 1911. If the former genus hC' C'onaidered syrionymou;,; with the
tter, the validity of Steringotruna i8 questionable. ThL' author has,
erefore, retained the genus Sterirl{Jophorus a.a a distinct genus.
The author in this paper has also added anothn new species to the
nu11 which he got from the intestine of Lethrinus sp. (Partevelamin).
F.etJIYI ,,.Y: .k. Gf/PrA, lfS6
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FEU.ODISTOMIDAE
Genus STERINGOPHORUS Odhner, 1905

Leioderma Stafford, 1904, 11ec Willemoes-Suhm, J873.
Callodistomoides Yamaguti, 1970.
Abyssotrema Campbell, 1975.

DIAGN0STic FEATURES. Body large; deep-bodied to dorso-ventrally flattened. Ventral sucker
usually larger than oral sucker; in anterior half of body. Prepharynx short or apparently absent.
Pharynx well developed; globular. Oesophagus absent to long. Caecal bifurcation anterior to or
at level of genital pore; caeca wide to narrow; reaching to testes, to about middle of posttesticular region or occasionally beyond. Testes oval, indented or deeply lobed; symmetrical to
tandem. Cirrus-sac oval. Seminal vesicle bipartite. Pars prostatica wide; surrounded by glandcells. Ejaculatory duct wide; diverticulate. Genital atrium small. Spermatophores may be present.
Genital pore close to anterior margin of ventral sucker; sinistral to median line. Ovary multilobed;
just pre-testicular. Uterus mainly coiled posteriorly to testes. Eggs numerous; small; shells
occasionally ornamented. Yitelline follicles in two lateral fields between level of caecal bifurcation
and level just posterior to testes. Excretory vesicle 'Y'-shaped; stem reaching to between middle
of post-testicular region and about level of testes; arms extending into forebody. Parasitic in
intestine (occasionally body-cavity, gall-bladder, bile-ducts, etc.) of marine teleosts.
TYPE-SPECIES. Steringophorus furciger (Olsson, 1868) (by original designation).
COMMENT. Yamaguti (1971) considers that Feflodistomum is an immature form of Steringophorus
on the basis that the distribution of the uterus in the former genus does not extend into the posttesticular region. He-presents this argument to support his belief that Steringophorus is a synonym
of Fellodistomum which he first propounded in 1953. Our studies have shown, however, that even
in immature specimens of Steringophorus, the primordium of the uterus extends into the posttesticular field. This condition is illustrated by Polyanski (1955, fig. 21B) in Steringophorus
furciger, and we have seen it both in that species and in S. agnotus (Nicoll, 1909), the species of
this genus which is considered to be most similar to Fellodistomum. In fact this difference between
the genera is even more distinct because the pre-testicular part of the uterus in Steringophorus
only fills with eggs to any significant extent in the older and larger specimens. In Steringophorus
the post-testicular part of the uterus takes up a variety of forms, being, for example, a single
convoluted loop in S. agnotus, a pair of lateral convoluted loops in S. blacken· Bray, 1973, and a
complex arrangement filling much of the hindbody in S. furcigcr.
We have included the genus Abyssotrema Campbell, 1975, as a synonym of Steringophorus.
Campbell (I 975) placed this genus in the subfamily Monascinae. which he distinguished from the
Fellodistominae by the position of the cirrus-sac ('preacetabular· in the Felloctistominac). the
configuration of the testes ('symmetrical' in the Fellodistominae) and the position of the vitellarium ('preacetabular or rarely in acetabulotesticular zone' in the Fellodistominae). As can be
seen from the present work , only the statement concerning the testicular configuration appears to
be valid. Campbell also states that the fellodistomines (along with the Hctcrorchiinac) typically
possess an ovary with a smooth margin, but again the present work shows that this is not the case.
In fact Ab_rssotrema is similar to the known species of Staingophorus, differing significantly only
in the configuration of the testes. which on its own docs not seem to be a character or generic
importance.
Campbell ( 1975) also compared Ab_rssotrema with the members or the Heterorchiinae. i.e.
1/eterorchis Baylis, 1915; Mesolaitha Linton. 1910; and Llopsi11111 Fischthal & Thoma,. 1972 .
Hctcrorchis, which occurs in lung-fishes and anurans in Africa, dilkrs con:--.iderabl), from
Ahl'ssotrema, and from 01.her fdlodistomi<ls, in many features and is probably best considered
as a member of the Plagiorchiidae Li.ihe, 1901 (see Prudhoe & Bray, in press). Mesolecitha
differs from Ab_rssotrema, and other fcllodistomids, in possessing a spiny body-surface. a more
elongate cirrus-sac, a dcxtral genital pore and a sinistral ovary (Linton, 1910; Fischthal &
Thomas, 1968), although Manter (1947) could not confirm that spines were present on the bodysurface and found the genital pore to be sinistral: he also found spines on the cirrus and metratcrm. Ml'.rnlecitlw also differs from Abyssot/"l'ma in having an entire ovary and a tendency for the
vitelline fields to fuse medially. Campbell considered the genus most similar to Abyssotrcma to be
E/opsium Fischthal & Thomas, 1972 (syn. Protomonascus Thulin, 1973; sec Thulin, 1974). It
differs in the shape of the cirrus-sac, the cciled, tubular nature of the seminal vesicle, the narrow
pars prostatica, the smaller ejaculatory duct, the longer caeca, the more posterior and more
oblique position of the testes, the gonads widely separated by coils of the uterus and the more
extensive vitellarium. The systematic position of Elopsium is not straightforward, but it does
appear to be a fellodistomid.
Of the 14 species which have been assigned to the genus Steringophorus l l are herein considered
valid. They are:
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( 1) Steri11gophorus agnotus (Nicoll, 1909) Dollfus, 1952 (seep. 217).
(2) S. bre1·is (Ching, 1960) n. comb; described as Fellodistomum brevis from a single specimen
taken from the intestine of the pleuronectid fish Microstomus pacifn:us at Friday Harbour,
Washington State, USA. It possesses post-testicular uterine coils, a short oesophagus and
other characters which indicate that it is a species of Steringophorus.
(J) S. blackeri Bray, 1973 (seep. 220).
(4) S. Joliatus (Yamaguti, 1970) n. comb.; described as Callodistomoides foliatus from the
intestine of Emmelichthyops sp. off Hawaii. It possesses lobed testes and is, therefore,
~imilar to S. thulini sp. nov., but the caeca reach almost to the posterior extremity. Yamaguti
( 1970) described •well-sclerotized gonotyles' which are apparently the irregularities in the
\\all of the ejaculatory duct which are seen in many fellodistomines. The cirrus-sac, therefore,
exhibits a typical Steringophorus arrangement (see Yamaguti, 1970, Fig. 53B).
( 5) S. furciga (Olsson, 1868) Odhner, I 905; type-species of the genus (see p. 212).
( 6) S. nwgnus Manter, 1934; described from the intestine of an unidentified eel-like fish off
Florida.
( 7) S. melanostigma (Noble & Orias, 1975) n. comb., described as Fellodistomum melanostigmum
from the intestine of Melanostigma pammelas off southern California. It is similar to
S. furciger and to three of the other species from deeper waters, i.e. S. blackeri, S. magnus
and S. profundum Manter, 1934. We have emended the suffix on the specific name.
(8) S. pritr-lwrdae (Campbell, 1975) n. comb. (seep. 223).
(9) S. profundum Manter, 1934; described from the intestine of Argentina srriara off Florida.
(10) ·s. sebasrodis (Yamaguti & Matumura, 1942) Dollfus, 1952; described as Fellodistomum
sebastodis from the gall-bladder of Sebastodes spp. in the northern Pacific Ocean. This
species has a number of characteristics in common with S. agnotus.
(I I) S. thulini sp. nov. (seep. 226).
The three species not considered to belong to Steringophorus are:
(I) S. cluthense Nicoll, 1909; the type-species of the genus Steringotrema and a synonym of
Steringotrema page/Ii (see p. 234).
(2) S. lethrini Gupta, 1956; a species of doubtful status (see Fellodistomum lethrini, p. 204).
(3) S. ovacutus Lebour, 1908; herein considered a species of Steringotrema (see p. 242).
Key to the species of Steringoplwrus recorded from the northeast Atlantic
- Yitellarium partly in forebody; caeca reach back to level of testes or only just beyond; posttesticular region of uterus a single convoluted loop (occasionally a few loops) .
•
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
S. agnotus (Nicoll, 1909) (p. 217)
Yitellarium not reaching into forebody; caeca reaching beyond testes up to half-way along post2
testicular field; post-testicular region of uterus composed of two to many com oluted loops
2 Testes tandem; bifurcation of excretory vesicle in middle of post-testicular region
S. pritchardae (Campbell, 1975) (p. 223)
- Testes symmetrical to oblique; bifurcation of excretory vesicle further forward than middle of
post-testicular region
3
3 Vitellarium not reaching posteriorly to testes, with closely packed irregular follicles; uterus
irregularly coiled across centre of hindbody; eggs with smooth shells .
4
Yitellarium reaching just posteriorly to testes, follicles short and tubular to globular; uterus coiled
in two (occasionally one) lateral, convoluted loops in post-testicular region, with significant
part of hindbody lacking coils of the uterus; egg-shells ornamented with tubercles .
S. h/ackeri Bray, 1973 (p. 220)
4 Testes with smooth or slightly indented margins; sucker-ratio I : 1·5- 2·3; eggs 42-54 (usually
46-52) (possibly up to 68) µm long; large ejaculatory duct, small seminal vesicle .
S.furciger (Olsson, 1868) (p. 212)
- Testes deeply lobed; sucker-ratio I : l ·2-1 ·75; eggs 36-43 (usually 38-42) µm long; small ejaculaS. thulini sp. nov. (p. 226)
tory duct, large seminal vesicle
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Fellod1stom1dae
STERINGOPHORUS

Odhner, 1905

Short esophagus present. Ceca far over-reaching the
ventral sucker. Excretory vesicle Y-shaped. Genital pore at the
level of 1nest1nal bifurcation, very slightly to the left. Cirrus
sac roundish. Ovary lobed. Vitellaria lateral to ceca, just
posterior to ventral sucker. Ventral sucker about 1/3 body width.
Body tapering posteriorly. Type species: ~.furciger (Olss.)
S~eringophorus furciger (Olsson)
Lenghh 1.5 to 4; width 0.6 to 1.1.
Ventral sucker between 1st and 2nd body thirds. Both ends
rounded but posterio,r end more pointed. Skin smooth.
Sucker ratio 3:5 (1:2 according to Olsson)
Oral sucker: 0.2 to 0.3
Ventral sucker 0.35 to 0.55
Short pr-epharynx; esophagus 0.1 to 0.13; narrow ceca end
posterior to testes by about length of testes.
Genital pore about midway between suckers at level of
bifurcation, either median or slightly to the left/
Testes spherical or elongated, ventral to ceca.
Virrus sac almost round in uncompressed specimens.
Seminal vesicle bipartite. Pars prostatica well developed;
end portion a much folded cirrus.
Ovary lobed to the right at hind end of ventral sucker.
Eggs in type specimen 46 to 52 p. Arctic (Odhner): 60-66p
Vitellaria lateral to ceca about in middle of body from
posterior edge of ventral sucker to pJsterior edge of testes.
Laurer's canal present. Seminal receptacle lacking.
Hosts:

Olsson: Pleuronectes limanda
Drepanopsetta Platessoidee
Cottus scorpius
Odhner: Gymnocanthus ventral1s
Lycodea pall1dus
Stafford: Pseudopleuronectes americanue
Platysomatichthys hippoglosaoides
Hippoglossoides platessoides
Cryptacanthodes maculatus
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from Lebour,1908
Levinsen, G. M. R. Bidrag til Kundskab om Grf/Jnlands Trematodfauna. Oversigt over
d. K. D. Vidensk. Selsk. Forhd1., Nr. 1, 1881, p. 12-15.
Odhner, T. Die Trematoden des arktischen Gebietes. Fauna Arctica., Bd. 4, 1905,
p. 305-310.
Olsson, P. Entozoa, iakttagna hos Skandinaviska hafsfiskar. Lund's Univ. Arsskrift,
Vol. 4, 1868, p. 26.
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Steringophorus Jurc;iger (Olsson, I HH8) Odhrwr. I!)();;
:-;YNO'.\Y\IS:

/Jis/lJ///(/ f11rr-ir11•m111 Ol,-"cm, IStiS
/,1 iotl, 1111 11 f11r,·i!/' nw, (( ll:-son) St,tffc>nl. I H04.
F1/lu,/1 /1111111111 f11rr·iy,,r11111 (Ol"srn1) Ya1111\)!Uli. l!l:'):I.

Hm.;Ts .,~1> 1,o(·.,uT11,;s
.--1 narhidl([s 111i11or. int<'sti1w, ( 1/1 ).
Funk Island Bank (:",0 :'\ ... fll ' \\'.; depth 280m).
(1/!J/>IWl'/l/,((/11s <'flll/JrfluSS/18, intl'stim•. (5/ 6).
Funk Island Bank (.')0 .K .. ,ll \\'.: depth :?80rn).

(.,I :\'., .,2 \\'.; depth 2:Wm).
Hamilton lnld Bank(:>+ X .. :i..t- \\'.: d<·pth 1!12~
:--;1. Pi1•rr1· Bank (..t-t> N .. :i7 W.: depth J.,Om).
Banq111·n·au (+.> :'\ .. fi7 \\'.: depth IH0 m).
II i />/>11(/lossoi,J,,s plaf,,s.soidr,s. intl'st in<· , (+/1:J).
(:rand Bank (+i :'\ .. 4!l \\'.: dPpth I00m).
(+i' ~-, 52 \\'.; ch•pth 172 m).
(4H '.'\., +8 \\'.: dq>th H2 m).
Un·t•n Bank (4:> ~-- f>fi W.; depth 82 m).
/,irnanda, fnruyinm, intestin<'. (2/,>).

:,O,ahlc Island 13ank (4:3 N .. 61 W.; d<:>pth !)2rn).
(4-l-' N ., 61 'W.; depth unknown) .
.llyoxo,.ephalu.s nf'toder·emspinos11.s, intestine, ( 1/2),
Sable Island Bank (43°:N., 6l W.; cl<:>pth 72 m).
f "rophy,.,is fenui.s, intestine, ( 1/2),
St. Pierre Bank (46°:N.. 57'~W.: depth Ul2 m).
0

Other known hosts in eastern Canadian waters are (',ryptm·a11f/wd1s 111r11·11/nf11s.
II ippfJ(Jfossus hippogfossus, Liopsetta p11tnruni. PsP11dople11m11e1·f1·s a1111 ri('(11111.-1 and
H,-inha.rdti1u, hippoglossoide.s. _;l,J. o<'lodere111--<pi1101,us and C. ll'1111i..:; an·. apparent).'··
tlf'W hosts for this parasite, although a number of other eottid and gaclid hosts haw
heen recorded. This worm, however, seems to have a pn•delil'tion for pleurmwC'tid
fiatfish. and is found in the north Atlantic Ocean. the Barents. \\'hite and Kara :-iea:-;
and the north Pacific Ocean.
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FELLODISTOMIDAE

Steringophorus furciger (Olsson, 1868) Odhner, 1905
Distoma ji1rciger11m Olsson, 1868.
Distoma ( Dicrocoelium) ji,rcigerum (Olsson) Stossich, 1886.
Leioderma furcigerum (Olsson) Stafford, 1904.
Fellodistomum fitrcigerum (Olsson) Yamaguti, 1953.

TYPE-HOST AND LOCALITY. Limanda limanda, Varberg, Sweden.
RECORDS

(i) Material studied
(a) From the NE Atlantic
Anarhichas denticu/atus [intestine] lceland-Faroes channel (64°N, 10 W; depth 592-620 m;
June, 1974). BM(NH) 1977.3.2.3-8.
Glyptocephalus cynog/ossus [intestine] Gothenburg, Sweden (Sept. 1973). Material of J. Thulin.
[intestine] Moray Firth, Scotland (58°N,. 02°W; depth 89-140 m; July, 1976). BM(NH)
1977.3.2.1.
Hippoglossoides platessoides [intestine] Aberdeen, Scotland (Oct., 73). BM(NH) 1978. l.30. l-4.
- - [intestine] Shetland Isles, Scotland (60~N, Ol uE; depth 136-144 m; July, 1976). BM(NH)
1977.3.2.2.
Limanda limanda [intestine] Cullercoats, Northumberland, England (May, 1972). Material of
J. Thulin.
Lycenchelys sarsi [intestine] Tjarno, Sweden (June, 1971). Material of J. Thulin.
Lycodes esmarki [intestine] Foula, off NW Scotland (60°N, 06°W; depth 1000-1020 m; June,
1974). BM(NH) 1977. 3.2.9-12.
Lycodes rahli [intestine] Mid-Skagerrak, between Denmark and Sweden (Dec., 1970). Material of
J. Thulin.
- - [intestine] Tjarno, Sweden (June, 1971) Material of J Thulin.
Lrcodes sp. [intestine] lceland-Faroes channel (64'' N, 10°W; depth 720-748 m; June, 1974) .
. BM(NH) 1977.3.2.13-15.
Microstomus kitt [intestine] Tiirno, Sweden (June, 1971). Material of J. Thulin.
Reinlwrdtius hippoglossoides [intestine] N NE of Rona, Scotland (60"N, 05 W; depth 770-800 m;
April. 1973). BM(NH) 1977.3.2.16.
- - [intestine] Anton Dohrn Bank, East Greenland (66 N, 30 'W; depth 380-390 m; May, 1973).
BM(NH) 1977.3.2.17.
- - [intestine] kcland- raroes channel (63 N, 11 W; depth 410-420 m; June, 1974). BM(NH)
1977.3.2.18.
(b) From elsewhere
Anarhichas minor [intestine] Newfoundland (see Bray, 1979: 419). BM(NH) 1977.2.16.1.
Glyptocep/wlus cynoglossus [intestine] Newfoundland, Labrador and Nova Scotia (see Bray,
1979: 419). BM(NH) 1977.2.16.2-12.
Hippoglossoidesplatessoides [intestine] Newfoundland (see Bray, 1979: 420). BM(NH) 1977.2.16.
13-50.
Umandaferruginea [intestine] Nova Scotia (see Bray, 1979: 420). BM(NH) 1977.2.16.51 - 52.
Myoxocephalus octodecemspinosus [intestine] Nova Scotia (sec Bray, 1979: 420). BM(NH)
1977.2.16.SJ.
Urophycis tenuis [intestine] Newfoundland (see Bray, 1979 : 420). BM(N H) 1977.2.16.54.
(ii) NE Atlantic records from the literature
[?] Gadus morhua [pylorus] Locality not given. McLaren & Hockley (1977: 147) (this would
appear to be a questionable record].
Gl_rptocephalus cynoglossus [intestine] Northumberland, England. Lebour (1908a: 33).
- - [intestine] Aberdeen, Scotland. Nicoll (1913: 190).
Grmnacanthus tricuspis [intestine] East Greenland. Odhner ( 1905 : 305).
Hippoglossoides p/atessoides [stomach & intestine] Varberg (Aug.) and 0resund (May), Sweden.
Olsson ( l 868 : 26; as Distoma furcigerum ).
- - [intestine] Northumberland, England. Lebour (1908a: 33).
- - [intestine] Aberdeen, Scotland. Nicoll (1913: 190).
[intestine] 0resund. K0ie (1979: 127).
Li11u111da limanda [stomach & intestine] Varberg, Sweden (July, Aug.~ Olsson (1868 : 26· as
Distoma furcigerum).
'
- - [intestine] West coast of Sweden. Odhner (1905 : 305).
- [!>tomach & intestine] St Andrews, Fife, Scotland. Nicoll (1907 : 72).
- [intestine] Northumberland, England. Lebour (1908a: 33).
- [!ntest!ne] Millport, Firth of Clyde, Scotland. Nicoll (1910: 347; as Leiodermafurcigerum).
[intestine] Aberdeen, Scotland. Nicoll (1915a: 360).
[intesti,ne] Galway, Ireland. Little (1929 : 26, 27).
- [intcstinel 0resund. K0ie (1979: 127).

-oVEI/..-

Lophi11s piscatorius [intestine] Northumberland, England. Lebour ( 1908a : 33 - probably a
•fortuitous· host - Nicoll, 1909b : 16).
/._1rnc/('.1 pallidus [intestine] East Greenland. Odhner (1905 : 305).
\licrcJ\tomus kill [intestine] Northumberland, England. Lebour (1908a : 33).
!'h-11rom:ctes p/atessa [intestine] Northumberland, England. Lebour (1908a: 33).
[intestine] 0resund. K0ie (1979: 127).
AsPl:CTS m BIOLOGY. Records of intermediate hosts in the NE Atlantic.
(a) Intermediate hosts
.\ucufana minuta [?] 0resund. K0ie (1979: 124).
(b) ('!)Accidental invertebrate host.
Buccinum undatum [stomach & oesophageal caecum] 0resund. K0ie (1969 : 266).
X<'ptunea antiqua [?] 0resund. K0ie (1979: 126).
Chubrik ( I 966) stated that the sporocysts and cercariae occur in ihe bivalve Nuculana pcrnu/a
in the Barents Sea region and K0ie ( 1979) found N. minuta infested in 0resund and west
Greenland. The large, cylindrical daughter-sporocysts contain 30-70 developing cercariae, which
differ from those reckoned to be Fe/lodistomw11 Jc,/lis in that they lack furcae on the long, narrow
tail and have a distinctly 'Y'-shaped excretory vesicle. K0ic (1969) and Yamaguti (1975) point
out that the metacercaria is not known, although the encysted worms found by Nicoll & Small
(1909) (see p. 206) may belong to this genus. Koie (1969) has repeatedly found immature S.
furciger in the common whelk Bucl'inum um/arum in 0resund between Denmark and Sweden
but never at Kristineherg or Gullmarfjord to the north. Although the same size as those from'
fish_, they ,,ere rarely found with fully-de,eloped eggs. Koic considered that the whelk is an
accidental host. She points out that the whelk has roughly the same diet as the natfishcs \\hich
are the ~1ost common hosts of this parasite. Scott ( 1975a) found no dues as to the identity of the
~ec?nd intermediate host when he discovered that there was no obvious relationships between
incidence and fish-length in infestations of Hippog/ossoicl<'s p!at<'.l'soiil<'s in the north-west Atlantic.
Recently, Koic ( I979) has shown that, in fact, the mctaccrcarial stage is omitted, the final host
feeding directly on the ccrcaria.
Lc,in'>en's (1881) Jescription and our own · observations indicate that spermatophorcs may be
formed by this worm.
Although flatfi-,h,;s appear to he the most frequent hosts of this parasite, it also occurs in a
variety of other fo,hes, especially eclpouts. It has a circumpolar distribution, having been found
acros!:> northernnw'>I regions; or the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, as well as in the Barents, White
and Kara Seas. Although reaching as far south as Massachusetts in the western North Atlantic
(Linton, 194'0) and Britain and Ireland in the east, its main area of distribution is probably in
the suh-arctic and arctic seas. In the Pacific its known southern limits are Japan in the west
(Yamaguti, 1934) and Washington State in the east (Ching, 1960). We have examined the
specimens recorded from the English Channel at Plymouth by Baylis & Jones ( 1933) and Baylis
( 1939), and we consider them to be immature specimens of Steringotrema page/Ii (van Beneden,
1871).
In the waters off the eastern coast of Canada this parasite may be a biological indicator ('tag')
for stocks of the long rough dab Hippoglossoides p/atessoides. Scott (1975b) found a high incidence
in the Gulf of St Lawrence and a lower incidence in other Canadian fishing grounds, and he
pointed out that this supports other evidence that the Gulf of St Lawrence stock is distinct.
PREVIOUS DESCRIPTIONS. Olsson (1868: 28; as Distoma furcigerum); Levinsen (1881 : 61; as
Distomum furi'igerum); Odhner (1905: 305); Lebour (1908a: 33); Yamaguti (1934: 405);
Linton (1940: 39); Miller (1941 : 44); Polyansky (1955 : 52); Strelkov (1960: 156).
DESCRIPTION (Fig. 3). This description is based upon 92 whole-mounted and 6 serially sectioned
specimens. These worms have an elongate oval body-shape, being more or less fusiform in young
specimens (Fig. 3b) and possessing an elongate, parallel-sided hindbody in older worms (Fig. 3a).
The body-surface is smooth. The dimensions of the worms are summarized in Table 2.
The subterminal, globular oral sucker is smaller than the slightly transversely elongate-oval
ventral sucker, the ratio being I : l ·5-2·3. In young specimens the ventral sucker is situated at
about one-third of the body-length from the anterior end, but in older specimens it becomes more
anteri~rly situated as the hindbody grows allometrically. The parenchymal cells of the body
of this worm envelop numerous patches of glandular cells, which also occur embedded less
densely in the musculature of the suckers. There is a small prepharynx which leads into a subglobular pharynx, and this in turn leads into an oesophagus that is usually about the same length
or a little longer than the pharynx. The intestinal bifurcation occurs at the level of the genital
pore, and two narrow caeca pass back· beyond the testes, but terminate prior to reaching the
middle of the post-testicular zone.
The terminal excretory pore leads into a 'Y'-shaped vesicle, the stem of which reaches forward
to the testes before bifurcating. The arms of the vesicle pass between the testes, then dorso-laterally
to the ventral sucker and into the forebody as far as the pharynx.
FIUJWI
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Steringophorus .furciger: (a) large specimen from Reinlwrdtius hippog/ossoides; (b) earlv
ma~ure specimen from Hippoglossoide.1· p/ares.l'Oidcs; (c) cirrus-sac with almost empty semin;l

Fig. 3

vesicle; (d) cirrus-sac with partly empty seminal vesicle; (e) diagram of female proximal genitalia.
Bar scale: a, b = I mm.
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FELLODISTOMIDAE
Steringophorus furciger (Olsson, 1868) Odhner, 1905 (continued)
Table 2

Dimensions of Steringophorus furciger from the present material and from the literature
Odhner
(1905)
G_1·1mwca11thus
rentra/is
Lycodes
pa/lid11s
+Olsson's
E. Greenland,
etc.
3·5
0·6-1·1
(I : 0·22)

Lebour
(1908a)
Flatfish (5 spp.)
Lophius
piscatorius

Yamaguti
(1934)
Bothrocara
zesta
Furcimanus
nakamurae

Present
Strelkov
material
(1960)
Flatfish (4 spp.) sec text
TheraKra
chalcogramma

Northumberland
1·5-3·5

Japan

E. Kamchatka sec text

I ·87~3·12
0·85-1 ·18

2·1 - 5·0
0·8-1·4

0·2-0·3

0·2

Ventral sucker (mm)

0·35-0·55

0·35

Sucker-ratio
Pharynx (mm)

I : 1·7

I : 1·7

Oesophagus (mm)
Cirrus-sac (mm)

0·10-0·13

Authority
Hosts

Locality
Length (mm)
Breadth (mm)
Length : forebody
ratio
Oral sucker (mm)

(I : 0·30)

Testes (mm)
Ovary (mm)
Eggs (µm)

46-66 ··. ?

46 x 19

I ·35- 4·08
0·62- 1·16
1 : 0· 18-0·44

0·14-0·33 /
0·17- 0·34
0·24-0·56 /
0·49- 0·60
0·23-0·54
1 : 1·5-2·3
0·10-0·17 /
0·14-0·19 /
0· 10-0· 13 Y
0·07-0·17
0·10-0·14
0·10-0·12
0·04-0·33
0·05-0·15
0·17-0·45 /
0·47-0·32
0·10-0·33
0·15-0·37 /
0·27-0·37
0·25-0·46 X
0·11-0·55
0·21-0·36
0· 15-0·28 :,,
0·18-0·30
0·12-0·38
60-68 X 34-36 45-54 X 16-24 42-54 1/ 23-33

0·20-0·28 /
0·20-0·32
0· 28-0·46 1/
0·36-0·60

0·24-0·31

The testes lie in the anterior half of the hind body in a more or less symmetrical arrangement.
Their margins are smooth or slightly indented. The narrow vasa efferentia enter the cirrus-sac
separately, but close together. The cirrus-sac is a large, oval structure lying just anteriorly to the
ventral suck.er and overlapping it to a small extent. It contains a bipartite seminal vesicle of
variable size, the proximal part of which is often smaller and contains less sperm than the distal
part (Fig. 3d), but both parts may be empty and therefore narrow (Fig. Jc). The wide pars
prostatica is similar to that of Fellodisto111u111 Jellis in shape and in the nature of the lining and
the wide, irregular ejaculatory duct is also similar. The genital atrium is quite small compared
with the ejaculatory duct and opens, via the genital pore, just posterior to the middle of the forebody to the kft of the median line.
Immediately antero-dextral to the right testis lies the multilobate ornry. The oviduct arises
posteriorly and receives Laurer·~ canal and a narrow common vitelline dU1:t before entering a large
Mehl is' gland, which lies directly posterior to the ovary. Laurer's canal is short and opens dorsally
at the level of the posterior margin of the ovary. The uterus passes anteriorly from Mehlis· gland,
and its initial loops constitute a uterine seminal receptacle (Fig. Je). The bulk of the uterus, however, coils in the post-testicular region of ihc hind body, but it appears that as the worm ages the
part of the uterus between the testes and the ventral sucker also tills with eggs. The uterus passes
dorsally to the ventral sucker as a straight, narrow duct and opens into the genital atrium laterally
to the cirrus-sac. The numerous eggs have smooth shells, but they may possess a small boss on the
ano~ercular pole. Many worms have some small, deformed eggs: but, with the exception of one
specimen from Lycenc/,l'ly.\· sarsi, all contain some full-sized eggs. The vitellinc follicles lie in two
tightly packed lateral fields reaching from the level of the hinder margin of the ventral sucker to a
level between the anterior margin of the testes and immediately posterior to the testes. The main
vitelline collecting ducts unite ventrally to Mehlis' gland to form a small reservoir which is
connected to the oviduct via a short, narrow common duct.

D1scuss10N. There are one or two features of this worm on which there is disagreement in the
literature. Levinsen ( 1881) and Lebour ( 1908a) claim to have seen a distinct seminal receptacle;
but we have been unable to trace one in our specimens. We tend to agree with Odhner ( 1905),
who suggested that Levinsen in fact saw just a small inflation of Laurer's canal. possibly a structure
- 01/£12. -
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which we (Gibson & Bray, 1979) refer to as a 'rudimentary seminal receptacle'. Although we
have not seen such a dilation, Lebour ( 1908a) stated that Laurer's canal led from the seminal
receptacle (this is clearly sho\\ n in her Fig. 7). and Yamaguti ( 1934) says, 'there is a small n:ceptaculum seminis which may be considered a dilatation of the [sic) Laurer's canal'. Linton ( 1940)
also failed to find any structure, other than the uterine seminal receptacle, which acted as a
sperm-store in the female part of the reproductive system.
Yamaguti ( 1934) and Miller ( 1941) consider that the genital pore is normally medially situated;
but Odhner ( 1905) stated that this is abnormal, and in most of our material the genital pore lies
to the left of the median line.
A suspicion that all of the n:cords may not be of the same species is aroused by the reports of
egg-sizes well above those found in our sp~cimens and in the majority of specimens described in
the literature. Odhner ( 1905) found that his specimens from Lycocles pallid11.1· and <iy1111wc·m11/111s
trirnspis had eggs between 60 and 66 µmin length, and Yamaguti's ( 1934) sp·:cimens had eggs of
60 to 68 µmin length. A dose examination of further specimens with these large eggs is desirahle.
Our own specimens from Lycodes esmarki, L. rnhli and L_rcodes sp. all had eggs between 42 and
50 µm in length.
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FELLODISTOMIDAE

Steringophorus agnotus (Xi coll. I 90B) Dollfu:-- . 1952
:,;,· '.\"1f\··n1s · Fr·flodi-•frm11w1

F ellodi-~t,m111111

ay,w/11111 Xil·oll . 190H .
inri-<11111

(Hudolphi) of:-;tafford (HIO-l-) in pa1-t .

HosT AXD LOCALITY

Anarhirhas lupus. intesti1w. (l /8).
!--t. Pierre Bank (-16 X .. 57 "\\'.: depth 170 m).
~Iiller (1941) reports this species as part of ~tafford's ( In0-1-) Fellodisfon111m

inci,.;11111 material from A. lupus in eastern Canadian waters . It is normally found in
the u-all-hladder and bile-duet . but has ovcasionally hP('ll found in tlw intestirw
(Xit.·:11190H. Odhn<'r 1911. Pol)·ansky 19."'>."'>). 1-ipe(•iti(' to A1u1rhir'h"8 spp .. it n'a('h('s
from tlw Bar<:>nts !-;(:'a in the east to the ( 'anadian C'0ast.

!'row,

fs~IJ'/,

tni

Steri11,:ophorus ag11otus (Nicoll, 1909) Dollfus, 1952
Fi.Ilodistomum a1:11v1111n Nicoll 1909.
fr/lodistomum i11ci.rnm (Rudolphi) of Stafford ( 1904) in part ( ?).
TYPE-HOST AND LOCALITY.

"

Anarhichas lupus, St Andrews, Fife, Scotland.

RECORDS

(i) Material studied
(a) From the NE Atlantic
Anorhiclws lupus [bile-duct] Eldey Bank, off Reykjanes, Iceland (64' N, 24°W; depth 148-152 m;
May, 1974). BM(N H) 1977.3.4.1 - 2.
_
[bile-duct] Moray Firth, Scotland (58 N, 02°W; depth 164 m; July, 1976). BM(NH)
I 977.3.4.3.
(b) From elsewhere
Anarhichas lupus [intestine] Newfoundland (see Bray, 1979 : 420). BM(NH) 1977.2.16.55.
E Atlantic records from the literature
.·lnurhichas lupus [gall-bladder & duodenum] St Andrews, Fife, Scotland. Nicoll (1909a: 469; as
f~ ·llodisromum agnorum).
"'
[anterior intestine] Trondheim, Norway. Odhner (191 la: 99).
[bile-duct] Husavik, Neskaupstadur and Reykjavik, Iceland. Brinkmann (1956 : 22; as
1-dlodisromum agnorum).
-t11urhichas minor [gall-bladder] Umivik, East Greenland. Brinkmann (1975 : 52; as Fellod1110111w11 agnotum).

111) ;-..;

-\,1'1 c1s Of- BIOLOGY. This parasite is found in anarhichadid fishes in the North Atlantic Ocean
and th~ Barents Sea. It has been confused in the past with Fellodistomumfellis (see Dawes, 1947)
\\ h1ch occurs in the same host; but it apparently has a slightly different site-preference. While
/". /,-//i.1 occurs almost exclusively in the gall-bladder, S. agnotus apparently occurs in the duodcn urn (Polyansky, 1955 : 56), as well as in the bile-duct and gall-bladder. The largest specimen
t h;1t \\ i.: round came from the intestine, but our other eight specimens all came from the bile-duct.
·r hi.: lif'c-hi~tory of this species is unknown.
Pio \J<JLS DESCRIPTIONS Nicoll (1909a: 469; as Fellodistomum agnotum); Miller (1941 : 43; as

F. agnorum); Polyansky (1955: 56; as F. agnotum); Brinkmann (1956: 22; as F. agnornm);

Sma<,tava & Ghosh ( l 968 : 49; as F. agnotum).
DL'>CRJPTJ01\ (Fig. 4). Eight whole-mounts and one sectioned specimen were studied. These worms
arc le~<, robust than Fellodistomum Jellis (see Table 3 for dimensions). The body is widest at the
bl!I of the ventral sucker, the forebody tapering sharply and the hindbody, which in some cases
,.., qune extensive, narrowing more slowly (Fig. 4a & b). The body-surface bears no spines and the
body-wall is thin. The subterminal, globular oral sucker is smaller than the more or less globular
rrnt1pl sucker. which is situated at about one-third of the body-length from the anterior extremity.
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The sucker-ratio is I : 1·3-1·7. There is a short prepharynx, visible only in sections, which leads
into a globular to elongate-oval plwry11x just less than half of the _diameter of the oral sucker.
The pharynx leads directly into two wide caeca, which terminate Just posteriorly to the t_estes,
although not al\.\ays symmetrically. The semi-digested remains of blood can often be seen 111 the
lumen of the caeca.
At the posterior extremity the 'Y'-shaped e.\"c'rc'tory \'csicle opens v_ia the excretory pore. The
\esick. \\hich lies dorsally to the gonads but ventrally to the caeca, b1furca~es at abo~l the_ level
of the right testis. The arms reach almost to the level of the pharynx, becoming more dilate 111 the
forebody.
The oval to elongate-oval testes lie obliquely with their longitudinal axes oriented anteroposteriorly. The kft testis lies more anteriorly than the right, although in our smallest immature
specimen the testes arc more or less symmetrical. The vasa efferentia pass through the wall of the
cirrus-sac separately, but close together. The l'irrus-sac, which is present close to the anterior
margin of the ventral sucker (Fig. 4c), has a thin muscular wall. It lies at an angle to the bodysurface, causing difficulties in accurate measurement in "'hole-mounts, and contains a bipartite
seminal vesicle, a wide pars prostatica surrounded by numerous gland-cells. and a wide ejaculatory duct. The structure of the cirrus-sac and its contents is similar to that of the previous two
species, particularly in the filamentous lining of the pars prostatica and the muscular. diverticulate
nature of the ejaculatory duct. The genital atrium is small, receiving thL' female duct from the
left side laterally to the cirrus-sac. The genital pore is large, surroumkd hy an almost sud.er-lil,.e
musculature, and situated to the left of the median line just anteriorly to the ventral suci..cr.
The multilobate ornry lies almost immediately anterior to the right tL'stis. A narrow oviduct
passes from its dorsal surface and runs posteriorly to where it unites with Laurer's canal and the
common vitelline duct prior Ill entering Mehlis' gland. In fact the union with the hroad common
vitelline duct occurs just as the oviduct enters Mehlis' gland. Laurer·s canal opem to the exterior
at a level just posterior to the ovary (Fig. 4d). There is no seminal receptacle associated with
Liurcr·s canal; but the first few coils of the ut<'rus form a uterine seminal receptacle. The uterus is
,nitially coiled just anterio~ly to Mehlis' gland, and then coils posteriorly between the testes,
rc:11.:hing close to the posterior extremity. On returning forward it forms a number of coils at the
1c,el of the posterior mar_gin of the ventral sucker, before passing anteriorly towards the genital
atrium. The term111al region of the uterus which unites with the genital atrium is narrow. The
uterus contain~ nu!nerous 'n.ormal' e~gs ~nd often many smaller, apparently malformed, eggs and
fragments of v1tel_l111e material. The v1tclline follicles lie in two lateral fields, reaching from about
the lc\cl of the middle of the ventral sucker to a level just posterior to the pharynx.

Table 3

Dimensions of Steringophorus agnotus from the present material and from the literature

.-\utlwrity

I ,,cJlit~
I L'll~th (mm)
B1L·,1dth (n,m)

I L"ll!,!th :

forcbody

Miller (1941)

Anarhichas
lupus

Anarhichas
lupus

Srivastava &
Ghosh ( 1968)
Lophius
piscatorius

Scotland
up to 3·3
up to 0·87
(I : 0·36)

Canada
2·9
1·09
(l : 0·35)

unknown
2·95
I ·25
(1 : 0·36)

0·34 (in 3 mm
specimen)
0·51 (in 3 mm
specimen)
I : 1·5
0·15 /0·12

0·29 dia.

0·31 x0·36

0· 20-0· 36 X 0· 18-0· 26

\ rntr.d <.ucker (mm)

0-42

0·45 x0·49

0• 29-0•40 A 0• 28-0•4 l

~1,L ~L'r-ratio

1'l1,1r~n, (mm)

(1 : 1·4)

0·14 long

1 : 1·46
0·14 x0·13

44 , 24

0·18-0·24 ;<
0·13-0·20
0·27 " 0·13
45 , 27

1: 1-3-1·7
0·097-0· I 3 )'
0·090-0·25
0·28-0·32 , 0·19-0·22
0· 18-0· 30 X 0·07-0· l 7

( Ir! ll'>-'iUC ( mm)

f.:-,,L'-,(mm)
Ch.11~ (mm)

I

48 / 24

:.!!:!-'> 1pm)

Ftw'(YI

Bf<IN

A,A/D

Anarhichas
lupus

see text
.., 1·3-3·4
0-43-0·82
1 : 0· 26-0·4 l

l,tlfll

o,,d -,uckcr (mm)

Present material

Nicoll (1909a)

0· 13-0· l 9 · 0·05-0· l 8
52-61, 25-29
(+many malformed)
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FELLODISTOMIDAE

Steringophorus agnotus (Nicoll, 1909) Dollfus, 1952 (continued)

1)1-,c L '>SIO'-. This species exhibits features which are intermediate between Fellodistomum fellis
and .<:,1ai11guphorusfi1rciger both in morphology and biology. It was moved from Fdlodis10mu111
tu S1ai11gophorus by Dollfus ( 1952), on the basis of the extension of the uti.;rus into the posttc'>ticular region, and although it docs not app.::ar to have been accepted by any subsequent
\\Orker we agree with this move. We have not, however, followed Dollfus in distinguishing these
l\,o genera at the subfamily level, as S. agnotus is similar to F.fel/is.
Da\\es ( 1947) considered Fel/odisto11111111 agnotum to be a synonym of F.fellis. but detailed and
com incing rebuttals of this have been presented by Polyansky ( 1955), who lists live distinguishing
features, and Brinkmann ( 1956), who lists ten. Dawes stated,· ... it is very ditlkult to concei\ e of
the existence of two distinct species of such rarity and precise host-specilicity'. Subsequent \\Ork
has shown that these species arc neither as rare nor as host-specili<.: as Dawes appan:ntly considered them ( Brinkmann, 1975). As mentioned above. Yamaguti ( 1971) regarded frllodi.\1011111111
as a young form of SterinKOf1horus because of the restricted distribution of the uterus in the former.
,,hich he suggested varies ~ith age. The extension of the uterus into the post-testicular region or
S. agnotus. however, is not a sign of maturity, as even the smallest worms have primordia of the
uterus in this region.
We have found that in all of our specimens the caeca extend just posteriorly to the testes.
Nicoll ( 1909a) and Miller ( 1941) describe the caeca as reaching the testes, but not going beyond,
and in the specimen figured by Srivastava & Ghosh ( I 968) the caeca did not reach the testes. The
latter figure is of a worm which is obviow,ly considerably flattened, and this procedure has
probably affected the relative positions of these organs, as is suggested hy the median position of
the genital pore. It would seem likely that Nicoli's and Miller's (i.e. Stafford's) material may also
have been fixed under pressure. Our material was all fixed without pressure in glacial acetic acid.
The two specimens studied by Srivastava & Ghosh ( 1968) were found amongst the slide collection
of the late' Dr G. S. Thaper and arc purported to have been recorded from the gall-bladder of
Lophius piscatorius from an unknown locality. When the distribution of this host and of the
usual host is taken into consideration, it would seem likely that this material came from European
or at least northern Atlantic waters. These specimens also differ from other descriptions of S.
agnotus in appearing to possess a short oesophagus. Brinkmann ( 1956) uses egg-length as a
criterion distinguishing F.fellis ('45 µm') and S. agnotus ('55 µm'). As Table 3 indicates, this may
well be an unsatisfactory character in that some authors have recorded an egg-length in S.
agnotus similar to that in F. Jellis. We found that careful examination of eggs lying horizontally
in situ gave measurements of 52-61 µm. It is most noticeable, however, that many eggs, and in
fact all of them in the specimen recovered from the intestine (Fig. 4a), are apparently malformed
and much smaller than usual (25-29 µm). The worms from the bile-duct have either a mixture of
large and small eggs or large eggs only.

Fig. 4 Steringophorus ag110111s: (a) specimen from intestine, with small, malformed eggs; (b) small
specimen from bile-duct; (c) cirrus-sac; (d) diagram of femak proximal genitalia. Bar scale:
a, b=0·5 mm.
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rellodis torrJ.<lae

Steringophorus blackeri~. /3RRY) l9 r3
(Fig. IO)
Hosts and localities: intestine and body-cavity of Xenodermichthys copei (type-host),
Stn. 24; intestine of Xenodermichthys sp. indet., National Institute of. OceanoBo-tt
B,,~
graphy, Stn. 6429 - 28°07' N., 13°52' W. depth 0-390 m.
Four whole specimens were recovered from X. copei. One whole specimen and
an anterior fragment were found in the body-cavity of the same fish specimen, the
fish itself having itself been preserved in formalin. The remainder of the specimens
from X. copei and the two specimens found in X. sp. indet. were taken from the
intestine. The worms occurred either singly or in pairs in their hosts. The whole
worm from the body-cavity (Fig. rob) was of a shape and size rather different from

f

Steringophorus blackeri sp. nov. : a) intestinal form from Xenodermichthys copei (ventral view) ; b) bodycavity form from X. copei (ventral view) ; c) young intestinal form from X. sp. indet. (ventral view) ; d) cirrus-sac
and genital atrium of c; e) intestinal form from X. sp. indet. (ventral view).

FIG. 10.
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those in the intestine (Fig. ma), two of which were sectioned for further study. The
other specimens,.collected by the author from fishes in the collection of the National
Institute of Oceanography, included one which was apparently young (Fig. roe) and
an older worm (Fig. rne). Despite the variation in size, the internal morphology
indicates clearly that all these specimens represent the same species.
The 'intestinaj. form' from X. copei is elongate, being widest just posteriorly to
the ventral sucker, which is about one-fifth of the body-length from the anterior end.
The forebody tapers sharply, while the tapering of the hindbody is less pronounced,
and it is rounded terminally. The forms from X. sp. indet are much smaller, but
· with a similarly shaped forebody, and are widest just posteriorly to the ventral
sucker (at about one-third of the body-length from the anterior end), the hindbody
having slightly tapering lateral margins and a rather truncate posterior end. The
'body-cavity form' from X. copei has a similar forebody to the other forms, but the
hindbody is considerably swollen by the large bulbous excretory vesicle, the limbs
of which reach into the forebody, but do not appear to be swollen in the same way.
The dimensions of the various forms are included in Table 2.
TABLE 2

Measurements of Steringopkorus blackeri spril6V. B ll-~ 'I, 197-3
Host
'Form' No. of specimens
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Qral sucker
diameter (mm)
Ventral sucker
diameter (mm)
Oral: ventral
sucker ratio
Pharynx (mm)
Oesophagus (mm)
Cirrus-sac (mm)
Ovary (mm)
Testes (mm)
Eggs (µ.m)

X. copei
Intestinal
3 (2 sectioned)
4·6-9
2·03-2·04
o•47

X. copei
Body-cavity
1 + fragment
2·7
1 ·45
0·34-0·35

X. sp. indet.
Younger

X. sp. indet.
Older

2·2
o·8
0·243

3·08
1•68
0·4

0·43

0·29-0·33

0·240

o·45

I: 0·92

I :

0·32

X

0·26

0·13-0·23
about 0·32-0•35
X 0·19
0·27 dia.
about 0·21 x
0·18
57-63 X 32-34

0•85-0•94

0·22-0·26 X
0·21-0·19
0·14
about 0·21-0·32
X 0°12
0·21 X 0·16
0·11-0·l2 X
0·16
52-58 X 27-30

I

I:

0·98

I:

1•12

0•125 X 0•II

0·21 X 0•25

0·105
0•"26 X 0•14

0·16
0·48

O·l8 X 0·II
0·07 - 0·13 X
0·14
54 X 27-30

0•21 X 0·19
0•13-J•l4 X
0·17-0·2
54-57 X 28-30

~

0·16

The cuticle bears no spines, but has numerous transverse wrinkles. The oral and
ventral suckers are rounded, and with one exception the oral is slightly larger than
the ventral. In some specimens from X. copei contraction has caused the opening
of the ventral sucker to be disposed anteriorly. There is no prepharynx, so the
almost globular pharynx abuts directly with the oral sucker. It leads into a fairly
short -oesophagus, which bifurcates at about the level of the anterior margin of the
ventral sucker, or slightly further forward. The intestinal caeca are lined with a
glandular epithelium and run posteriorly to a point normally amidst the uterine
coils where they termin~te, about halfway along the hindbody.
The excretory pore is terminal and leads into a very small globular vesicle (of
about 0·03-0·06 mm in diameter) before entering the main Y-shaped vesicle. The
stem o_f the vesicle reaches to about the middle of the body, whilst the limbs reach
_anteriorly to the oral su~ker. The stem may be very wide or narrow, but the limbs
are constantly narrow. The excretory pore itself appears to be on a short
protuberance at t~e base of a depression and is surrounded by glandular cells.
1:he genital po~e is situated on a level with, or just anterior to, the intestinal bifurcat~on· and slightly _to the left of the median line. · It leads into a muscular genital
atnum. The cirrus-sac overlaps the anterior border of the ventral sucker and contains a relatively small, bipartite seminal vesicle, a long, coiled pars prostatica and
a short muscular cirrus. The testes lie posteriorly to the ventral sucker a little
obliquely to each o~her, with the left testis being slightly anterior to the right. They
are close to the ovary and to each other, are small by comparison with the body-size
and have more or less deeply indented margins. The multilobate ovary lies anteriorly
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CONTlllUE.b----

Fe.llodis tomiclae

Steringophorus blackeri Bray, 1973 (continued)

and sometimes slightly obliquely to the right testis. It is associated with a large
'shell '-gland, about the same size as the ovary, lying between it and the left testis.
Laurer's canal opens dorsally, level with the 'shell'-gland, and may contain a small
amount of spermatozoa in its proximal region. Sperm may also lie in the proximal
part of the uterus. The vitellaria consists of numerous globular or short transversely-elongate follicles disposed in two symmetrically placed fields near the lateral
margins of the body. These fields reach from about the level of the anterior border
of the ventral sucker to a position some distance posterior to the testes. The uterus
runs in t~e median line from the ovary to about the middle of the worm, in a series of
lateral coils. It then forms a descending series of loops on each side of the body to
about two-thirds of the way along the hindbody before passing anteriorly again as a
series of loops. It has not been possible to ascertain whether the uterus passes down
one side of the body and then down the other, or whether it divides before passing
down both sides. The later coils of the uterus pass forward in the median line
ventrally to the descending coils and the gonads. In the specimens with the swollen
excretory vesicle the lateral uterine slings are forced to lie close to the margins of
the body. Within the uterus lie numerous eggs, many of which are collapsed, -but
which appear to be operculate, with a brownish-yellow shell. . This shell is covered
with numerous small bosses giving the surface a granular appearance, whh..~1 is
rather less marked in the young specimen from X. sp. indet.
MATERIAL. British Museum (Natural History) Reg. no. 1973.4.9.21-24 (syntypes).
Although some recent authors have followed Yamaguti (1953) in considering
Steringophorus Odhner, 1905, a synonym of Fellodistomum Stafford, 1904, it would
seem that there may be one feature differentiating these genera, if the distribution of
the vitellaria is taken into consideration. In F ellodistomum the vitellaria extend
anteriorly well beyond the ventral sucker, whilst in Steringophorus they do not. A
close examination of material of the type-species of both genera from the type-hosts
may well indicate other differences, particularly in the length of the caeca and the
con.figuration of the fully-developed uterus.
This new species would appear to be most closely related to Steringophorus magnus
Manter, 1934, from an unidentified eel-like fish in 300 fathoms at Tortugas, Florida.
It differs, however, •in the granular pattern of the egg-shell, in the sucker ratio, in the
distribution of the vitellaria and in the configuration of the uterus in the hindbody.
The sculpturing on the egg-shell seems to be similar to that described in Benthotrema
plenum Manter; 1934, and it may be noted that although Manter (1934) originally
considered this to be a generic character, later (1954) he described a further species
in the genus, B. richardsoni, in which the eggs apparently have smooth shells.
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FELLODISTORIDAE
Steringophor11s blacked Bray, 1973

TYPE-HOST AND LOCALITY. Xenodermiduhys socia/is [ =copei], Bay of Biscay (45°N, 02°W).
RECORDS

(i) Material studied
(a) From the NE Atlantic
Xenodermichthys socialis [intestine & body-cavity] Bay of Biscay (45 N, 02 W; depth 575-665 m;
Jan., 1971). Type-material (see Bray, 1973: 174). BM(NH) 1973.4.9.21-24.
- - [intestine] Porcupine Bank, W. of Ireland (54 N, 14 W; depth 1000 m; June, 1974).
BM(NH) 1977.3.15.1.
- - [body-cavity] Rosemary Bank, NW of Scotland (59 N, 10 W; depth 970-1025 m; June,
1974). BM(NH) 1977.3.15.2.
- - [intestine] Flannan region, NW of Scotland (59 N, 09 W; depth 900-940 m; Oct., 1978).
BM(NH) 1979.2.14.1.
(b) From elsewhere
Xenodermichth_rs sp. [intestine] OtT Moroccan coast (28 N, 14 W: depth 390 m) (see Bray,
1973: 174). BM(NH) 1973.5.17.4-5.
(ii) NE Atlantic records from the literature
Xenodermichthys socialis [intestine & body-cavity] Bay of Biscay. Bray (1973: 174).
ASPECTS 01- BIOLOGY. All or the records of this parasite arc given above, thus indicating that it
has only been found in the akpocephalid genus Xrnodermichthys from the eastern North Atlantic.
The worms arc rather large in comparison with the lumen of the intestine, where they normally
reside. In many cases they appear to quite effectively block the gut, and, as the wall of the intestine
surrounding them is severely stretched, it is easy to imagine them breaking through into the
body-cavity, where a number have been found.
PRLVIOUS DLSCRIPTIO'.\:. Bray ( 1973 : 174).
DLSCRIPTION (Fig. 5). Thirteen whole-mounted and two sectioned specimens were available for
study. the measurements or which arc given in Table 4. The shape or the body of these large
worms may be broadly oval. especially in specimens from the body-cavity, to elongate-oval,
especially in large specimens from the intestine (Fig. Sa). One specimen is divided into three more
or less equal parts by two rnnstrictions, which thus give it a moniliform appearance. The
forebody is smaller than the hindbody in the ratio of I : 3-6; but with this ratio increasing
allometrically with increased length of the worms. The body-surface is smooth. There is a
globular, subterminal ornl sucker, which is similar in size to, but may be slightly smaller or
larger than, the globular 1·c•11trn/ sucAc·r. There is a short prepharynx, a large pharynx and a short
oesophagus whi:h is surrounded by gland-cells. The intestinal bifurcation, which occurs at about
the middle or the forebody. gives rise to caeca which reach posteriorly to about the middle of the
hindbody, normally terminating amongst the coils of the uterus. These caeca may be narrow or
wide, and arc often full or the semi-digested remains of blood.

Table 4

Dimensions of Steri11gop/wru.1· hlacf..<'ri from the present material
. and from the literature

Authority

Bray ( 1973)

Length (mm)
Breadth (mm)
Length : forcbody ratio
Oral sucker (mm)
Ventral sucker (mm)
Sucker-ratio

2·2 9·0
0·8 2·04
I : 0·14- 0·29*
0·24 0·47 dia.
0·24- 0-49 dia.
I : 0·85- 1· 12
0· 11-0· 26 ,. 0· 125---0· 32
0·105-0·23
0·21-0·35 > 0·12-0·19
0·07-0·2 I X 0· 14-0· 20
0· 18-0·27 x 0· 11-0·27
52-63 ..< 27-34

Pharynx ( mm)
Oesophagus (mm)
Cirrus sac (mm)
Testes (mm)
Ovary (mm)
Eggs (µm)

·,

Present material
(collected 1974 & 1978)
3·0 5·95
1·20 2·1
I : 0·15 0·27
0·30 0·40 0·27- 0-43
0· 27 0·42 , 0· 30 -0· 50
I : 0·84- 1·24
0· 21-0· 26 ,, 0· 20-0· 26
0·09- 0·17
0·25-0·35 , 0· I 6-0·23
0·20-0·27 / 0·11-0·21
0·18 / 0·13
48-54 26-34

* New data.
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The excn.,rory pore is terminal and leads into a 'Y'-shaped vesicle, the stem of which may be
narrow, especially in specimens from the intestine, or wide and dilate, especially in specimens
from the body-cavity. Just posterior to the gonads the vesicle bifurcates, and the arms, which are
usually narrow, reach into the forebody to the level of the pharynx.
Jn young specimens the small, oval testes have quite deeply indented margins, but in the larger
specimens they are entire. They occur close to each other, almost symmetrically or obliquely
with the left testis the more anterior, in the anterior quarter of the hindbody. The vasa efferentia
are difficult to follow, but appear to remain separate until after they have passed through the
wall of the cirrus-sac. The cirrus-sac is oval and tapers slightly at the proximal end (Fig. 5c).
It contains a small, bipartite seminal vesicle, a wide, curved pars prostatica with a filamentous
lining and a wide, diverticulate ejaculatory duct which may contain eggs. The cirrus-sac and
contents are, therefore, typical of this subfamily. The genital atrium is small, receiving the
metraterm laterally to the cirrus-sac, and opens via the genital pore just to the left of the median
line in the hinder region of the forebody.
Immediately anterior to the right testis lies a multilobate ovary. The oviduct leaves this posteriorly and receives Laurer"s canal and the common vitelline duct prior to passing into Mehlis'
gland (Fig. 5d). Laurcr's canal opens dorsally at the level of Mehlis' gland, and often contains
small amounts of spermatozoa. A uterine seminal receptacle is the only semina: store in the
female part of the reproductive system. Most of the uterus lies posteriorly to the gonads: it
passes back medially with laterally directed loops to about the middle of the worm, and then
descends in a series of loops on one, or more usually on both, sides or the body to about twothirds of the way down the hindbody. The post-testicular region of the uterus, therefore, often
possesses the outline of an inverted 'Y' (Fig. 5b). Anterior to the gonads the uterus tends to pass
forward directly to the genital atrium in young specimens, but in the largest specimens it often
coils in the region between the gonads and the ventral sucker. There is always a considerable
portion or the posterior hindbody devoid of uterine coils. The operculatc eggs are variable
in siLe. and the brownish-yellow shells bear a pattern of raised bosses (Fig. Se). The l'itcllarium
cnm,ists or two lateral fields of globular or short, transversely-elongate foll ides, lying between the
anterior margin of the ventral sucker and a level just posterior to the testes. The two fidds feed
main \ itelline ducts whid1 pa~s medially ventral to Mehl is' gland and unite to form a common
v11cl1111e duct. Thi~ common duct is dilate proximally, forming a uistim:t, itclline reservoir.

D1sn ss10,. This de ... cription extends that of Bray ( 1973), especially with reg.a rd to details or the
cirru ... --.ac, ,, hich arc correctL'd here, and the increased range of egg-sizes recorded. With regard
to the ... uder-ratio, about equal numbers of our specimens possessed a ventral sud,er which was
either -,lightly larger or smaller than the oral sucker. Another variable feature is the arrangement
)r uterine coils in the post-testicular region of the hindbody. The normal arrangement appears to
1
1,,0 lateral coib (Fig. 5b), but occa-,ionally the uterus develops down one side of the body only
( Fig. 5a). The difference in body-shape between specimens from the body-cavity and those from
the inw,tine appears to be cau!->ed by d.ifTerem:es in the dilation of the excretory veside. In specimens from the body-cavity the vesicle is wide, this possibly being caused by differences in the
)-.molarity of the two environments or by other factors, such as the health of the host, which
1
might have upset the normal osmotic balance of these worms. The health of the fish may suffer
,, hen these worms pass through the gut-wall.
1

nc

Fig. 5 Steringophorus b/ackai: (a) large specimen from intestine; (b) small specimen from intestine;
(cJ cirrus-sac; (d) diagram of female proximal genitalia; (e) egg. Bar scales: a, b= l mm.
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Steringoplionis magmis n.sp.

(Figs. 11-12j

..,~- .. ----· -

H os_t-:-U nidentified/ ll~---~----Position-Intestinc.
Frequency-Present in both of 2 hosts examined.
Depth-300 fathoms:
11
~not (}905, 909~ ~i ,@s sssenttally-the foUo;,iB~ <Jigwacsjs far ~Ro geP it·

Body large, elongate thick anteriorly, somewhat flattened posteriorly, 6.
to 7. mm. in length; 1.9 to 2.6 mm. in wjdth; greatest width posterior td
ventral sucker; flesh color when alive. Body tapering toward each end~
posterior end may be either truncated or somewhat pointed. Ventral sucker
about ¼ to 1/5 body length from anterior end, about twice the size of ora~
sucker, somewhat wider than long, occupying about ½ body width, with
transverse aperture. No prepharynx; esophagus about same length as
pharynx; intestinal bifurcation halfway between suckers; ceca narrow,
extending posterior to testes but usually. not halfway between testes and
posterior end. Genital pore median or slightly to the left, at level of intes.:.
tinal bifurcation. Testes . globular, with only slightly irregular outline;
symmetrical or diagonal, chiefly intercecal, separated by the uterus, a sliort
<;iistance posterior to ventral sucker, left testis usually slightly in adv~
Cirrus sac large, slightly longer than wide, lying diagonally between v e ~
sucker and genital pore. Seminal vesicle"tliQular, bipartite, in basal half of
cirrus sac. Prostate gland well dev.elopea; prostate duct with thick walls;
Short, wide cirrus with folded muscular walls, continuous with genital atrium
which is also broad with muscular. walls and at least partly enclosed in .cirrus
sac. Genital atrium with lip-like, muscular lobe (genital or copulatory
!obe). Ovary multilobed, slightly .to the right, immediately posterior to
ventral sucker. Uterus coiling backward to near posterior end, then for.:
ward, passing between testes; coils not reaching sides of body by some
distance. Vitelline follicles small, in two rather wide, short, lateral groups,
mostry-~cecal, in midbody region, from posterior border of ovary to
posterior edge of testes. In each of three spflcimens the left group was more
or less divided near the middle (fig. 11). Eggs 30 to 32 by 14 to 17 µ. Excretory vesicle Y -.shaped, median stein .long1 forking a short distance
posterior to testes, branches extending tci pharynx region.
1

, .

COMPARISONS

This species differs from S. furciger, the only other species in the genus,
in its much larger size, relatively more anterior ventral sucker, more
diagonal testes, vitellaria somewhat posterior to ventral sucker, stem of
excretory vesicle forking behind the testes and much smaller eggs.
Steringophorus furciger is a species o.f northern waters being reported from
Swedish. Gr.e-'¾and, Arctic and Canadian waters by Olsson,:Levinsen, Odhner/
and Stafford.
The species name magnus refers to the large size of the trematode.

~

!'ellodistomidae
Steringophorus pro/u11d11s 11.sp.

(Fig. 13)

H ost-A1·gentina striata Goode & Bean.
Positio~Intestine.
Frequency-Present in 2 of 5 hosts examined.
Depth-140 fathoms.
SPECIFICfiAGNOSIS

Body plump, smooth, tapering somewhat anterior to ventra,l sucker~
broadly rounded posteriorly, length 1.71 to 2.05 mm., width from(_¼ to l.@;
length. Oral sucker terminal; ventral sucker about, 1/3 from anterior end,
about 1½ times the diameter of oral sucker, occupying about½ body width,
with transverse aperture. Prepharynx lacking; esophagus short; intestinal
bifurcation nearer oral than ventral sucker; the narrow ceca, more or less
distant from the sides of the body, extending to a level about halfway
between testes and posterior end. Genital pore median or submedian,
opposite the intestinal bifurcation or immediately posterior, about halfway
between the suckers. Testes smooth or only slightly lobed, symmetrical,
lateral and far apart, about lL3 the distance between ventral sucker and
posterior end. Cirrus sac large, robust, filling the entire intercecal, preacetabular area and overlapping at least one cecum, extending posteriorly
to mid-sucker level, containing a bipartite seminal vesicle, well-developed
prostate gland, rather long prostate duct, short cirrus with heavy, folded
walls and, near the genital pore, a broad genital atrium. Ovary multilobed,
partly overlapping the ventral sucker dorsally, median or to the right.
Seminal receptacle lacking. Follicles of the vitellaria forming two, short,
lateral clusters in midbody between the posterior edge of ventral sucker and
posterior ends of the testes, chiefly extracecal. Uterus completely filling the
hindbody posterior to testes, the ascending portion coiling between the testes,·
crossing the ovary ventrally and extending along the left edge of the
ventral sucker. Eggs yellow, 30 to 34 by 16 µ.

-

M,easurements
Length

Width

Oral
sucker

Ventral
sucker

mm.
2.052
1.71

mm.
0.763
.83

mm.
0.204
.220

mm.
0.330
.373

Fore•

mm.
0.456
.290

Eggs

Cirrus sac

body

I I

mm.
0.364 by 0.180
.232
.332

µ

I , 31-34 by 16
11

30-34

16

COMPARISONS

This species differs from the generic diagnosis in possessing a very short
esophagus. In view of the Y -shaped excretory vesicle, the median genital
pore, the symmetrical testes, and the distribution of the vitellaria, it is considered in the genus Steringophorus in spite of the short esophagus. It
differs from S. furciger in its short esophagus, more rounded posterior end
and somewhat longer ceca. It differs from S. magnus in its much smaller
size, shorter esophagus, more anterior position of the vitellaria, smaller eggs
and in that the uterus extends to the sides of the body.
The species name, profundus, indicates its occurrence in a deep-water
host.

STE~,N~dPl'lo•~ ur11~11t11 ~ (F,9.

'1)

N k- Gvn-A,, 11.S-'-

Four ,pecimena of Bteri,egopl,or,u kthrini were reoo
intestine of a marine fish, Partevelamin (Ldhrinns sp.), at KruBadai I
Of these, two were mature specimens and the remaining two immat~
The body of Steringophorua lethrini n sp. varies from 2·2-2·28 mm.
length and l ·14-l ·3a mm. in breadth ac-ross the testicular region. B
its anterior and posterior end1:1 are rounded. Tho integument is devoid
cutic-ular spines. The mouth opening i subtermina.l and the oral suck
o :!-0 24 mm. in length and 0·25-0 35 mm. in breadth, is rounded or sphe
cal or may b more elongat1·d trnnsversel,Y. The pharynx is either situa
behind the oral suckC'r or may be overlapped by the latter organ. T
pharynx measures 0 16--Q 19 x0-24 mm. Following the pharynx there
an oesophagus the lPngth of which varies from 0·064-0·096 mm. _:I'he t

caeca run posteriorly in the do1'8&1 and lateral regions of
ending blindly near its posterior extremity.
aoet&bulum, 0·24-0·27 mm. in length and 0·22-0·25 mm. in
globular and peculiarly shaped, is situated at a distance of U· 12
d the intestinal fork and 0·41-0·46 mm. from the anterior end
body. The shape of the acetabulum seems to be peculiar in these

Tbe excretory pore is at the posterior end of the body, leading into a
·ca1 vesicle which receives two lateral cornua lt littlt' behind tlw
ulum.
The two testes are situated far behin<l the VC'ntral su<'ker, 01H' nn 1•111'!1
and close to the intestinal caecum of the respectivt' :--icl<·s. Tht> l1·ft
may be a little advan<'ed t,, tht• right, and measures O·:!:! O·:!i x ◄ 1 J!l- ·
mm. The right testis is tt•2:!-0 :25 x0-2--0·:27 mm. iu RiZC'. The
sac iB very elongated, extending iI1 front. behind and along th<' lateral
of the acetabulum. The cirrus iR prominent. The /!l'nital pore iH
and ventral to the intestinal fork or may be slightly lateral to the
line. The ovary is tril,)licd, .situated dose to the right inteMinal
in front of the right tc•stis. The lobes aro extraordinarily
ent. The first lobe mea.sureti O·ll-O·l9XO·l7; the Hecond lohe
XO·l6 mm. and the third lobe 0·64 XO 16 mm. In one specimen,
and third lobes seem to han' merged together. Thus thl'Y measure
·vely 0· 12 X 0· 16 mm. Tho l\1e1Jlis' gland complex lies in front of
eft te&tis and meaimres O·l..J.-O·I6X0·2:!-{J-28 mm, The rcceµtaculum
· is placed anterior to the Mehlis' giand complex measuriug O·U x
mm. in the type specimen. The vitelline resen·oir lies at tho anterior
of the Mehlis' gland complex. 'l'he vitcllirH' follic-les are extracaecal,
· g from the len-1 uf 1 he acetabulum to n littlf' in front of the posextremity of the bud,\'. Thi· uterus i1:1 very m11d1 c-nih·d aIH.! full of egg1:1.
both descending and asc<'nding limhs. The foldR of thf' utnus
in the post-testic-ular region arc arranged almof;t tramwersely.
'orly it finally runs along the cirrn.· sae to open at th1• g1•11ita I por<•.
e eggs are opercula.te and measure O lllti-(J 01!1 XO ()lJ7 mm.
elation.ahip8:-The genus Steringoplwr118 Odhner, !!lilt,. l'11mpri1•K'1:1 so
ur species, namely Steringoplwrus furciger (Olsson. I HH) Odhner,
S. cluthenai,'l Nicoll, 1909, S. ,nayn11.<? Manter, rn:14 and ,....-. 11roju'fldu8
, 1934. The new species Sf,,ring()phorU8 {Pthrini is ,·hnrncteris(•d
presence of a much elongated cirrus sac, the vitellaria extending
e level of the region a little behind the a1·etahul1nn l,;wk to a litth,
t of the posterior extremity and pceuliarly Rlrnped 11c-1·tabul11m.
re, in these characters, the new specif'R remains distirl!'t from the
cies mentioned above .
..,.. species has been given the name after its host.
t. /.l'tltrin 118 sp. (Partcvelamin).
tion: IntestinP.
lity: t:ulf uf :\Ianaar (India).
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FELLODISTOMIDAE
Steri11gophorus th11/i11i ~ TYPl-HOST

1

ANO LUCALllY.

~ell V

191110

GI 6 soAJ, /'ffO

Unogadus argentatus, N of Rona, Scotland (60 N, 06 W).

RECORDS

(i) Material studied
(a) From NE Atlantic
Onogadus argentatus [intestine] N of Rona, Scotland (60"N, 06' W; depth 1090-1110 m; April,
1973). BM(NH) (Holotype) 1977.3.16.1. (Paratypes) 1977.3.16.2-5.
Rhinonemus cimbrius [intestine] Mid-Skagerrak, between Denmark & Sweden (Dec., 1970).
Material of J. Thulin.
Trachyrincus trachyrincus [rectum] St Kilda region, Scotland (58 N, 10 W; depth 1300-1330 m;
Oct., 1978). BM(NH) 1979.2.14.4-6.
(b) From elsewhere
None
(ii) NE Atlantic records from the literature
None
ASPECTS OF BIOLOGY. Nothing is known about the biology of this species, except that it occurs in
the intestine of gadoids. S. ji1rciger is the only other species of the genus purported to occur in
gadoids from the NE Atlantic, but it appears likely that these records are questionable or
accidental.
PREVIOUS DESCRIPTIONS

None.
DESCRIPTION (Fig. 7). Five specimens from 0. argentatus, three were serially sectioned after being
measured, three from T. trachyrincus, one was sectioned, and one specimen from R. cimbrius
were studied. The worms are fusiform when young (Fig. 7b), but the hindbody widens allometrically in older worms (Fig. 7a, c). The body-surface is smooth. Both suckers are globular,
and, as can be seen from the dimensions of this species given in Table 6, the subterminal oral
sucker is consistently slightly smaller than the ventral suck<!r, which lies at about one-third of
the body-length from the anterior end. A short prepharynx (seen only in sections), a globular
pharynx and a distinct oesophagus form the anterior part of the alimentary system. In aboul the
middle of the forebody the intestine bifurcates and the narrow caeca extend back to about the
middle of the post-testicular region.
The excretory pore is terminal and leads into a 'Y'-shapcd vesicle. the stem of which forms a
flattened sac. At the testicular level it divides, forming two wide arms which reach into the
forebody approximately to the level of the pharynx.

.

.
. •. . & b) specimens from 011ogad11s argentaws; (c) specimen from
Steru1!{ophorus. thuluu · (a.·
._., c. (e) dia •ram of female pro:\imal genitalia. Bar scale:
Trachyri11c11s 1rachyn11c11.1·; (<l) cirrus sa ,
g
a, b, c=0·5 mm.

F,g. 7

' :•
.

' ,,•:,/;:~~~"''(_.,;,._;i.;.")sit-,...,. ' ){'- •
..
.
~

pars prostatica, as the prostatic cells appear to arise from this region. There 1s little evidence of the
ejaculatory duct, and we must assume that it has become the external wall o_f th: genital papilla or
cirrus . It seems likely that this specimen has ejaculated shortly prior to being hxed, and that the
missing filamentous lining to the pars prostatica probably formed the wall of the spermat_ophore.
The genital atrium is normally larger than is usual in this subfamily. and possesses a wide pore
lying slightly sinistrally immediately posterior to the intestinal bifurcation.
-Table 6 Dimensions of Stl'ri111:ophom.1· th11/i11i
Host

01/0![Wfll.\' (l/"/.[t'll(t/(11.\'

Locality

Scotland
I ·4(1 2· 15

Rhi110111'/1//1.1· cimhriu.1·
Sr...agerrak
I ·65

0·60 I ·00
I : 0·26 0·34

0·90
I : 0·42

0· 16 0·24 · 0· I 8 0·24
0·21 0·33 · 0·21 0·J2
I : 1·2- 1·3
0·099 - 0-124 .- 0· 103- 0· I 28
0·065- 0· I 03
0· 16- 0·23 · 0· 14-0· I 5
0· 18-0 ·28 / 0· 20- 0·28
0· 17- 0·27 / 0·20- 0·40
36- 43 · 20- 23 (usually
38- 42 · 20- 22)

0·20 0·22
0·22 0·26
I: l·I
0 · 12 · 0-09
0· 15
C. 0·19 ' 0·11
O· I9- 0·23 ,, 0· 19- 0·25
c. 0·23 dia.
42- 43 · 21 - 24

Breadth

(111111)

Length : forcbody

ratio

Eggs (µm)

Trach) ·ri11c11.1 tn1cl,_1.,-i11cus
Scotland

I ·7 I ·85
0 ·74 0·86
I : 0·27 0·JI

,

Oral sucker (mm)
Ventral sucker (mm)
Sucker-ratio
Pharynx ( mm)
Oesophagus (mm)
Cirrus-sac (mm)
Testes (mm)
Ovary (mm)

. ..
- •- •

The large test£'.\' lie symmetrically in the anterior hair or the hindbody . They have deeply
indented ,;rnrgins. The vasa efferentia pas~ separately, ~ut dose together t_hrough the_wall of the
·
Th,c o\·al c.1·,.,.11.\.-.,,·,,c is• present 111 the pt)stenor region of . the forebody. slightly
ovcrc1rrus-sac.
.
.
lapping the anterior margin t)r_the _ventral sud.~r_. It _normally conta:ns a _la?,c b~-~a-rt1_te scm111~I
wsiclc. \\ide pars prnstatica with filamentous 1111111~ ,llld short. w1d_c, pockdcd l'.Jaculatory duct
(fig. 7d). In one scl:lioned specimen. however, the_ejaculatory d_uct _1s apparently evened and the
t,· ar·•·
of this worm
empty and,
contents o I. tll.c c,1·r,·t1.......
.,-.,....
... distorted
- The seminal. vesicle
.
. . 1::. almost
.
althou!!h it gin:s the appearam:c ot' being bipartite. 1t 1s no~ easy to d1_st1ngu1sh _where the pars
~- beg11· 1 ::.. It \\·ould
arr"'ar
the
prostat1ca
·
.. . however . that the most distal part of the. duct
. 1s probably
.

Length (mm)

.

0·16 0· 18 , 0· 16 0·21
0·24- 0· 30 / 0· 28 0·30
I : 1·43-1·75
0·07- 0· 11 / 0·09- 0· I I
0· 10- 0· 14
0· 24-0· 32 / 0· 13- 0· 14
0· 18- 0-27 / 0· 16- 0· 20
0· 19- 0·22 / 0·24-0·29
37- 47 / 18- 22 (usually
38-41 / 20- 22)

The large, multilobate orary lies antero-medially to the right testis, and may be overlapped
anteriorly by the posterior margin of the ventral sucker. A large, prominent Mehlis' gland lies
to the left of the ovary and. just prior to entering it, the oviduct receives Laurer's canal and the
common vitelline duct (Fig . 7e). Laurer's canal follows a convoluted course and opens dorsally
at about the level of the ovary. There is no seminal storage organ associated with Laurer's canal,
but the proximal end of the uterus forms a uterine seminal receptacle. The bulk of the narrow,
convoluted uterus, which contains numerous smooth-shelled, operculate eggs, occupies most of
the post-testicular region of the hindbody in the form of a mass of convoluted tubules that
extends extra-caecally. The last coils are inter-testicular, after which it passes forward directly
towards the genital atrium\\ hich it enters laterally through a narrow metraterm. The vitellarium
consists of two lateral fi{;.lds of closely packed follicles lying between the middle of the ventral
sucker and the anterior margin of the testes and often overlapping the caeca ventrally. The
follicles feed two main lateral collecting ducts which unite to form a common duct just ventrally
to Mehlis' gland.

D1scuss10N. This species is most similar to S. foliatus (Yamaguti, 1970) comb. nov., from the
intestine of Emmelic/1th_rops sp. off Hawaii, for which Yamaguti (1970) created the new genus
Cal/odistomoides. It can, ho,,ever, be distinguished from this species by its shorter caeca, smaller
eggs and slightly larger vitelline field .
The specimens from T . trachyrincus show slight differences from those in the other hosts. The
cirrus-sac is consistent!) larger and the sucker-ratio is greater. These do not appear to be features
which would make it necessary to consider them as belonging to a different species. In the
colle1:tions of the British Museum (Natural History) there is a similar mature worm from Lepidion
equ,·s in Newfoundland ( BM( NH) 1967.6.19.1, collected by W . Templeman) . It has a sucker-ratio
of I : 2·1 and the only undi.:-formed egg is 48 • 22 µm. An immature specimen has a sucker ratio
of I : I ·7.
We have named this specii.:-s in honour of Mr Jan Thulin, University of Gothenburg, Sweden,
as an ~xpression of thanks for all the help which he has given us by pro'viding material from his
rnllectwns. both of this group and others in the series .
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Felllbdistomidae

Family FELLODISTOMIDAE
STEIUNOOPIIORUS sp.i0flet.

PruJJu,.e, ~ B~) /{/7, 3

(Fig. 1)
HoJ;t and locality: Zanl'lorhynch11s 8pin1Jer - Stn. 83.
Only one ·worm. lackinO' its ant<'rior portion containing tlw oral ,-:uckcr, pharynx and oe;trngt'.1 ii:i__a~aila~il~e
for study. This damaged ,-:pccimcn iH 2 mm long ancl 1.2r, mm wide at ahout the level of the testeJ;. JC cu ice IS smoo .

t~

/ It seems that the intestine bifnrcateH jm,t antniorly to the break at the antc~ior end
th:a::;~;~~~e';~;~~~;·
The intestinal caeca appear to extend posteriorly to a little behind the testes, but this cafn~o es 11
No detail~
O
because ~f the indistinctness of the posterior en~lH of the caeca caused by the presence rnnumera > e eggs.
'
of the excretory system have been made out.
The ventral sucker, which apparently in a whole worm would lie in the anterior half of the body, is large and
transversely oval, mcaHuring 0.65 mm X 0.53 mm.
/
The gen.ital pore is situated laterally on the left side of the body. It appearH, however, that the lateral position
of the pore ma,v be exaggerated by a twisting of the fore-body. The large cirrus-sac is oval and overlaps the anterior
margin of thP ventral imcker. Its size is aliout o.:J mm by 0.2fi mm. Tho details of its contents are very indistinct, hut
it app<'ar;; to contain a large, bipartite seminal vesicle. The testes are symm.atrically arranged, close Lehind the ventral
i--ncker and near the latPral margins of tho body. Thry aro rounded, meaimring about 0.33 mm in diameter, and have
Hmooth outlineH. The ovar.v lies antrriorly and somewhat median to the right testis. It is an elongate, multilobate
organ about 0.37 mm long and 0.16 mm broad. The vitellaria arn confined to two relatively small groups of follicles,
out> on each side, lying close to the lateral margins of the body and bet·ween the level of the testes and that of the
ventral sucker. Each group consists of about 50 follicles. The uterus passes between the testes to fill the entire posterior
portion of the worm. The metraterm was not made out. The eggs are yellowish, thick shelled and very numerous,
being operculate, usually bearing a small boss at the anopercnlar pole. They measure 37-42µ,m x 22-25µm.
The above-described specimen is here placed, with certain reservations, in the genui:i 8teringophorus Odhner, 1905.
The validity of the genus is in some doubt at the moment, but this worm seems to be more closely related to S. furciger
(Olsson, 1868) than to the type-species of related genera, in that the ventral sucker is in the anterior half of the worm,
and the vitellaria are confined to the lateral areas just posterior to the middle of the ventral Hucker. Other important
diagnostic features are not visible in the damaged specimen.
On the other hand, in its general morphology, the present worm hears a considerable resemblance to Steringotrema
rotundum Manter, 1954, recently referred to the genus Fellodistomum by Yamaguti (1971). This latter species ·was
found in the gall-bladder and stomach of the New Zealand fish Parapercis colias at Portobello. The two forms appear
to di 'fer, however, in a number of minor features, for instance, in the posterior extent of the intcHtinal caeca and in
the 1.,ondition of the ovary.
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FELLODISTOMIDAE
Genus STERINGOTREMA Odhner, 1911
Rhodorrema Odhner, 1911.
Yamaguti ( 1953a) points out that Rhodotr<'ma has page-priority over Steringotrema. but suggests that
as the type-species of Rhodotrema [R. 011ac11tum (Lebour, 1908)) is based on an immature worm,
Steringorrema should be gi\.l.:n preference. R. ornrnt1m1, however, is not in fact based on an imm~turc
"'orm I see Lebour, 1908/J); but for the sake of stabi lily we are invoking Article 24(a) of the I nternat1?nal
Code of Zoological Nomenclature, crediting Yamaguti ( 1953a) as being the •first reviser', and. therefore,
n:raining the name Staingotrema for this genus.
DIAG~osnc FEATURES. Body small to large; globular to oval. Body-surface smooth. Oral sucker
globular to oval. Ventral sucker large; significantly larger than oral sucker; globular; in middle of
\\Orm. Prepharynx short. Pharynx well developed. Oesophagus short. Caeca extend back to level
of testes or just beyond. Testes two; symmetrical; post-ovarian; in anterior hindbody. Cirrus-sac
oval. Seminal vesicle bipartite. Pars prostatica wide; with filamentous lining. Ejaculatory duct
wide; diverticulate. Genital atrium small. Genital pore median to sinistrally submedian; at about
level of caecal bifurcation. Sperrnatophores may be present. Ovary · entire to trilobate; just
anterior or antero-median to right testis. Uterus mainly post-testicular; fills most of hindbody in
older specimens. Eggs nu·merous; operculate; often with considerable variation in size; occasionally with ornamented shells. Yitellarium follicular; in two or four lateral fields between midforebody and level of testes; occasionally confluent dorsally. Excretory vesicle 'V'-shaped; arms
reaching to pharynx. Parasitic in intestine (occasionally gall-bladder and stomach) of marine
teleosts.

TYPE-SPECIES. Steringotrema page/Ii (van Beneden, 1871) (syn. S. cluthense (Nicoll, 1909) - type by
original designation).
COMMENT. We have not been able to find any good reason to accept Rhodotrema Odhner, 1911,
as a valid genus distinct from Steringotrema. The characters which differentiate the type-species,
R. ovacutum (Lebour, 1908), from other species of Steringotrema are given in the key presented
below; these differences, in our opinion, do not warrant a generic distinction. The genus Rhodotrema has, however, been credited with a number of species in the past; but it is apparent that the
following species should be considered species, or synonyms of species, of the opecoelid genus
Stenakron Stafford, 1904, and related genera (seep. 201 and Bray, I 979):

l. Rhodotrema problematicum lssaitschikov, 1928
2. Rlwdotrema sk1jabini lssaitschikov, 1928
3. Rhodotrema quinquelobatum Layman, 1930
4. Rhodotrema quadrilobatum Bazikalova, 1932
5. Rhodotrema lethrini Yamaguti, 1938.
Of the 15 species which have been included in Steringotrema, we herein consider that only six
are valid. They are:
(I) Steringotrema corpulentum (Linton, 1905) Manter, 1931; this species occurs off the southeastern coast of the USA and in the Gulf of Mexico. It has been described by Linton ( 1905)
and figured and commented upon by both Manter (1931) and Sogandares-Bernal & Hutton
(1959). It is atypical of the genus in that it possesses a median genital pore and vitelline
fields which are confluent dorsally.
(2) Steringotrema divergens (Rudolphi, 1809) Odhner, 1911; seep. 239.
(3) Steringotrema ovacutum (Lebour, 1908) Yamaguti, 1953; seep. 242.
(4) Steringotrema page/Ii (van Beneden, 1871) Odhner, 191 I; seep. 234.
(5) Steringotrema phrissovum (Aldrich, 1961) n. comb.; from the intestine of Parophrys retulu.s
off Washington State, USA. It was originally placed in Fel/odistomum; but the uterus has
several loops in the post-testicular region, the excretory vesicle is 'V'-shaped and the eggs
are 'spiny'. i.e. ornamented. In addition, the ovary is lobate (the figure suggests that it might
be trilobed) and the worm bears a considerable resemblance to S. ovacutum from \\hich it
differs in egg-size.
(6) Steringotrema rotundum Manter, 1954; from the gall-bladder and stomach of Parapercis
colias off New Zealand. It differs from the other species of the genus in having the vitellarium
confined to the region posterior to the middle of the ventral sucker. Yamaguti ( 1971) considered it to be a Fe/lodistomum; but Armstrong (1974) reinstated it in Steringorrema and,
with post-testicular uterine coils and a 'V'-shaped excretory vesicle, it would appear to fit
comfortably into the latter genus.
The other species which have been included in Steringotrema are:
(I) Steringotrema b/ennii (MUiier, 1776) Dollfus, 1968; Dollfus (1968) considered this to be the
oldest avi:-.ilable name for S. divergens. MUller's description and figures (MUiier, 1776: 224:
1777: pl. 30, fig. 5; 1780: pl. 78, figs 9-12; and 1784: I 16- see Anker, 1950) show clearly
that it is not the same species as S. divergens of Rudolphi· ( 1809) as seen and redescribcd bv
Odhner ( 1911 a) . In our opinion Fascio/a blennii of M Uller is unrecognizable.
·
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(2) Stai11gotn·111a duthrnse (Nicoll, 1909) Odhner, 1911; original type-species of the genus, herein

l'1111,1dl'rl·J to bl' a synonym of S page/Ii (see p. 238).
(Manter, 1934) Yamaguti, 1953; this species, originally considered as
thr t~ pl·-,pl'cil's or the genus Megenteron Manter, 1934, differs from Steringotrema in
p,,,,l·"111g long, wiJ.e caeca reaching to the posterior extremity of the long hindbody, a small
H'ntral ,l11.:ker and a multilobate ovary.
(,l) Stt'm1go11·,·111a naka:::mrni Kobayashi, 1920; this species occurs in sparid fishes in Japanese
\\.ltl·r, and has been described by Kobayashi (1920) and Yamaguti (1934: 1938). It is supcrlil1;dl~ ,imilar to S. page/Ii (particularly the 'small egg' form), although its sucker-ratio is at
thl' l·,trl'me end or the range of this species (Kobayashi's measurements suggests an oral to
w11r.1l :sudcr-ratio of I : 5-10, but his figure indicates a ratio of I : 3·5. Yamaguti's measurellll'llh ~l\l' r,11i,1:s or I : 4 in 1934 and I : 5·2 in 1938). The lobed ovary is said to lie postcro111nli.1ll> 1,1 the right testis, an unusual position in this subfamily, and the vitcllarium is
hr,1kl'n up into 5 or 6 bunches or follicles on each side or the body (Kobayashi, 1920;
, a111agu1i. I93~). Skrjabin & Koval (1957) use this species as the type or a new genu!:>
.\l,1r/..,Tit1chil'll11, and created a new subfamily, the Markevitschiellinae, which differs from
the l·cllodistominae in the following: 'ventral sucker four to five times larger than oral
MKkcr; loops or uterus in one side of body' (Skrjabin et al., 1964). Although Kobayashi's
tigurl' doc~ suggest that the uter.us is confined to the left side of the body, his description
md1G1tcs that this feature may not be significantly different from that of species of S1eringotrl'11111 where the uterus fills most of the hindbody and passes anteriorly on the left side of the
body toward the genital atrium. Furthermore, Yamaguti (1938) states 'uterus coiled at
pn:stcrior end of body and on left of the acetabulum'. With regard to the sucker-ratio, we do
not l'OnsiJer it alone to be a feature of generic importance. We are, however, reluctant either
to accept or to reject Markevitschiella on the evidence in the literature. If the position of the
mary and the divided nature of the vitellarium are constant features, then the genus may be
valid.
(~) Stl'l'ingotrema ol'ata Price, I934; possibly a species of Bacciger (see p. 249).
(6) Staingotrema ponticum (Pigulewsky, 1938) Yamaguti, 1953; this species was described
bridly by Pigulewsky ( 1938) from Engraulis encrasicolus in the Black Sea as the type-species
or the new genus Ovotrema. It is possible that this species may be a Steringotrema, but the
ovary is described as medial and slightly post-testicular. Skrjabin & Koval ( I957) and other
Soviet workers have considered it a synonym of Bacdger bacciger (Rudolphi, 1819) and
Yamaguti in a recent work (1971) has followed this; but Margolis & Ching (1965) have
argued against this synonymy. It is clear that due to an initial inadequate description the
status of this species must remain unresolved; but, at least for the present, we prefer to
accept it as a questionable synonym of B. bacciger (see p. 254 and p. 259).
(7) Stcringotrema pulchrum Johnston, 1913; this species was considered to belong to the genus
Li111011i11m Stunkard & Nigrelli, 1930, by Skrjabin & Koval (1957), as a synonym of what is
now L. consors ( Lilhe, 1906) by Odhner ( 1928) and as a distinct species of the latter genus by
Manter & Pritchard (1962).
(8) Steringotrema quadrilobatum (Bazikalova, 1932) Yamaguti, 1958; see above under Rhodotrema (p. 232).
(9) Steringotremaquinquelobatum (Layman, 1930) Yamaguti, 1953; see above under Rhodotrema
(p. 232).

t.\l S1, ·r111g,,1r,·11111 cra.u11111

Key to the species of Steringotrema recorded from the northeast Atlantic
I Vitcllarium divided into 4 zones; ovary globular .
S. tliverge11s (Rudolphi, 1809) (p. 239)

Vitellarium divided into 2 lateral zones; ovary trilobed
.
:
.
.
.
2
Vitellarium reaching back to middle of ventral sucker; egg-shell prominently ornamented
S. ovacutum ( Lebour, I908) (p. 242)
Vitcllarium reaching back to level of testes; egg-shell smooth or very weakly ornamented
S. page/Ii (van Beneden, 1871) (p. 234)
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Fel.Lo-a~m~~
STERINGOTREMA

Odhner,1911

Short esophagus present. ueca extending beyond the
ventral sucker. .l!;xcret,ory vesicle ot· very short st,em, almost
v-shaped. Genital pore at level or intestinal b1rurcat1on,
clearly lert-s1ded. cirrus sac of rounded rorm. Pars
prostatica clearly longer and less muscular than in the
previous genera • .l!;ggs rather thick-shelled. ovary lobed or
entire. V1tellar1a lateral (mostly lateral to ceca) and
extending anterior and posterior to ventral sucker.
Type species: s.cluthens1s (Nicoll)
Other spec1es:S.pagell1 (van Ben)
~.ct1vergena (Rud.)
S.pulcnrum_ Jonnston,1913
(Tnis species, according to 0~9I1er,192~:~, is
tne same as Gastris consors Lune,1906)
The e,..pulcnrum or Layman,1y30, was suggested oy Manter,1934
to oelong to tne genus Lintonium
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pulcnrum of Layman,!930
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4. Gattung Ste-ringolrema n. g.
, 911
Kurzer Oesophagus vorhanden. Darmscbenkel den Bauchsaugnapf
tb.erragend. Excretionsblase mit iiuUerst kurzem Stamm, fast V-formig •.
Genitalporus in der Rohe der Darmgabelung, deutlich linkseitig. CirrusNutel von rundlichcr Form. Pars prostntica bedeutend Hinger und
weniger muskulos a.ls bei dtm ,· ri ••n Gattungen 10 • Eier ziemlica dick-

achalig.
II

E, iat dies ein sehr leltr ••iches Bei;;piel <l.l\ on, <lall auch die eon11t

n&ive Excretion !.I

t' dod1 111 1·

10

koneer-

,nter auch Lei niicbstverwandten Oattungen bedeu-

. . . . at.enc, t, .
r Au l.111,lung 1.1,ufwei&l'U kann.
• 1h
griil3ere I
, i t vnn 'Ji co 11 fi.ir St. rl
Texte richtig
be1Derlrt worden. kommt a r
11rur ni 1t wr lie,-3t;ac~bll1na'

Typiache Art: St. cluthen.fis (Nicoll), w~lcher

ucn tn. flJllr"' l

Ben.) ,ollkomm• anschlie8
· von Nicoll (1909, 8. ,10) . . _
mutet wurde. Nicbt pu ao
1teht daa •on mir je t wiede
dene Dist. dit:ergtn• Rud., u doch oboe weiteres ala dritte Art d
Gattung aufzufllhren ist.
Steringotrema cluthensia (Nicoll).dldh~ I'l I/
,u-476, pl. 10, Fig. 16.) ·

(1909 ► 8.

Die Male und die Figur Nicolls beziehen aich, wie ich an de
miriibersandten Originalexemplar der letzteren finde, auf stark geprelt
Material, und die ersteren &ind also bedeutend zu reduziereo. Die wil
liche Lange des Wurmes wird aicher nicbt 1,6 mm . tibenteigeo. E
Eier finde ich etwa 0,062 mm lang.
'

Im Vorderdarm von Pleuronectes microoephaltu. (Schott~

:Ni coll).

$.

C'-VTHl'1S6

(A"11tft1~, 1,11,)
~'6Wt 'l>.4Wt S /fl.{t,
1
ni.E Tel MAiO D/J

8te1·ingotrema'pagelli (van Ben.)
(1871, pl. IV, Fig. 17.)

(J.~

,,d

Syn.: Dist. tergestinum Stoss.
Lange des sioh bei der Konservierung sehr stark zuaammenzieb
den Tieres, wenn einigermaf3en ausgestreckt, 1-1,6 mm; Breite hier
etwa. aie Halfte davon; Abplattung wenig stark. Bauchsaugnapf in
Korpermitte, sehr groB, durchschnittlich 0,4-0,75 mm im Durchme1
haltend. Mundsaugnapf von 0,11-0,22, Pharynx von 0,08-0,13
Durohmesser. Saugnapfverhaltnis also wie 1 : 3,6. Roden und 0
genau wie bei St. cluthensi,s, am Hinterrande des Bauchsaugn&f]
Dotterstocke den Bauchsaugnapf ein wenig nach beidu Seiten Ul
ragend, und zwar ein wenig mehr nach hinten zu; ibre~aabreitunf
also ungefii.hr dieselbe wie bei St. cluthensis. Die Eier 11ad 0,00
0,051 mm lang und 0,028 mm dick. - Von der vorigen Art u11
scheidet trich die Yorliegende also eigentlich imr durch den sehr
groBeren Bauchsaugnapf.
Im Vorderdarm, namentlich in den Pylorialanhlingen von Canthi
lineatus und C. orbicularis (Triest, ipse leg.) . . Van Ben eden ha1
Art in Pagellus centrod<Jntw, und Cantharus bmma (vielleicht mit 0.
atu., identisoh!) an der belgischen Kuate entdeckt. Das von Stoa
(1889, S. 6, Fig. 57) beschriebene Di.-;t. terg~tinum aus den Pyl
anha.ngen von Oblata melanura ist weiter zweifellos hier ala Syn
aufzufiihren. Endlich mochte ich den Verdacbt aussprechen,
.... ,t
r (1863, S. 806, Taf. XXIX, Fig. 6) in
· ·
em -.ife Did. actaeoni, al Ullare An
1

1bt e-, "r-n , tP • .., I,., Ill' l\\ Plt(• Form. , , l h•· ei nl' V-furrn i.~e Excretion blac:,e mit em, m ·o grulh·n I: 111ch .rngu.q,f t 1 ·inigt.
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FELLODISTOMIDAE
Steringotrema page/Ii (van Beneden, 1871) Odhner, 191 I
Distoma page/Ii van Beneden, 1871.
Steringotrema (Ovotrema) page/Ii (van Beneden) Yamaguti, 1953.
Distomum tergestinum Stossich, ,I 888.
Steringophorus cluthensis Nicholl, 1909.
leioderma c/11the11se (Nicoll) Nicoll, 1910.
Steringotrema cluthense (Nicoll) Odhner, 191 I.
TYPE-HOST AND LOCALITY.

Pagel/us bogaral'eo, Louvain, Belgium.

RECORDS

(i) Material studied
(a) From the NE Atlantic

Mature worms
Limanda /imanda [?] Carmarthen Bay, Dyfed, Wales (Sept.-Nov., 1976). Collected H. Al-AbdulJabbar. BM(NH) 1977.5.9.1-3.
Microstomus kitt [intestine] Plymouth, Devon, England (May, 1972). BM(NH) 1977.5.10.1.
- - [intestine] Lossiemouth, Grampian Region, Scotland (Oct., 1973). BM(NH) 1977.5.10.2-11.
Spondyliosoma cantharus [intestine] Whitby, North Yorkshire, England. Collected by G. A.
Boxshall. BM(NH) 1976.1.7.10.
- - [intestine, pyloric caeca] Southern North Sea (Nov., 1960). BM(N H) 1978.1.18.1 - 15.
- - ['gut'] Scarborough, North Yorkshire, England (Oct.. 1976; Nov., 1977; Nov., 1978).
Collected by D. Whittaker. BM(NH) 1979.2.14.12-19.

B

A

D

Q

0100

•
Fig. 9

Sterin otrema page/Ii: (a) young mature specimen from Microstomus kitt, Ply~out~. ~ay:
g
.
f
M k 1·11 Lossiemouth October; (c) Forebody showing cirrus-sac
( b) fully mature specunen rom
·
' .
, '
,
•
_ I ,r weak I tanned
ex elfin spermatophore, from Limanda /imanda, Carmarthen Bay, (d) eggs _e t,
Y
.
f p Mg k' 1 Plymouth, May; centre, strongly tanned from M. k,11. Loss1emouth, October:
~olm
. Illy. ta1111ed opercu.lum detached, from limanda lima11da. Bar scales: a, b=O·S mm,
ng 1t, strong
,
c=0·2 mm; d=50~1m.
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Immature worms
Limanda limanda [stomach & intestine] Plymouth, Devon, England (May, 1932), (see Baylis &
Jones, 1933; Baylis, 1939; as S. c/uthense), BM(NH) 1932.11.25.9 (see Baylis & Jones, 1933:
Baylis, 1939, as Steringophorus furciger), BM(NH) 1932.11.25.1 - 8 [intestine] (March, 1969),
BM(NH) 1972.3.27.18; (May, 1972), BM(NH) 1977.5.10.2-14.
Microstomus kilt [stomach & intestine] Plymouth, Devon, England (May, 1932) (see Baylis &
Jones, 1933; Baylis, 1939; as S. cluthense), BM(NH) 1932.11.25.10-11; [intestine] (May, 1972).
BM(NH) 1977.5.10.15-19.
- - [intestine] Tjarno, Sweden (June, 1971). Material of J. Thulin.
- - (pyloric caeca] Moray Firth, Scotland (58°N, 02°W; depth 90-102 m; July, 1976). BM(NH)
)977.5.10.20.
Pleuronectes platessa [intestine] Tjarno, Sweden (June, 1971). Material of J. Thulin.
- - (intestine] Kristineberg, Sweden (Dec., 1971). Material of J. Thulin.
- - [intestine] Plymouth, Devon, England (May, 1972). BM(NH) 1977.5.10.21.
(b) From elsewhere
None
(ii) NE Atlantic records from the literature
Limanda /imanda [stomach & intestine] Plymouth, Devon, England (May, 1932). Baylis & Jones
(1933 : 630; as S. cluthense and Steringophorus furciger); Baylis (1939 : 482; as S. clurhense
and Steringophorus furciger).
Microstomus kitt [duodenum & pyloric caeca] Firth of Clyde, Scotland, Nicoll ( 1909a : 472;
as Steringophorus cluthense; 1910 : 347; as Leioderma cluthense).
- - [intestine] Plymouth, Devon, England. Nicoll (1914: 478,502; as S. cluthense); [stomach &
intestine] (May, 1932) Baylis & Jones (1933: 630; as S. cluthense); Baylis (1939: 482; as

S. cluthense).
- - [intestine] Galway, Ireland. Little (1929 : 26, 27; as S. cluthense).
Pagel/us bogaraveo [stomach] Lou vain, Belgium. van Beneden ( 1871 : 43; as Distoma page/Ii).
- - [intestine] Billingsgate Fish Market, London (material either from North Sea or from
English Channel). Nicoll ( 1914 : 480).
!intestine] Plymouth, Devon, England. Nicoll (1914: 497).
!intestine] Galway, Ireland. Little (1929 : 26, 27).
S1 1011clrlioso111a cantharus [pyloric caeca & intestine] Ostende, Belgium. van Beneden ( 1871 : 43;

a~ /)isro11w page/Ii).
Aw1 ns OF 1110LOGY. This species infests, in its adult form, two or three species of flatfish and
tnl·111hers llf the family Sp'a ridae. It is not known what causes this unusual spread of hosts. All the
adult Wllrms we have examined have been found late in the year (September-November), with
the e,t:eption of one early mature specimen collected at Plymouth in May. In addition to its
hc111g found in the northeastern Atlantic as far nortJ:1. as Sweden, this species has also been
fl'l'llt"llcd in the Mediterranean and once (Ronald, 1960) from the Gulf of St Lawrence.
11 i~ apparent that sperm-transfer involves the use of spermatophores (Fig. 9c).

\lots DLSCRIPTIONS. van Beneden (1871 : figure only; as Distoma page/Ii); Stossich (1888:
ltl2: ll-il'i9 : 28; as Distoma tergestinum); Nicoll (1909a: 472; as Steringophorus cluthense);
Odhnl'r ( l 1Jl la: 102); Nicoll (1914: 480); Lopez-Roman & Guevara-Pozo (1974: I).

PR1

D1srn11•110N. (Figs 9 & 10). Forty-seven whole-mounted mature worms (seven of which were
tlattened) and 52 whole-mounted immature worms were studied along with six sets of serial ·
,cction:-.. These worms are small with a broad pyriform body, the anterior region of which tapers
hmanl~ a pointed pre-oral lobe under certain fixation conditions (Fig. 9b). The posterior end is
rnunded. although occasionally bearing a small terminal boss (Figs 9a, b & 10a, b). The dimensions
llfthe \\llrms are given in Table 7. The body surface is smooth. The subglobular oral sucker opens
,uhlmninally and is much smaller than the large, muscular ventral sucker, which is slightly
"llkr than long and lies, deeply embedded, more or less in the middle of the body. In immature
"nrm:-. the sucker-ratio shows a continuous gradation down to a minimum of l : l · 3, but in adult
wnrm:-, the sucker-ratio is usually greater than l : 2. There is a short prepharynx leading to a
· ,uh~lohular pharynx. The oesophagus is distinct and its length is quite variable. It divides at
about the middle of the forebody. The caeca reach into the hindbody, passing dorso-laterally
to the testes, and terminate just at or beyond the posterior margin of the testes, often after having
curved ventrally to a position close to the ventral surface of the hindbody.
.
The excretory pore leads into a small spherical chamber from which arise the wide arms of the
excretory vesicle. These pass into the forebody, dorsally to the caeca and terminate at the level of
the pharynx. Thus the overall pattern is more or less 'V'-shaped.
The testes are globular to oval and lie almost sym.m etrically close to or overlapping the
posterior margin of the ventral sucker in the ventral plane. The vasa efferentia pass through the•
,,all of the cirrus sac separately but close together. The cirrus-sac is oval and lies close to the
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Steringotrema pagelli (van Beneden, 1871) Odhner, 1911 (co~ed)
anh:riJr margin of the sucker. It contains a bipartite seminal vesicle, a wide, curved pars prostatica and a wide, diverticulate ejaculatory duct (Fig. !Oc). The ejaculatory duct may form a cirrus
,, hich protrudes through the genital atrium and apparently ejects spermatophores (Fig. 9c). The
genital atrium is large, and diverticulate like the ejaculatory duct. Just within the posterior half of
the forebody the genital pore opens about midway between the media line and the left margin of
the body.
The ovary is divided into three irregular lobes and lies dorso-medially or dorso-latcrally to the
right testis. The oviduct passes ventrally and loops dorsally to a point where it receives Laurer·s
canal and, apparently, a short common vitelline duct. Laurcr's canal is long and wide, containing
evidence of spent spermatozoa and ova, and opens dorsally at the level of the ovary ( Fig. 1Od ).
Mehlis' gland lies ventrally .to the ovary and from it the initial coil of the uterus passes anteriorly
and then dorsally and posteriorly to almost envelope the ovarian complex in wide coil<; packed with
spermatozoa. The uterus almost completely fills the hindbody in mature specimens, usually
obscuring the gonads, and reaching to the posterior extremity. At the level of the ventral sucker
it runs forward on the left side of the body and opens into the left side of the genital atrium
through a weakly muscular metraterm. In newly mature worms the uterus is initially a single
loop which extends into the post-testicular region (Fig. 9a), but in later maturity the uterus
occupies much of the hindbody. The numerous eggs are variable in size, being weakly tanned
and large in the single mature specimen collected early in the year at Plymouth; but in older
worms eggs from the distal region of the uterus are deeply tanned and small, although those in
the proximal uterus are weakly tanned and larger. Allowance must be made, therefore, \\ hen
considering egg measurements, for the state of maturity and the region of the uterus from which
the eggs are taken. The eggs, which tend to taper towards the opercular pole ( Fig. 9d), have shells
which are thick and usually appear smooth, but under very high power optical microscopy some
may be seen to be very weakly ornamented. The vitelfarium consists of two narrow lateral bands
of numerous, tightly-packed follicles extending into the forebody to about the level of the genital
pore. The posterior limit is often obscured by eggs, but where it can be seen it normally reaches
a level between the posterior margin of the ventral sucker and the posterior margin of the testes.
Sometimes the posterior termination of the vitellarium is asymmetrical, with one side terminating
much further forward than the other (Fig. !Ob).
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Fig. 10 Steringotrema page/Ii: (a) flattened specimen from Spondyliosoma camharus, Whitby;
( b) young mature specimen, fixed in situ, from S. cantharus, southern North Sea; (c) cirrus-sac;
(d) diagram of female proximal genitalia. Bar scale: a, b=0·5 mm.
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DIscuss10N. The information currently available concerning this species suggests that there are
two forms with distinctly different egg-sizes. van Beneden ( 1871) figured, but did not describe,
his material, so the only useful quantitative information which his work provides arc the ratios.
The egg-measurements were first given by Nicoll ( 1909a) as 44-56 / 28-32 µm from M icrostomus
kitt in the Firth of Clyde, and Odhner (191 la) as 48-51 ., 28 µm, the hosts being Cantharus
/ineatus and C. orbicularis (both now considered synonyms of Spondyliosoma cantharus) from
Trieste. Shortly afterwards Nicoll (1914) redescribed the species from Sparus centrodontus (now
Pagel/us bogara1·eo) with eggs of 57-63 · 33-37 µm. His material was collected from Billingsgate
Fish Market in London and he was unable to ascertain whether the fish were caught in the North
Sea or the English Channel. On page 497 of his paper, however, he lists this host and parasite as
having been collected by him at Plymouth. The most recent description of this species is by
Lopez-Roman & Guevara-Pozo (1974) from Spondyliosoma cantharus in the Mediterranean Sea
off Granada, Spain. They quote the egg-size as being 58-60 · 34-36 µm. Our own specimens
have eggs ranging from 43-66 · 30-49 pm. A similar variation in egg-~i1e is found in a number of
fdlodistomines, such as Steringophorus .fi1rciga, so it would appear that thi1., feature mu~t be
treated with a certain amount of caution. As the organs in the hindbody arc obscured in fully
developed specimens, there must be an inclination towards describing, and thuc; measuring, the
eggs of younger specimens with few eggs in the uterus (sec fig. I of LopcL-Roman & Gue-..ara
Pozo, 1974). In our material the eggs in young worms arc larger and less well tanned than those
from the distal region of the uterus in fully developed specimens.
Nicoli's (1909a) description of S. cluthrnse is the sole source of information on the morphology
of that species, and our observations differ from his to some extent. He considered, however, that
none of his material was fully mature, and this may account for some of the discrepancies.
The sucker-ratio, which he quotes as I : 2, varies in our material from the same host between
I : l ·3 and I : 4·6 with the mature specimens having a ratio of I : > 2·9. There is, therefore,
obviously an allometric relationship, with the ventral sucker growing at a much faster rate than
the oral sucker. The ovary was described by Nicoll as being ~mall and multilobate: but in our
material the immature specimens possess a small ovary with an indistinct irregular outline and in
mature specimens this develops into a distinctly trilobed structure.
Nicoll ( 1909a) distinguished S. cluthense from S. page/Ii on the sucker-ratio, the shape of the
~vary, the vitelline distribution and the position of the genital atrium. Having studied specimens
lrom both Microstomus kilt, the type-host of S. cluthense, and Spondr/iosoma cantharus one of
the. original ~ost~ of S. page/Ii, we have not found that any of the;e distinctions stand up to
cnt,cal exam111at1on, as can be seen from the above description, Table 7 and Figures 9 and IO.
We, therefore, consider S. cluthense a synonym of S. page/Ii despite the rather different hosts
mually recorded for these species.
Distoma tergestinum Stossich, 1888, from the sparid Oblada melanura in the Adriatic Sea off
Trieste was co_nsidered a synonym of S. page/Ii by Odhner (191 la), and this is accepted here.
Odhner, tentatively, and Dawes (1947) also considered Distoma actaeonis Pagenstecher, 1862, from
the sea-s_lug Elysia viridis a synonym of S. page/Ii; but, as the description is meagre and the
observation has not been repeated, we have not included it in our list of synonyms.

Table 7 Dimensions of Steringotrema pagel!i from the present material
Jh1s1s
l.\\1.'.ality
I ength (mm)
Breadth (mm)
Length : forebody
raliti
Oral sud,er (mm)
\'entral sucker (mm)
Sm:ker-ratio
Pharynx (mm)
Oesophagus (mm)
Cirrus-sac (mm)
Testes {mm)
O\'ary (mm)
Lggs (11ml

Limanda
limanda
Wales
1·20-1 ·85
0·8-1·0
1 : 0·20-0·42

Microstomus
kitt*
Plymouth
1·16
0·62
l : 0·25

Microstomus
kitt
Lossiemouth
1·00-1 · 15
0·53-0·62
I : 0·31-0·36

Sponc/y/iosoma
cantharus
Whitby
0·85-1 ·3
0·76-1·16
1 : 0·20-0·27

Spondyliosoma
cantharus
North Sea
l ·08-2·3
0-64-1 ·42
1 : 0· 25-0·4J,

0· 19-0· 24 /:
0·19-0·21
0-49-0·60 -<
0·56-0·66
1 : 2·9-3·1
0·14 x 0·l 10·12
upto0·145
0·25-0·29 ·
0· 15- 0· 19
about 0·200·21 dia.
about 0·120· 13 across
43-49 · 31-32

0·16 ·, 0·I0

0·14-0· IO X
0·13
0·33-0·36 X
0·36-0·40
I : 3·1-4·5
0·10 '. . . 0•10

0·14-0·16 .,__
0·16-0·23
0·39-0·64 X
0·52-0·87
l : 3·2-3·8
0·07 x 0·10

0·042
0·18 '- 0·120·14

0·28-0·35 :0·12- 0·18

0·17-0·30 .
0·19-0·33
0·43-0·80 X
0·46-1·34
I : 2·4-4·2
0·12-0·16 >-0·11-0·16
0·05-0·16
0·28-0·44 ~
0·15 0·22
0·17-0·19,
0· 14-0· I 9t
0·18 '-. 0·11 t

46-66 '-- 32-46

44-53 x 30-34 48-59, 31-39

0·38 x 0-46
I : 4·6
0·10 ,, 0·08
0·045
0·22 0·11
0·17- 0·22 ,
0·16
0·15 &08
61 · 36

• l\.lature specimen only.
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visible in small specimens.
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Liin , 1 ,
1 J 11m1 t
bi 0,5 mm , \ hpl ttu1
den beideu rnrig1 11 • rt 'Ii
LI l1 • u n I f nut d m
den Kontraktion'-ZU tiitulen, moder dn
m • vor ell r Korpermitt ,, ,1uer
ausgezogen, u,27-0,:JH 1J1111 Lr •it u11d U,::! I In
0,27 mm lang. Mundsaugnnpf , Jf> - 0,16 ,
Pharynx durchscbnittlich 0,09-0,12 mm im

Durchmesser. Oesophagus etwas Hinger als
bei den vorigen Arten; Darmschenkel bis zu
den Rinterr1indern der Roden reichend. Letztere unweit hinter dem Bauchsaugnapf. Ovar
ganzrandig, rundlich, vor dem rechten Roden,
etwas groller als bei den andern Arten der
Gattung. Dotterstocke jederseits durch einen
Zwischenraum aru Bauchsaugnapf in 2 Gruppen geteilt: eine vordere mit Vordergrenze am
Pharynx und eine hintere mit Rintergrenze an
den Darmenden. Eier 0,045-0,048 mm lang
und 0,031 mm dick, ,·on gelber Farbe.
Im Darme von Blennius ocdlaris (Neapel,
ipse leg.). Die Typen Rud olphis, die ich
vor Jahren in den Randen hatte, stammen
aus Bl. gattorugine (Rimini); die beiden andern
Funde, die in der Synopsis S. 372 f. auf dieselbe Art bezogen werden, gehoren dagegen
ganz andern Arten. Dasselbe gilt von dem
»Dist. dfrergens«
aus Zoarce.-; ril'iJJarus (Kiel) , Fig.
3. Steri11_qotre111a direr.
gnis (Rud.). UngepreOt.
das Fra1pont (1881, S. 2-4, pl. 1, Fig. 3) bei
1einen bekannten Untersuchungen liber das Excretionssystem u. a. als
Material Yerwendet bat; die fraglicbe Form ist anscbeinend die vielverbreitete Podocutyle atomo11 (Hud.) gcweseu 1 1.
I'
Steringotrema divergens (RuooLPHI, 1809) Oou:--EH, 1911.
Distoma divergens RuooLPHJ, 1809; F,isciola blennii MULLER,
177G ; Di.~toma blen11ii ZEoER, 1803.
llusT : * Pagel/us bogaraveo (BRuN:--11c11) \Spari<lae).

Sv"IONYIIIS :

SITE :

Small int .. stinc.

L<ll'.\LITY :

<;orec, Senegal.

DATF : 23 .\larch 1 %'1.
SPFt IMFNS DEPOSITED :

CSI\.M Helm. Coll. No. 718ii.
Drscui-sIO!'I : This species is known from Blennius spp. (Blen-

niidac) from the Tyrrhcnian, Medit'erranean and Baltic Seas, and
thr. British Isles. The present host, Pagellus bogaraveo, is distri1,utcd in the Mediterranean and eastern Atlantic from the British
Isles to the Azores and Canaries. Our collection contains three
adult worms. The vitellaria extenrl in lateral fields from the pharyngeal to fhe testicular level, heing interruptc~ opposite ~he acetahulum. lloweYcr, in one specimen a mass of v1tellme follicles lay
sini.,tral to the acetabulum, the fields being interrupted both
:rntnior ,md posterior to this mass.
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Fellod1stom1dae
Steringotre;ia divergens (Rud• )

Famille det ,dlod~idM. - Sou-Camille dtw FtUodiMom,,.,.«.
I. corpa en forme d'ovale allonv, a IIOll e:itn'mit<I anthwurr effllee
qae J'e:sWmitcl p»thieure eort anondie. Lo longueur Iota~ eot
entre 0,111 et 2 mm. La larg,eur maxi,na du oorpe, .,...ible·
aa niTeau de la niotoue ventrale, varie de U,/l i\ I mm.

1,1\ ,·,•ntou.., ornle •itu(-c A la partio nntfricuro du corp, a"" 11,lr. l
0,20 nun. de dinmctn>. La ,·entou.e vontrnle, hroucoup plt111 grande,

est ,1Uong&, tn1n•,·N,1wcment, •on a..e prinoip11l Hnnt aitue 11ux envirom
de la moititl de I" longueur du oorr111 ou un peu en "'·nnt. EUo "d,, 0,28
II 0,411 mm. do long Hur 0,3o a o,~s mm. tlo Llrgo. J,11 di•t.u.noo cntre le
honl J)OHtcrieur do In ,·cntou"" orn le ct lo hord nnlt'rieur de In v,•nlow,e
vcntnile est <'<>lllprioc cntro o.4~ et
0,115mm.

....vv

I.A, tube dige,,tif est form~ tout
d'abord d'un pbaryru< rnlnmin•u•.
senoiblemeut •phdriquc, d,• o,JO l
0,16 mm. de dlamctn>, nnquol fait
suite Un n,sophago dont Ill longueur
e1<t snptlricuro ll cello du phnryns
ct pout memo nlleindre le donhlt'.
L, bifurcation do l'int<"lliu n li,u
en nvnnt de lo ventou"<l wntml• •I
1

le:-i c..leux: t·lecum~ ~ 6tt'nrfont '""
l'orrii;rc jusqu'nu nh·e.111 ,111 boi,I

nnh~rfour de.I\ tc"f'ltiouk·.s. Sou\'rnl
ml•mc i~ Ele te-nnincnt tm 1"-'11 I'll
0\?1\nt E'lt oo n 'OHt que tlnn,. q11eli111"'
individus quo j'ai retrom·{. In ,Ji,,ro•ition indiquoo par Oomu.K 111111
ou l<'11 ca-cums digeotifs 11ttepl
le bord po,,tt'rieur de,, te.t i,ui,.,
L'11ppnreil ~nital tn,lle NmpreM
flD , I. ~ ........ (Rlld.\,nieTnaLIV'.
deW< lellticmi,,s non lobtle, de , _
,·.. ,,..at~,wlll•;l'l.pMl')·u;\'L•ttt,._..:
arrondio on ovale, ait11"1i symHri·
h . p,d),-lt1•.,._;V•.~ ......... :
l", r. -111 itt,,,.llfi V'-. Ykdu!Dft•; VY, v...
q11ement en al'l'ffl de la venIOIIIM Trl\lralil; O,0ftll"; T, ~ ;
o .. ~:,..,..--.,t\•1"1atta,U
vent1'81e, Ila meeurent de 0,11 •
, ·.. ur, ; r,flftriaAal.
0,18 mm.delongeur0,18U,'8de large. LIi poche du cirre, o.-.Je, nmllie 1 • panie poetmieure, -' tclll
entiere plncoo en o"nnt de la ftlltouae t"entrale. Kile a de 0,20 • o,ao-.
de loug eur n, 16 II o,tO mm. de large ven • ha.. Elle reaferme 1111D rill,
culc acminale •inuew,e et elm cellulel p,wtatiq- et vieot 1'oavrlr ~
poro genital •it u6 ventralement 1W' la puabe un peu au..._ d u ~
de la foUtthe inlelltinale.

--.T

FrOlD.- Ma th1as, 1934

r.611

1'REMA'I'Ol>E8 DE 1'01880.VH .IIAHINS

L'nppsreil g6nital rcrucllc <'<II furmo par : nn O\'lliro ll contour nrrondi
oa m'ale, non lobP, 4ui mL... uro de 0,10 ,\ 0,17 mm . do long •ur O,IO i,
t,19 mm. d~ largo. rt ee trourn jw,l~ on avant du te..ticuJ,, Jroit; d,..
~11,,g~neo loteraux formf.• de nombrouic potitAI follicufo• plu,, 11u moin•
1110ndi.s, grou~, on deu>. nmns •ymctri<JuM, JJilr """' ,lu oorpe. Les attl,'4
111t,<ricu1'8 e\lt<-ndont, de part et d'autre, entl't' le 11iH•.1u rlu 11bnrynx t•t
llllui rlu bord antt•rh,ur de In ventou.o<' ,·cntrnl~. Le• poot<'ril'un, ,it u,;..
11 voi•inago de J'oxtn'mil-0 dc.i et••ouma digralif•, •or1t uett,•rnent M'p,,n:,.
• nnthleW'II. Jls ne MJ>U'l"Cnl jomai.s vcro 1·,w,mt I ,uo lrnn•ve....al du
II vent0\180 ventralo el tree l!OU\'COI rni-me m, dM,.,l'li<·nl )1-l rut 11,,l,\ ,1 ..
II partio arrillre de oette ventou.e.
ks oma.s ant4rleurs donnent nui"""noc, de eba,1ue ,..,t.1• la 11n ,·itell,,dartr d'-"'oon<lant <1ui Jongc extcrieurenwnt lee ea•cunu diw.,.tif•. \ ' ,.,..
rextremitc do 008 dcmion, chncun d'eux ~~1il 1111 Yill•llodu,,te tl-0·
dant, qui prO\·ionl dea amna ,~tellogi•n.,. pc,,,tcrieun,, pour furmcr Jt.,.
ritelloducte.i tn1ne,•e,- qui s'uni.....,nt ,ur la li11:ne mt~linne du
en
111 ntelloducto impair.
L'<tt<'ru., Ire, r16,·elop1>«. r · uplit de ,....., ,in•10,,i1, toult• In n',iior1 du
•p.-. t-ituOO rn arril•re dt' la ,--c-ntou14C ,~entru.lc-, pui"' ft.\montt' <·n •t1iv11nt d.
peu 111~ l11 ligne m,'<li,me du rorl"' pour ,·,•nir IIC tenniner All pol'<' w'nilllL
J.('>I amfa o,•111.,., ,le coul~u,- jnuuc ,·if. 11t•nl tn'il nomLn-n, . II nnl ,I~
l,060 ,\ o,o;;.; mni. de long"'" 0,1122 IL o,032 mm , <le larg,•,
H11bitat, - lnle.1tin d~ lllorni,u ~Lari* L.
Lo plupart det1 indivi,lu• n!oolt<ie ont un,• taillo nelt('m<'nl ~up<'.·rieul't'
I ~Ile dea epedmcn" dt'<·rita Jl&r On1t'<&R (l9ll)ot parl',U.OllBI (1131).
I.ti dimensions de la ventoWlt' V<'ntrllle lM mpproohcot de Steri,.gotr,ma
fllfelli (van BenedenJ dent un dOl8in n etc donncl par V"" JJ~xon (1871)
■ dont plua reoemment N1oou. (1914) o donrul uoo d_.riptiou et un
eau deMin. La diapootion dee vitcU•nea ePpareo en deux gn,u.. de chaque ooM du co11111, IN eloigne de SI. dttlltn111u Nicoll ct de
pog,lli (van Bentden) ~t pem1ct de lee <Utenninrr NM aucun doute
hie oomme dea &. dirwga, (Rud.).
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Felloclis tomidae

(?) Steringotrema divergens (Rud, 1809) O~hner, 19u
(Fig. 9)
Distoma divergens Rud., 1809.
Fasciola divergens: de Blainville,

1820.

Host and locality: intestine of Capros aper, Stn. 38, Stn. 53:
Ba.t of &~~
Seven specimens were recovered from a fish at Stn. 38 and two from a fish at Stn.
53. Tliese specimens are, unfortunately, rather contracted, but enough detail has
been observed to suggest that they probably belong to Steringotrema divergens.
The worms are oval, often tapering at each end, and measure 0·75-1·2 mm long
by 0·42-0·47 mm in maximum width at the level of the ventral sucker. The cuticle
is unarmed. The subterminal oral sucker is o·II-0·15 mm in diameter and leads
into a globular pharynx of 0·09-o·II mm diameter. B~cause of the contraction
the oesophagus is curved, but it bifurcates just about the level of the genital pore,
and the intestinal caeca extend to about the level of the testes. About halfway
along the body lies the transversely-elongate ventral sucker, measuring 0·210·31 mm x 0·38-0·42 mm, giving an oral: ventral.sucker ratio of about 1 : 2·7-3·6.
The excretory pore is terminal, and the vesicle is V-shaped, the limbs of which
have been traced almost to the ventral sucker in serial sections.
About halfway between the suckers and just to the left of the median line lies the
genital pore. The rather stout cirrus-sac, 0·18-0·19 mm long and o·II-0·13 mm
wide, contains a bipartite seminal vesicle leading into an elongate pars prostatica
which passes from the anterior end of the seminal vesicle to near the posterior end
of the cirrus-sac before turning and running anteriorly to unite with a short, muscular,
smooth cirrus. Due to contraction of the body, the testes, the ovary and the eggfilled uterus are pressed closely against the ventral sucker. Thus, as the eggs are
opaque, the testes and the ovary are discernible only in serial section. The. testes
lie symmetrically at the lateral margins of the body, with the ovary lying close to the
right testis. The vitelline follicles are arranged in four groups, two on each side of
the worm, one group anterior to the ventral sucker and the other group posterior to
the sucker. The uterus fills almost the whole of the hindbody of the worm and
contains numerous operculate eggs, 46-48 µ.m x 33-37 µ.m with shell about 2-3 µ.m
thick.
·
Any slight morphological differences which can be detected between the above
description and those given by Odhner (rgrrb), Palombi (1931) and Mathias (1934)
may probably be explained by the contraction of the ·present worms. The eggs, as
measured when teased from the body as well as in utero, are rather wider than those
--previously recorded. A more definite statement on the identity of these specimens
awaits better-preserved material. It should be noticed that the previously-reported
hosts of S. divergens (i.e. gobies and blennies) have a rather different biology from that
of the present host.
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FELLODIS TOMI DAE
Steri11,:otremt1 diverge11.,· (Ru<lolphi, 1809) O<lhnl'.r, 1911
Di.1tu11w dil'ergens Rudolphi, 1809.
fi1.1ciola dilwgens ( Rudolphi) de Blainville,

1820.

TYPE-HOST A!'<D LOCALITY. Zoarces 1-friparus, Rimini, Italy.
RLCORDS
Material studied
(a) From the NE Atlantic
Ble1111ius oce/laris [stomach & intestine] Plymouth, Devon, England (May, 1932) (see Baylis &
Jones, 1933; Baylis, 1939), BM(NH) 1932.11.25.13-52; material collected in 1932 by J. S.
Stewart, BM(NH) 1938.11.4.216-225.
Capros aper [intestine] Bay of Biscay (Jan. 1971) (see Bray, 1973). BM(NH) 1973.5.17.57-59.

(i)

From elsewhere
Capros aper [intestine] Atlantic coast of Morocco (see Bray, 1973). BM(N H) I973.5.17.57- 59.

(b)

(ii) NE Atlantic records from the literature
Blmnius ocellaris [stomach & intestine] Plymouth, Devon, England (June, 1910), Nicoll (1914:
480. 499); (May, 1932) Baylis & Jones (1933 : 630), Baylis (1939: 482).
Capros aper [intestine] Bay of Biscay (44"N, 07°W; depth 272- 280 m; Jan., 1971). Bray (1973 :
173).
Ciliata mustela [intestine] Lawrenny, Dyfed, Wales (Sept., 1964). Crothers (1966: 23).
ASPECTS OF BIOLOGY. Palombi (1931b) described and figured a pair of S. divergens in a ·precopulazione' condition. He also showed a •cordono fibroso' reaching between the lumina of the
"Ventral suckers. This may be a spermatophore, but the description is not detailed enough for us
to be certain. Palombi apparently believed that copulation occurred in this species with Laurer's
canal functioning as a vagina; but evidence from other fellodistomines, e.g. Fellodistomum Jellis
(see p. 206), and the presence of a uterine seminal receptacle suggests that this is extremely
unlikely.
The southern region of the British Isles appears to be the northern limit of the distribution of
this species, which also occurs in the Bay of Biscay, the Mediterranean Sea and the western coast
or Africa as far south as Morocco and possibly Senegal. Its usual hosts arc blcnnies and celpoub.
but n:ccntly it has bcl'.11 f'oun<l in lishcs l'rom <lccpl'.r waters, ~uch as Cuf)ros af)t'I' (Bray. 1973)
and a questionable record in Pagel/us bogaraveo [the type-host of S. page/Ii] (Fischthal & Thomas.
1972b).
PREVIOUS DESCRIPTIONS. Odhner (191 la: 103); Nicoll (1914: 480; brief comments): Palombi
(1931a: I); Mathias (1934: 567); Bray (1973: 173); Lopez-Roman & Guevara-Pozo (1974: 4).
DESCRIPTION (Fig. 11 ). This description is based upon 44 whole-mounted and three sectioned

Steringotrema divergens: (a) whole-mount specimen from B/e1111ius ocellaris; (b) cirrus-sac;

(c) diagram of female proximal genitalia. Bar scale: a=0.5 mm.
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specimens. The worm is of an elongate oval shape, sometimes showing a slight ·waist' at the level
of the ventral sucker (Fig. I la). The tegument is unarmed. The dimensions of this worm arc gi\cn
in Table 8. The globular, subterminal oral sucker is usually at most half the size of the larger,
globular i•entral sucker, which is situated just anterior to the middle of the body. There is a short
prepharynx. which leads into a well-developed, globular pharynx. The oesophagus is short.
bifurcating at about the level of the genital pore and giving rise to the two gut-caeca \\hich
reach back to about the level of the posterior margin of the testes.
The terminal excretory pore leads into a 'V'-shaped vesicle, the arms of which reach forward
dorso-laterally to the level of the pharynx.
The oval testes lie close to the posterior margin of the ventral sucker in a symmetrical formation.
The vasa efferentia pass separately, but close together, through the wall of the cirrus-sac. The
cirrus-sac is broadly oval and may just overlap the ventral sucker posteriorly (Fig. I la & b). It
contains a bipartite, saccular seminal vesicle, a recurved and narrow pars prostatica with a
filamentous lining, and a wide and diverticulate ejaculatory duct. In some specimens the seminal
vesicle is empty and forms a simple tube. The genital atrium is quite small and opens ventrally
through the genital pore just to the left of the median line in about the middle of the fore body.
The subglobular ovary lies anteriorly or antero-medially to the right testis. From its ventral
surface the oviduct arises and passes ventrally following a convoluted course. Almost immediately
after leaving the ovary it receives Laurcr's canal, which may be slightly dilate proximally and
contain a few spermatozoa. Laurer's canal opens dorsally at about the level of the posterior
margin of the ovary (Fig. I le). Just prior to entering a weakly developed Mehlis' gland which
lies ventrally to the ovary, the oviduct receives the common vitelline duct. The proximal region of
the uterus forms a uterine seminal receptacle. The majority of the remainder of the uterus, which
contains numerous operculate and smooth-shelled eggs, is coiled in the post-testicular region of
the hindbody, but a narrow section passes anteriorly between the testes and opens into the genital
atrium from the left side via a n~rrow, muscular metraterm. The follicular vitellarium is disposed
in four small groups laterally and symmetrically, two in the forebody and two in the anterior
hindbody. The fields in the forebody reach from the level of the pharynx or the intestinal bifurcation to the level of the anterior third of the ventral sucker, and the lidds in the hindbody extend
from the level of the posterior margin of the ventral sucker to about the level of the posterior
margin of the testes. The main lateral vitelline ducts unite ventrally to the ovary to form a short
common vitelline duct, which is slightly dilate and thus forms a small vitelline reservoir prior to
uniting with the oviduct (Fig. l lc).

D1scuss10N. The unique vitelline distribution of this worm sets it apart from other species of the
genus. Nicoll ( 1914) described the ovary as being indistinctly trilobate, but most descriptions and
our own material indicate that the ovary is normally more or less globular, although it may have
slightly indented margins. Palombi (1931a) described and figured a seminal receptacle. This
appears to be the slightly dilate part of Laurer's canal that we have observed, which may contain
small numbers of, presumably, spent spermatozoa. As a uterine seminal receptacle 1s present,
this is unlikely to actually function as a seminal receptacle. It is probably identical to the structure
which we have referred to as a 'rudimentary seminal receptacle' in hemiuroids (Gibson & Bray,
1977: 168; 1979: 50).
Table 8

Dimensions of Steringotrema divergens from the present material and from the literature

Authority

Mathias (1934)

Bray (1973)

Host
Locality

Blennius ocellaris
Banyuls

Capros aper
Bay of Biscay &
Morocco

Length (mm)
Breadth (mm)
Length : forebody
ratio
Oral sucker (mm)

0·97-2·0
0·5-1·0
(I : 0-41)

0·75-1 ·2
0-42-0·47
I : 0·20-0·42*

1·6-1 ·75
0·72-0·79
(I : 0·38)

0·92-1·14
0·44-0-48
I : 0· 29-0·40

0·15-0·20

0·11 - 0·15 dia.

Ventral sucker (mm)

0·28- 0-40 .
0·35-0·48
( I : 2·3)
0·10-0·15

0·21 0·31
0·38-0·42
I : 2·7-3·6
0·9-0· 11 dia.

0·16- 0·21 ',
0·195-0·26
0·36- 0·41 ,
0·40-0·45
(I : 2·2)
0·12-0·14 ·.
0·1 _5-0·18

0·12-0·16 ,
0·14-0·16
0·26 0·30 ,
0·32-0·38
1 : 2·0-2·7
0·10-0·12 dia.

0·20-0·30 /
0·15-0·20
0·13-0·18 ·'
0·18-0·28
0·10-0·17 /
0·10-0·19
40-55 · 22-32

0·18-0·!9 X
0·11-0·13

Sucker ratio
Pharynx (mm)
Oesophagus (mm)
Cirrus-sac ( mm)
Testes (mm)
Ovary (mm)
Eggs (µm)

* Ne\\ data.

Lopez-Roman &
Present material
Guevara-Pozo ( 1974)
Blennius oce/laris
Blennius ocellaris
Plymouth
Spain

about 0·12-0·19
(0·29, 0·15)

0·19 '- 0·13

0·13-0·195 ·

0· 13-0· 17 ,,
0·11-0·13
0·08-0·13,
0·09-0·10
44-55 · 28-36

0·12-0·15

46-48 .', 33-37

0· 105-0· l 3>,
0·074
47-49 X 30-33

f,u,,,..
Bi/JV
MIO
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E'ellodi stomidae

Family FELLODISTOMIDAE Nicoll.
Sub-family FELLODISTOMINAE.
6. Steringotrema corpulentum (Linton 1905) J;k06mb. ~lg.

J.i.
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Synonym: Distomum corpulentum Linton 1905.
Host: Lagodon rhomboides, pin.fish.
Position: intestine.
Frequency: common.

Linton's (1905, p. 382) description is correct except in regard to diverticula
on the intestinal caeca. These do not occur. In living specimens branches of
the excretory system might easily be confused with branches from the caeca.
The thick, plump body, the distribution of the vitellaria and the median genital
pore distinguish the species from others in the genus. If the genus Pycnadena
Linton 1910 should be retained as distinct from Steringotrema, this species
should probably be considered a second species of Pycnadena because of its
median g_enital pore.
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Steringotrema corpulentum (Limon, 1905)
Manter, 1931
Distomum corpulentum Linton, 1905.
Hosts: Archosargus rhomboidalis ( 4 of 5) *;
Lagodon rhomboides ( 1 of 5) .
Site: Pyloric caeca. ~ ('?{p1

Fellod1s tom1dae
Fellod1stom1nae
Steringotrema ovata Price,1934
Body oval, 500 by 300 µ, flat and transparent. Oral
sucker subterm1nal 140 µ in diameter; acetabulum weakly muscular
50 µ long and 68 µ wide, slightly preequatorial. uuticula
very delicate, without spines. Prepharynx absent; pharynx
40 long by 3b µ wide, extending to about 120 µ from posterior
end of body. Excretory pore terminal; excNtory vesicle almost
v-shaped, its branches extending to near level of pharynx. Genital
pore at posterior end of pharynx, slightly to right of median
line. Cirrus sac pyr1form, 120 µ long by 52 µ wide at base
contaib1ng a short o1rrus, pars prostatica and a large globular
seminal vesicle. Testes globular, with zones coinciding and
fields separate, 1ntercecal, postequatorial. ovary about 40 u
long by 28 µ wide, to left of and partly 1n zone of, acetabulum.
seminal receptacle and Laurer's canal not observed. Mehlis'
gland median, immediately postacetabular. Vitellaria extracecal, consisting of few, relatively large follicles situated
largely in same zone as acetabulum and ovary. Uterus largely
posttesticular with two antero-laterally directed loops on
each side w•ich extend into extracecal fields. ~ggs oval,
24 by 16 µ.
Host: 0pisthonema oglinum (LeSeur)
Location: Pyloric ceca.
Distinguished from all other species of the genus 1n
having an oral sucker distinctly larger than acetabulum, the
oral sucker being much smaller in all the other species.
r

STERINGOTREMA OVATA, ~ -

Plate r, fig.

P~1c£.

1

1,3'-J

I

Description.-Body oval, 500 µ, long hy 300 ,_,, wide, flat and transparent. Cuticula very delicate, without spines. Oral sucker subterminal, 140 µ, in diameter; acetabulum weakly muscular, 50 ,_,, long
by 68 µ, wide, slightly preequatorial. Prepharynx absent ; pharynx
40 ,_,, long by 36 µ, wide; esophagus apparently absent ; intestinal ceca
relatively wide, extending to about 120 ,_,, from posterior end of body.
Excretory aperture terminal ; excretory vesicle almost V-shaped, its
hranches extending to near level of pharynx. Genital aperture at

posterior end of pharynx. slightly to right of median line. Cirrus
pouch piriforrn, 120 µ. long by 52 µ. wide at base, containing a short
cirrus, pars prostatica and a large, globular seminal vesicle. Testes
globular. about 40 ,,.. in diameter, with zones coinciding and fields
separate, intercecal. postequatorial. Ovary about 40 p.. long by 28 µ
wide, to left of, and partly in zone of, acetahulmn. Seminal receptacle ancl Laurer's canal not observed. Mehlis' gland median, immediately postacetabular. Vitellaria extracecal, consisting of few, relatively large follicles situated largely in same zone as acetabulum and
ovary. Uterus largely posttesticular. with two antero-hterally directed
loops on each side which extend into extracecal fields . Eggs oval.
24 µ. long by 16 µ wide.
Host.-Opisthonema oglimtrn (Le Seur) (J-S 356).
Location-.-Pyloric ceca.
LocalitJ,.-Fajardo Roads, near Fajardo, Puerto Rico.
Type specimen.-lJ.S.N.M. Helm. Coll. no. 8712.
This species belongs in the family Fellodistomidae, subfamily Fellodistominae, and has been placed in the genus Steri11gotrf111.a despite a
number of differences that may ultimately necessitate the erection of
a new genus for its reception. In view of the fact that only a single
specimen was available for study, the writer does not feel justified
in proposing a new genus for this form at this time. Steringotrema
ovata may be distinguished from all other species of the genus in
having an oral sucker that is distinctly larger than the acetabulum,
the oral sucker being much smaller than the acetabulum in all other
species.

38. Steringotrema rotundU!lll n-Jt~,
(Figs. 56-58)

/C/f"f

HosT: Parapercis colias (Forster), blue cod; gall bladder and stomach.
LocALITY: Portobello.
Nat Mus. Helminth. Collection No. 49141.
H OLOTYPE .. US
· ·
·
·
f ·
h t
collect10n
o hsix lsomew
D ESCRIPTION (b a Sed On t wo specimens· A second
.
.
1 f a
smaller sized specimens were accidentally dried m vial. Lacto-p eno so u ion
artiall restored the collapsed state of the latte~ but measurements w~uld
~robabl; be somewhat unnatural) : Body plump, pyriform; length 1 · 554 to lb 612
mm.. reatest width just posterior to acetabulum, 1 ·078 to 1 ·_162 ~m. Fore ~- Y
0·539
0·662 mm., tapered; hindbody broadly rounded, thick, distended Vi Ith
ker 0· 192 to 0·207 mm.; acetabulum wider than long, 0·539 to
0
eggs.
ra1 sue
•
28t 3 p
harynx
0· 639 mm. wide, with transverse apert-µre; sucker r1:ttio 1 ; · o • rep
.

t

short or lacking ; pharynx O· 099 to O· 118 mm. long by O·102 mm. wide ; oesophagus present but indistinct; caeca not completely seen but apparently ending
at about midacetabular level at anterior edge of vitellaria.
Genital pore well to the left a short distance preacetabular. Testes two, more
or less symmetrical, far apart, shortly posterior to acetabulum, ovoid, slightly
longer than wide. Cirrus sac (Fig. 58) very large, ovoid, diagonal, filling most
of forebody, 0·462 to 0·539 mm. long by 0·193 to 0·231 mm. wide, overlapping
the right anterior portion of acetabulum. Seminal vesicle bipartite, with basal
portion bent once. Pars prostatica large, with one curve, wider anteriorly, with
long filament-like processes; prostatic cells numerous. Cirrus represented only
by a short wide space leading by a narrow duct to a spacious genital atrium with
slightly convoluted wall and often containing some eggs.
Ovary indistinct or invisible, obscured by eggs in most specimens; ovoid,
longer than wide, just median to right testis and just to right of midline. Vitelline follicles close together forming two lateral groups from level of middle of
acetabulum to middle of hindbody or about to level of testes; follicles extend
medianly near ventral surface posterior to acetabulum but do not meet; vitelline
ducts meeting at left side of ovary. Uterus :filling hindbody almost completely,
covering both ovary and testes. Eggs yellow, thick-shelled, 34 to 41 by 22 to 25µ..
Excretory pore not observed. Excretory crura reach to pharynx level and almost
to posterior end of body so that the vesicle must be V-shaped or almost so, as is
true for the genus.
The name rotundum is for the swollen hindbody.
DrscussroN: The following species of Steringotrema are known: S. cluthense
(Nicoll, 1909) Odhner, 1911, type species; S. pagelli (van Beneden, 1870)
Odhner, 1911; S. divergens (Rudolphi, 1809) Odhner, 1911; S. nakazawai Kobayashi, 1921; S. corpulentum (Linton, 1905) Manter, 1931; and S. ovatiim Price,
1934. The last two of these are doubtful members of the genus, the genital pore
being median. S. rotu.ndum differs from the other species in distribution of the
vitellaria from middle of acetabulum to middle of hindbody; and in its very large
cirrus sac. In S. clutkense the vitellaria extend anterior to the acetabulum, and
in S. pagelli and S. nakazawai to the anterior edge of the acetabulum. Perhaps
S. nakazawai, from Spar1,s latus in Japan, is the most closely related species, but
its acetabulum is even larger and the caeca longer. S. pagelli is most similar in
.the development
.
.of the uterus and in general appearance but has eggs 57 to 63

Symmetrovesiculinae n. subfam.
Subfamily diagnosis. - Fellodistomidae: Body elongate. large, unarmed. Acetabulum in anterior third of body. Esophagus long, bifurcating
jast behind acetabulum. Ceca reaching to near poste-rior extremity.
Testes diagonal, in middle third of bodv. Ovary submfflian, immediately
postbifurcal. ViteIlaria fonning a seri~ of bunches in extracecal fields
ofhindbody. t9terine coils intercecal. Excretory vesicle consisting of v~
lang. wide, symmetrical tubes.

Sy,,,mel1'0t!esicula Yarnaguti, 1938
Generic diagnosis. - Fellodistomidae, S~mmetrovesiculinae: Body
elongate. large. unarmed. Oral sucker small, subterminal Esophagus
long, bifurcating just behind acetabulum. Intestinal limbs reaching to
near posterior extremity. Acetabulum in anterior third of body. Testes
oblique, in middle third of body. Cirrus pouch elongate. muscular, containing bipartite seminal vesicle and well denlopcd prostatic complex.
Cirrus protrusible. Genital atrium opening in front of acetabulum slightly
to left of median line. O\·af}· submedian. immediately postbifurcal. No

SYSTEMA HEUl1~1Ht:M

receptaculurn seminis. l"terus confined to medi.ari fit!ld. ~art11 . !•> near
posterior extremity. Vitellaria ·forming a serit"S of srv.-ral bunches of
dendritic tubular acini in each posttesticular extracec.Ll fi,.ld f ,·retory
pore dorsoterminal, vesicle consisting of two long widt- sym~tn l tubes
reaching to pharynx. Parasitic in marine fishes.
Gfflotype: S. cltMlodOflltis Yamaguti, 1938 (Pl. 3. Fig. 2i), m t,maacb
of CJaulodo,a coll4ns; Pacific coast of Japan. ~acassar.

Fellodistomidae
SYiv1METROVESICULA Yamaguti
Fellodistomidae Nicoll, 1913. Body elongate, large,
unarmed. Oral sucker subterminal. Pharynx well developed.
Esophagus long, bifurcating just behind acetabulum. Ceca
simple, reaching to near posterior extremity. Acetabulum
large, in anterior half of body. Testes obliquely tandem,
near middle of body. Cirrus pouch elongate, muscular. Vesicula seminalis bipartite. Pars prostatica wid E, muscular.
Prost.a.tic .cells well developed. Cirrus protrusi ble. Genital atrium present, slightly sinistral, opening in front
of acetabulum. Ovary immediately behind cecal arch, slightly dextral. No receptaculum seminis. Laurer's canal present.
Shell gland post-ovarian. Uterus confined to med ian field,
reaching to near posterior extremity. Eggs numerous, light
brown, thick-shelled. Vitellaria forming a series of several
rosette-shaped groups on each side, extending along greater
middle portion of intestine. Excretory vesicle consisting
of two wide symmetrical tubEs extending to pharyngeal level.
Parasitic in marine fishes.
Genotype.

Sy mme trovesicula chaetodontis

Fe llod 1st omidae
Symmetrovesicula chaetodontis Yama.gut1, 1938

Length: 10. 75 mm.
Pidth: 2.2 mm. at middle
Oral sucker: 0.375 X 0.425 mm.
lrnetabulum (size): 0.875 mm in ·diameter.
( lo cat ion) : At poster! or half of anterior t h 1rd of body.
Esophagus:
Pharynx:

Narrow behind pha~ynx but much wider posteriorly,
bifurcating just behind acetabulum.
Oval, 0.25 X 0.225 mm.

Genital pore: Upens ventrally at .Junction of anterior with middle
third of body.
Testes (shape}: Subglobular to oval.
(location) : Just medial to intestine, one obliquely behind the
other ani separated by uterus; post. one Just in front of midCirrus bac: Post.end anterodextral to acetabulum.
body.
ovary (shape): Irregularly oval.
(location): Between two vasa efferentia Just behind cecal bifurcation, only slightly to right of median line.
Vitellaria: Form on each side a series of approx. rosette-shaped
grps. of fine dendritic tubular acini. Rt. bunches 6, Lt. bunches 7,
E~;s: Light brown, thick-shelled, 36-40 X 18-22 µ.
Other features~
Jo

Host~ Chaet~ collaris Bloch
Locality: Pacific Ocean.
Comparisons: None
Reference:~amRguti, s. Studies ~n the helminth fauna of Japan
Part 21. Trematodes of fishes, IV. Kyoto, Japan, 1938
Life cycle~

.
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FELLODISTOMIDAE Nicoll, 1913
B.

Symmetrovesicula chaetodontis Yamaguti, 1938

A single fully gravid specimen of this species was found in the
anteatine of Cli.aetodon sp. at Macassar.
·
The measurements given below will serve to extend the ranees
of variation of the species.
.
Body lanceolate, 7.25 mm long by 1.15 m:n broad. Subcuticular cells grouped into small, uniformly scattered patches. Oral
1ucker subterminal, 0. 325 X 0.325 mm. Prepharynx very short,
entirely covered up by ventral posterior border of oral 11ucker.
Pharynx somewhat enlarged behind its middle, 0.2 mm long by
0.183 mm broad. Anterior portion of esophagus narrow, lined with
thick smooth cuticle·; wider greater posterior portion lined with
epithelia, bifurcating behind acetabulum. Ceca terminating outaide excretory tubes, about 0.6 mm from posterior extremity.
Acetabulum 0.575 mm in diameter, iust behind middle of anterior
third of body. Testes subglobular, only slightly indented, situated
one obliquely behind the other in front of middle of body; the left
anterior measuring 0.25X0.288 mm and the right posterior 0.23X
0.275 mm. Cirrus pouch fusiform, 0. 5 X 0.17 mm. containing bi.
partite vesicula seminalis, pars prostatica surrounded by strongly
developed prostate cells. Cirrus unarmed, projecting out of genital
atrium. Genital pore inside left exnetory tube a little in front of
acetabulum. Jn my Previous des <nption of th~ specie• I have

S.Y........ ,
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. st .
ha .
.. at 1· unction of anterior with
made an error an
t t ath~•
ad " at junction of fint
middle third of body . Fort •• pa11a1e re

•t~?g

;~XO

with second sbixtlhbo\bod;
22; mm, ,ituated a little to right of
O
Ovary au g
u ar, ·
·
.
th' d f bod in contact
line at posterior end of anterior u O
Y
d.
me ian
O
about midway between ovary
with ri~ht ~xcretory tu.~. Ut;~::e coil, paaeing between testes, .
and ~•t~lhne reservo1.. extremity a little beyond ~ecal termina..
r~aching to near posten~r hick-shelled, 36-44X20- 26 ll, Vitelline
lion. Eggs elongate ova.' td. I . . • 6 on the right 7 on the left ;
d 'n longitu ma aerie ,
•
.
rosettes arrange •
.
l
1 of anterior end ,of right hiposterior
. -Lt I d commencing at eve
.
rl1J11 g an
d
.
t level of posterior end of t • testis.
testis, left gJan c_ommedn.cmg a 11 triangular 0.175 mm behind
ervoir me ian, sma •
•
.
V . 11·
ite meE res tory tub es symme tr1'cal , with sinuous wall, extendmg
.
ovary.postenor
xc~e extrem1·t Y to sides of oral sucker, crossmg ceca
from
between ovary and testes.
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Fellod1stomat1dae
TERGESTINA

Nagaty & Abdel Aal.1964

t;,.neric dia~nm,i,\ of Tt>rgPstina :
Fellu1l1 .. 1or111clae: Tngestiina.-:
Tlw l,011~ is t>longatt'. muscular lobes art> prt>sent
ar11,,r11I tht' oral ~uc-kn and tran..,"\er:--e folds in the r.-n i<'al

The pharynx and tht> oesophagu~ are elongate<l :
intt-stinal bifurcation usually well anterior to th<·
acrtabu)um ; tht' inte1-1tinal caeca reaching near the po~terior
extremity. The ac .. tabulurn is approximately equatorial.
The tt=•ste!°' are ohliquf', near the po~terior extremity. Tht>
cirru~ ~at' is Jargt>. The cxtnnal l'leminal vesicle extends
posterior to the acetabulum. Tht• genital pore is nwrlian
immediate}~ preacetabular. Th<" 11Vaf)• prt>teilti<-ular. tht'
receptaculum ~emini~ i:-. prt'M'nt.
The vitellaria in thP
latnal anti mt>dian field of th•· hind bod). The utnu!-i is
intncaecal and may overlap the caeca. from just behind _
the acetahulum to tht• lf'vel of the anterior border of the
rt:gion.
1 h,·

left te!)tis.

Type specles: Tergest1na p1atan1

locality: Ghardaga, Red Sea
Thie genus can he included in subfamily Tergestiinae
Yamaguti. 1958, with a slight emendation of the subfamily
diagnosis, to include the possibility of the oesophaguM
bifurcating anterior to acetahulum.
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Fellod1stomat1dae
i'rom Na~aty & Abdel A.Al 1964
Jour.Vat.sc1.u A.R. 1(1):11-15
TEBGE81.'INA ABUSHERAI

n.g., n.sp.

( FIG 2)

The description is based on a single specimen from
Plalf'X sp. locally called ''Butterfly fish" or "Abu sherai".

The body is elongated measuring 1.40 mm. long and
measure• 0.18 mm. wide, tapering at both ends, widest at
acetabular level measures 0.26 mm. with a constriction of
the body behind it. Six proce11es of transverse folds on
each aide of the neck region are pre1ent. The oral sucker is
terminal and measures 0.08 mm. by 0.09 mm. with 6 muscular
lobes, 3 on either eide of the oral sucker, the remaining
1
lobes may he lost during staining of the specimen. 1 he
pharynx mu1:.uru 0.10 mm. by 0.09 mm. 1'he oesophagus
ii!! much elonga1tul and measures 0.21 mm. long, the intestinal
bifurcation is well anterior to acetabulum ; the intestinal
caeca i1 long terminating at 0.13 mm. from the posterior
end of the body. The ventral sucker measures 0.27 mm. by
0.23 mm. and almost as wide as the body, in the anterior
part of the middle third of the body length; measurt-~

o.:{<) mm. frum th,· oral -.uf'ker. The ratio of the oral to
1 lie

, ,•utral sucku, i~ l : 2.5.
The lt'!-tl·~ art- t\\o in number, oblique, ovoid, clost"

to~1•th,·r arnl -.li~ht I~· o, nla-ppt'd, nt-au the posterior end of
t ht> hodv. Th.., antnior tf':--tii- i!-i on the right and measurel'i

o. l 8 nm~. by o.12 mm. : tht> po"'tt>rior testis is on tbt" left
and uwa?-un·i,. 0.20 nun. b~ 0.12 mm. Tht' cirrus sac measure!11. I I mm. L, 0.11 mm .. f'~tt'nlling dorsal to the anterior
lwrdt'l of tilt' ac-etahulum. and sli~htly overlapping right
('Ut'1·um. anteriorly rxtt>nding a i-hort distance posterior to
t h1· intt':--ti11al hifurcation : in the fwcond quarter of the bod~
l1•HJ?;th. Th ... e,ti-rnal ..... min al, t'l'iirl<> is tubular, and extending
JU!--l hC'hind t Ii,· ac,•tahulum. Th,· ~en ital pore is median at
t ht· po .. t ,•rior lrnrdcr 01· 1hf' t·irru:- ~a<'. ovt'rlappt>rl
by

, ·,·utral --uck,·r.

Th,·()-. an i:-- ,,, .-d. an.1l m ... a:-ure~ 0.) o mm. h_y 0.6 mm .

•rntt"Tior 10 the lt-ft t••:--ti:--. ill tlw anterior part of the pot-terior
thirJ of du· hoily lt•J•l,!.'th. Tht• rPCf'.ptaculum seminir1 spheroid
111,•a:-urt-.. 0.07 mm. h~ O.Oh mm., it ii- prPovarian, overlapped
l,-. ,-~~:- a11d tht: ,it,•llaria. ,1•paratetl from the ovary hy
till' utt•n1:- a11d i:- f,u n•mo, t•d from the acetubulum. The
, tt>llirn· tolli'-'1"" ar•· .. mall. in tht· lateral and median field.
1
lrom tlu· le,el antt•ri11r to th,· n·c-eptarulum et-mini~ to the
p, ..,teri11r ,·ad of tlu· intt•:--tiual caet·a.
\;tf'ruis coiled anrl
, xt1·u ding p11:"t,•riorly from tlw lt>v,·l of the anterior bordn
11f tla,· lt·ft ,,.... tj.., and a11tl'riorly to ju:--t ht-hind the acetabulum. 'I h,· ,-gg:- ar1· !imall a, rragin~ O.OH, mm. by 0.012 mm.
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From Nagaty & Abdel Aal
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Fellod1stomat1dae

JOI H'."AL OF \'ETEHl:\ARY S<:JE!\iCF.
Ot THE
l 'iJTED ARAB Ri.Pt Bl.IC

\'ol. I

1964

-

:\o. I

p• /l-1) •

TnwE-STl:'i..\ PLATAXI n.~ .• n.sp.
( Flt;.

~~

l )

'l'ht> dt' .. lfiption i:-. based on the t~o mature specimens
,,ut of three Platax i,p. JocalJy called ••Butterfly fish

or

··Abu 1-!herai··. The bo<ly is dongateil. tapering anteriorly
and roundf'd po1-teriorly. Thf' wiJe.,_t part is at the level

111' a('t'laLulurn ~ mea:,ures 1.08 - 1.23 mm. long and
U.JO - 0.39 mm. "ide. Thne are 5 - 6 processef. of trans, n1-t' foldi:- on each sidt> of the neck region. The oral sucker
i.. U.09 hy 0.11 - 0.12 mm., with 12 - 14 muscular loh'es.
Th .. pharynx mea-.uresO.WJ U. l] mm. in ltmgth hy
0.0(1 1u111. in width. Th<> w•i-;opha~w.. i~ 0.11 0.18 mm.
in l,·11g-tl1 and tJu· intt-stinaJ hifur<'ation i~. well anterior to
t lw ac-t'tahuJum. The <'aecae are Jon~, terminating about
11.08 nu11. from tht> po:--tnior end of the hody.
Ventral
~u«·kt·r meai-ures 0.27 u,m. hy 0.26 - 0.27 mm. almost as
\\ id,· a .-. l ht· h~d, a11d i:-- 1--ituated approximately at its
rnidln.1·l. Th,-. ratio of tht' oraJ to the ,·1·ntraJ ~uckns ji-;

: 2 ,:; .
Tiu· test«·~ arf' t\\ o ,n n11mLi•r, ublique in the pos1t10n,
oid i11 the ... }tape. The~ are close together with the inner
l>,,rder:erlapping. tH'ar the po4erior end of the hody. Tht·
11\

o,

antt-rior te~ti~ i~ on the right :--i<le, approximately measuring
fl . J 7 h} U.11 mm .. \-\hilf' the posterior testis is on the left.
appro"\.irnatPI) measuring O.J7 by 0.12 mm. The cirrus
,.,w i . . O.l~ - 0.14 mm . lung 0.11 rnm. ¼ide, occup)ing the
:m•a L1·t,,:een th,, autnior border of the acetahulum and
tl11· intt·::-tinal hi fun at ion.
Ext<'Tnal seminal vesicle is
L-..;harwd <''-lf'wling a short dii,tance posterior to the
utt"talrnlam. at the l.,,·<·l of the recepta<'ulum i-.eminis. The

?!•·nital por,·

11- :--ituatC'd iu median field at th<' posterior
lwrdn uf the <'irrus :-,ac. ju~t autcrior to the acctahulum.

The o\ ary i:-- ::.phnoid in shape, almoEt 0.12 mm. hy
<1.J I mm . and i, i-.ituat,·d Ill tht> }'U"'terior third of d11 hud~
.111 tni or t II I 11<' l1 •ft tt·i-t i~.
Thi recrptaculum i:-eminis is
,p l1t•ruid iu -. Imp,· 1warl) U.04 mm . hy O.l l mm .. immediatdy
pr•·o ana11. do"t' to th1· aeetal,ulum and partly io overlapped
l,, th,· 1•gg-.. awl titt' vitellari,t. The vitt~Hm<' folJfrJe~ are
. . 111.dl. :-1•c1t It•rt•d a<·ro, 1-- ti,,, l1i111l lw1h in the median and
I ii 1· r.1 J I it-Id:- f r11111 I ht· po1-tt>rior margin of th,· acetahuluu,

localtiy: Ghardaga, Red Sea
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Tergestiinae n. subfam.

Subfamily diagnosis. - Fellodistomidae: Body .-lonpte, with a m,circle of muscular appendages around oral socktt ai11t, longitudm&.I r ,w
of trailS\·erse folds of body wall on each side of neck. Acetabulum prominent, in anterior half of body. Esophagus usually bifurcating behind
acetabulum, ceca terminating at posterior extremity. Testes diagonal,
near posterior extremity. Ovary pretest1cular. submedian. Vitellaria
extending on each side of hindbody. t·reru~ ,. rup~,nc moat of hindbody.
Excretory vesicle Y-shaped.

Tergestiti Stossich, 1899
Syn. Cithara MacCallum. Jifl i
Thekdera Linton, 11w,
Generic diagnosis. - Fellodistomidac Terg~t11na ttodyelo
a semicircle of lanceolate muscular lobes ar•1Unt! al sucker a.,.
tudinal row. of transverse folds of bodv "' 1i ,n each sidt
Pharynx large, elongate. Esophagus long , u Wllly bifurcatu
acetabulum. Intestinal limbs reaching to postt-rior extremity.
tabuhun in anterior half of body. Testes oblique, near posterior extr!'lnity.
Cirrus pouch elongate, may extend back of acetabulum. containi~
olar seminal vesicle and well developed prostatic complex. Genit pore
pre-acetabular, submedian. Ovary pretesticular, submedian. Receptaculum seminis absent. Uterine coils occupying most of hindbody. \ itellaria on each side of hindbody. Excretorv vesicle Y-shaped . Flame cell
pattern: 2((2+2)+(2+2)]. Parasites of marine fishes.
Genotype: T. lllticollis (Rud., 1819) ~tos.sich, 1899 (Pl. 11 , Fi 139),
in Ca,.anx ,,.ac/Jun,s; Naples and Arimini. Also in Sco.f>e,.1 .na, wand
TP'fuhurus tJ'ac4t1n,.s, Apogo11 liMatMS; Japan, and .-4-. , tJuwmi and
Eut/J)'111fu.s alletteratus; Florida.
Furcocercous cercaria (and sporcyst) in Mytilu.s wtu
bablvdevelops into a wonn related to T. laticollis - Hassall J
). f~ key to
species see Manter (1954:).
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Other species:
T. acaflllJwcephala {Stossich. 1887) Stossich. 1889, in &Jo,,e er:u;
Triest; also in ScOM~r fap0Nsct1s from Toy~ Bay, T,.lldn,nu ·
trtJd,11rMS and Apogo,c li,u""'5 from Pacific coast, Japan.
T. aca,ulwgobii Yamaguti, 1938, in .-tc1111lAogobiss 1z.....·,,,.,...,Hamanako. Japan.
T. ac..u. Manter. I ~ in CtJra,u btirl/tolo,,uu,·: Florida.
T. ag,wsto,,,i lfanter, 19.>&. in Apost.o,,.M.S forsun; Sew Zealand. It
seems likely that this species represents an immature
of
T er;~s!ia uuicoUis; the sucker ratio in the W"\.J stage diffen &om
that in the adult stage.
T. p«tilJala (Linton, 1905) (syn. Tl,ddn• p. L.) in T,_.,_,_
caroli,1us and B•frdie/Jo c/vynw•; Beaufort, N. C. AllO in
Traclturops cru"lnW'f>4'Juil""" a n d ~ crffllllu; Florida.
T. priaca,uJu (MacCallum:191,) (!)'IL CillY,• ,. ll.) ~~
c,.1,mtalt1s; ~- Y.
,
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Subfamily TERGESTIINAE Skrjabin & K()\al. 1957
DIAG'.'-0STIC 1-TATl RLS. Body small to mediurn-si1ed: L'llH1gate: cylinJrical. Mo-,t of bod) -'>urla1.\;
smllLlth: but l>ral -,ud,er 1wrmall) surrounded by ring or about 1.3 20 nw-.,cular cephalic lol11.: ,.
interrupted \entrally: 'neck'-region J)()rmally with :-.ix nrnsclilar llan)!CS ('collarettc<J on c,t1.h
lateral surfan: at aboul Incl or phary11 ,. Oral sucker suhlcr1rn11al lo le1111111al: ll'>Ually larger than
\entral sucker. bul may be or !'>imilar si1c or smaller. Globular \cnlral -,uckcr in anterior half ,>f
body. Prephary 11:,.. absent. Pharynx normally well developed; elongate. Oesophagus \\ell dc\clopcd
often long. Intestinal bifurcation in forebody or anterior hindbody. Caeca long. re::iching clo..,c
to posterior extremity: blind. Testes two: oval or irregularly oval: tandem to oblique: in po..,tcrior
half of hindbody. Cirrus-sac normally bipartite; usually extending back dorsally and po-,tcrinrl:
to ventral sucker: posterior part elongate. normally contains scm inal vesicle; anterior part globular.
normally contains pars prostatica and ejaculatory duct. Seminal vesicle elongate: saccular. Par-.
prostatica small: vesicular: with indistinct lining. Ejac•Jlatory duct large; muscular: complex:
deeply di\erticulate; may be completely everted through genital pore to form large, lobed cirrus.
Genital atrium deep. Genital pore median to sinistrally submedian; ventral in posterior fore bod).
O\ary reniform to oval; pre-testicular; somewhat near middle or hindbody. Mchli')' gland dorsal
to ornry. Laurer's canal and uterine seminal receptacle present. Uterine coib extend from ,entral
sucker back to posterior extremity or to level of testes; uterus opens into base or genital atrium
via muscular metraterm. Eggs numerous; small; operculate. V1tcllarium follicular; in two
symmetrical, lateral fields in hindbody; fields may be confluent. Excretory vesicle 'Y'-shaped;
bifurcation in about mid-hindboJy; arms reaching to level of pharynx. Parasitic in intestine
(often rectum) of marine tclcosts.
Co:--1:-.tE'.'-T. We accept three genera 1n our conception of this subfamily. These are Tergestia
Stossich, 1899, Thelcdera Linton, 1910, and Gy11111otergestia Nahhas & Cable, I 964. In his revision
or thc gcnu-, T<'rgntia. Dnllfm ( 1973) accepted Tlll'lcdern as a subgenus of Teriestia on the basi'>
of the difference in the position of the intestinal bifurcation, although earlier workers (Manter.
1940: Siddiqi & Cable, 1960) had synonymized the two genera. From Doilfus' work, it appears,
hO\\ever, that the material of Siddiqi & Cable and that of Manter, described later (1947), are
specimens of Tergestia and not Theledera. We accept Theledera as a valid genus because of the
distinct differences in the position of the intestinal bifurcation, it being in the forebody in Theledao and either postcro-dor.:,al to the ventral sucker or clearly in the hindbody in Tergestia. We
also note that in Theledem there is a tendency for the uterus not to reach beyond the testes,
\,\ hcn:a'> in T1·rg,1·stia. in mature specimens. it usually reaches poslcri,nly to the testes: thl.'re ill'l'.
ho\\ever. se\cral exceptions to this. We note that there appear to be certain differences in the
'>hare of the cirrus-sac in the species described in the literature. We consider, however, that the
normal situation is that the cirrus-sac is bipartite and that the seminal vesicle occupies much of
the-posterior part. Examples of such \ariations on this pattern include Tl!rgestia kuhliae, described
by Yamaguti ( 1970), where the pars prostatica apparently occurs in the posterior part of the
cirrus-sac and Gymnotergestia chactodipteri, described by Nahhas & Cable (1964), where the
cirrus-sac does not appear to be bipartite, although one of the figures does suggest a slight
constriction. In some descriptions the exact shape of the cirrus-sac was not clearly indicated.
Gymnot<'rgestia differs from both Tergestia and Theledera in lacking the elaborate muscular
ornamentation on the forebody and around the oral sucker: this is replaced by superficial tegumental annulations in the anterior forebody. It also differs from Tergestia in having the intestinal
bifurcation in the forebody and apparently from both genera, as mentioned above, in having a
less distinctly bipartite cirrus-sac. Only Tergestia occurs in the northeast Atlantic region.
-

Whik G'ymnotergestia is monotypic, Thclcdera, of which Citlwra MacCallum, 1917. and
Tergestina Nagaty & Abdel Aal, 1964, are clearly synonyms, appears to contain several sp;!cies.
These are:
(I) Theledffa abusherai (Nagaty & AhJel Aal, 1964) n. comb., a poorly described sp~cies from
Platax ~p. in the Rc<l Sea. It is ~imilar to T. pl'Ctinata.
(2) The/cc/era ou111thoccplwla (Stos~ich, 1887) n. comb., a poorly knO\\n species found in \arious
telcost~ in the Mediterranean and Red Seas.
(3) Theledera /,.uhliae (Yamaguti, 1970) n. comb., from Kuhlia sanricensis off Hawaii.
(4) Theledl'/'a ploto.\'i (Nagaty & Abdel Aal, 1964) n. comb., a poorly described species from
Plate/.\' sp. in the Red Sea. It is similar to T. pC'Ctinata.
(5) Thelulera pectinato (Linton, 1905) Linton. 1910; the type-species of the genus. It is kn0\\11 to
occur in Chloroscomhrn1· and A11xi.1· off the eastern coast of the USA. Most of the records of
thi~ ~pecies arc in fact Tergestia manteri (see Dollfus, 1973).
(6) Theledcra priacanthi (MacCallum, 19 I 7) n. comb., from Priacantlws crue11tatus off New York,
USA.
(7) Theleclera sk1:iabi11i (Koval & Zarichkova. 1964) n. comb., from Symphodus [ = Cre11ilabrus]
tinca in the Black Sea. Spccimem recorded from the same host in the Mediterranean by Sey
( 1%8) a-, Tergntia loticol/i.1· may he the same species. T. sk,jabini appears to be similar to
T. peui11alll and -,omo, hat -.,imilar lo J'. aca11tlwcephala.
(l->) Jlwledao l\/tl'llchic·11.1e 13ilqccs. llJ7X, l'rom Stromateus si11e11sis off Pakistan.
It ..,ccm'> likely that many or the :,pccies of this genus are _synonymous.
,C/fl,d,n

13£/IY

~~b Glo'StJA/j

19/'o

:

•

•

TERGESTIA

St~c,,-4. ✓ 1gqq

Body elongate, equally wide, forebody with flattened ventral
~ide and bowed dorsal side. Sukera near each other. Oral sucker
...:.._..with 13 lance-shaped, leaf-like appendages which without interruption
are formed in a semi-circle surrounding the dorsal and lateral sides.
Directly behind the oral sucker on each side are six oblique folds
of the body wall. Pre-pharynx lacking. Pharynx powerfully developed/,
esophagus long, forking behind the ventral sucker, ceca to hind
end. Excretory vesicle a simple tube reaching to level of ovary
where it has two lateral outpocketings. a.pore just in front of the
ventral sucker and to the left. Cirrus sac elongate on the left
reaching or over-reachint the posterior edge of the ventral sucker,
seminal vesicle occupying its posterior 2/3 ( seminal vesicle
elongate,undivided and unwound,narrow) Opening of seminal vesicle
into the pars prostatica is not terminal but lateral. Cirrus
unusually thick and powerfully muscular sac. Testes roundish,entire,
obliquely behind one another in the posterior half of the body,
anterior testis to the left. Ovary ovoid in front of testes, elongate,
entire, to the right. Seminal receptacle lacking. Laurer's canal
present, but with closed opening. V1tellar1a in sides of body.
Uterus filling hind body. Vagina reaching to center of ventral sucker.
Eggs about 23 µlong.In intestine of marine fishes.
Type species: Tergestia latlcollis (Rud.)
Other species:

Genus TERGESTJA Slossich, 1899
DJAG'\OS11c H:All RES. C:phalic lobes around oral sucker present. Six muscular flanges ('collard le~·, prc~ent on each lateral surface at level of pharynx. Intestinal bifurcation in hind body or
postero-dorsal to ventral sucker. Cirrus-sac normally distinctly bipartite. Tendency for uterus to
extend into post-testicular field in mature worms.
TYPE-SPECIES. T<!rgestia /aticollis (Rudolphi, 1819) (type by subsequent designation: Yamaguti,
1953a: 26).
COMMENT. The species we in~lude in this genus are:
(I) Tcrgestia acuta Manter, 1947; from Caranx spp. off Florida, Jamaica and Belize.
(2) Tergestia agnostomi Manter, 1954; recorded as an immature form from both the teleost
Alclrichetta forsteri (see Angel, 1960) and the ctenophore Pleurobrachia pileus (see Boyle,
1966) off New Zealand. The gravid worm has been described by Jones ( 1978) from A. forsteri.
(3) Tergestia c/011acantha Manter, 1963; from Hemirhamphus spp. off Fiji, New Caledonia and
India.
(4) Tergestia haswelli Dollfus, 1927; known only as a cercaria from M yti/us latus, New Zealand.
We are tentatively retaining this species in Tergestia.
(5) Tergestia manteri Dollfus, 1973; from various teleosts off the eastern coast of the USA and
Puerto Rico. This is a new name for Tergestia pectinata of Manter ( 1947), Hopkins ( 1940)
and Siddiqi & Cable ( 1960).
(6) Tergestia magna Korotaeva, 1972; from Plagiogeneion macrolepis and Emme/ichthys nitidus
in the Great Australian Bight.
(7) Tergestia mauritanica Dollfus, 1973; from Pomatomus saltator ( =sa/tatrix) off Mauritania.
(8) Tergestia pauca Teixeira de Freitas & Kohn, 1965; from Scombroides sp. off Brazil.
(9) Tergestia laticollis (Rudolphi, 1819) Stossich, 1899; type-species of the genus (see below).
Tergestia acanthogobii Yamaguti, 1938, from Acanthogobius flavimanus off Japan is herein
considered to be a synonym of this species.
As with Theledera, it is likely that many of the above species are synonyms.
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KEY TO SPECIES OF TERGESTIA

1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8

9
10

(2) Acetabulnm smaller than oral sucker
( 1) Acetabulum larger than oral sucker ..
( 4) Acetabulum only slightly larger than

oral sucker
( 3) Acetabulum at least 2 X oral sucker
( 8) Vitellaria confluent anterior to ovary

T. agr10stomi (this paper)
3

T. laticollis (Rud., 18HI) Odhner, 1911
5
6

( 7 ) Posterior end pointed; eggs 17-19 by
T. acuta :Manter, 1947
9-10µ
(6) Posterior end not pointed; eggs 21-27
T. acanthogobii Yamaguti, 1938
by 14-18µ
( 5) Vitellaria not confluent anterior to
9
ovary
T. acanthocephala ( Stossich, 1887)
( 10) Pharynx length less than 2 X width ..
T. pectina,ta (Linton, 1905) Manter, 1940
(9) Pharynx length more than 2X width
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Fellodistomatidae

Tergestia
Diseus~ion : Pour des Ttrgesria sous lcur forme adultc (I) chcz des Teleostecns,
1o noms specifiques ont ete cr~es jusqu'a present (1970). Ce sont, par ordre chronologique:
Dimen~ion des ceufs (11)
I. T. laricolli1 (Rudolphi, 1819) M. Stossi1.-h 1899. Type du genre.

21-23
27-24
23-26
24 x

X 15 (f. Odhner, 1911, p. 112).
X 15-13 (P. V. Wlassenko, J932, p. 1021
X 18 (S. Yamaguti, 1938, p. 97).
15-18 in vivo; 21-30 x 16-18 montc
(S. Yamaguti. 1951, p. 270).
25-30 X 16-21 (S. Yamaguti, 1970, p. 39).
22-26 X 12-17 (H. W. Manter, 1940, p. 4fl'I).
(Ocean Pacifique).
25-29 X 17-20 (H. W. Manter, 1940, p. 4091
(Ocean Atlantiquc).

4.

" T. acant/,o('ephala (M. Stossich, 1887)
M. Stos~ich, 1899.

?

,. T. priarantlri
1917).

?

(G. A.

Mac Callum,

T. pecrinata (Edwio Linton,
non, H. W. Manter, 1940.

190'.')

25 X 14 (E. Linton, 1905, p. 366).
22- 15 x l 1'-1 7 (E. Linton, 1905, p. 389).
24 Y 17 et 20 X 14 (E. Linton, 1910, p. 41).
24 ;v 18 ( F Linton, 1940, p. 44).

5. T. acamhognbii, S. Yamaguti, 193X.

21-27 X 14-18 (S. Yamaguti, 1938, p. 98).

6. T. acura, H.W. Manter, 1947.

17-19

1

8. T. c/unacantha, H. W. Manter, ]963.

I 5- 18

x ,_ 12

9. T. paucn. T. de Freitas et Anna Kohn.

22

'l-10 {H. W. Manter, 1947, p. 323).
? (immature)

7. T. agnosromi, H. W. Manter.

x

I 'i

J7

1965
10.

r.

37-42 X

/(11/iliae, S. Yamaguti, 1970.

(H. W. Manter, 1963, p. 447).

(T. de Freitas et Anna Kohn,
p. 293).

-28 (S. Yamaguti, 1970, p. ~8).

A ces dix noms specifiques, j'ajoutc :

I I. T. manteri, nom. nov.
sensu, Manter et Hopkins,

=

pcctinata

110n

Linton

20 X I.\

1 • H. Hopkins, 1940, p. 283).
17-20 • 10- i5 (H. W. Manter, 1947, p. 323).

Notre espece p:irasite de Pomatomus est

a comp

rcr

a celles ci-dessus mentionnees.

Elle a comme caracteres:
al Ventouse ventrale environ deux fois plus grande que l'orale, ou un peu plus de
deux fois;
!>) Pharynx environ deux foi~

plus long que large ;

() Long resophagc, se divi~;.rnt en deux branches inte,tin~les en arriere de la ventouse
ventrale:
d) Poche du cirre tres tongue-, depassant pmterieurLrr1t.·nt la ventouse ventrale.

Ccs caracteres ne sont reuni~ chez aucune des espcces ci-dessus mentionnees. Une
d"elles, cependant. est tres voisine, c'est pectinata senm Hopkins 1940 et sensu Manter

non Linton 1905.
Notre especc en Jifferc : t par la presence. a11 niveau du pharynx, de protuberances sacciformes terminecs par Jeux Cl.hli 1'i filaments. Ces protuherances ont unc dispo. ition tres voisinc de cclles obscrvees par Edwin Linton (1905, pl. XVIII, fig. 201)
pour T ergestia pectinata (Linton l parasite de Bairdiel/a clirysura (Lacepede 1802) (Sciaenidae)
Beaufort (Caroline du Nord) c!t par H. W. l\J.1nter (1963, p. 444-445, fig. 5-6)
pour T. r/onacantha Manter d'un llu11;r,11,zplz1H '.'.p. (Hr111iramphidae) des Fiji (2).
I 947.

O

a

2" par un beaucoup plus court resuphagc ;
3" par sa poche du cirrc rectilignc ct non sinucu,;e comme l'a figurec Manter (1947.

fig. 85):

.

. . . , . ,.

.

.

.\?.)t;('l:~; '::

Pour pecrinata. Edwin Linton {I 905, pl. XVIII fig. 200-201) figure la bifurcation
ntestinale nettement en avant de la ventous.: ventrale, conformement
la description
qu'il donne (ibid. p. 289) de l'espece (31. Manter (1947, p. 404, fig. 85) figure la bifurarion au nivcau du bord postcrieur de la vcntouse centrale, ii n'est pas admissible qu
la bifurcation soit, chez la meme espece. tant"t en avant, tantot en arriere de cette vcn
rouse. Je considere done le
('ectinara • de Manter comme une espece differente du
pectinara de Linton et je propose de la nommer TerR<'Sfia manteri, nomen novum.

a

Le Tergestia decrit sou I nom c Ter(?estia pecrinata (Linton 1905) Manter 1940 ,
par F. Sogandares-Bernal ct h'. F. Hutlon ( I 959, p. 64. fig. 10-11 ). parasite de Coran.t
chrysos (Mitchill). di! FloriJi: . d l.1 hiturcation u:soph:J.gicnne au niveau du bord anterieur·
de l'acetabulum ct non pas en arricre. ii .1ppartient <lone au ~ous-genre Theledera Linton,
mais non pas au sou,;;-genre Ter~t:stia semu Hopkins ( 1940) et Manter ( 1947). (Dimensions des reuf s non indiquees)
F. Songandares-Bernal (1959, p. 101-102) n'ayant donne ni description. ni figur ..
Ju 1 er,?estia qu'il Jcsigne sou le nom 4: Teri;esria pectinata (Linton 1905), Mante,
J 940 > ct trouve chez pl,usicurs especes de poi~sons (Caranx, Selar),
Bimini (Floride1,
on ne pcut savoir si, chez Jes sp~cimens qu'Jl a recoltcs, la bifurcation de l'resophag ·
{tait en avant de J'acetabulum (sous-genre fheledaa Linton 1910) ou en arriere (sou,;
g.:nre TerResria Stossich J g99).

a

Le 7 ergrstia parasite de Chhnoscomhrus clirv.iums (L. 1766) de Porto-Rico, figure
HI le nom T. pectinata (Linton I 9051 M111tcr I 940, par A. SidJiqi et R. M. Cable
11%0, p. 284-285, pl. VII, fig. 43) n\1 pas 1.i bifurc·ttron de l'resophage en avant de In
,.:ntou c ventrak comme l'a dccrit et figure Linton. ~c n'est done pas pecri11ata Linton
mais mameri mihi.
L'espece parasite de Canun chry.rns (M1tchill) de Floride, dccrite par R. M. Over. t11::e1 (1969. p. 1.23) sous le nom .. Tcrgestia pecrinata (Linton. 1905) Manter 1940 ~ nc
peut pas (:tre la foio; respecc decrite sou'> ce nom specifique par Linton et celle decritc
sou, le meme n0111 spec1fit, ue p.1r M.!nter : cc Ile d.: Linton a l'resophagc sc divisant co
avant de l'acetah1•lum (s g. T/Jelcdera ) cellc de M.rnkr a l'cesophage se divisant en arrie
de racctabulum . Pour les cruts. Overstreet a m.:surc 19-23 Y 12-14 µ .

a

Ence qui .;om.erne T,r,.;,s!ia "I · Ov~r.,treet •ill69, p. 123-124. fig. 2) de Seleri~
rnmer (L. 1758). de floritk. on peut <idmer•rc: . d\,prcs la figure que la bifurcat10n de
ophage n'cst pas preacetah11) .11rc et q u' il ,e ~·ng1t pas du ~Oll -genre Theledera Linton 1910. Les crufs mes11rcnt 16-23 X 11-lh 11 .

rce

Fn ce qui coni..;crne l'e~pcce mauritanit>11•1e para:.ite de Pomatomu.1. jc
110m Je Ter;::estia mauritanica n sp .
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Tergestia laticollis (Rud.)

t

J

Length to 4. mm bUt mature at about 1.5 mm.
/
Width 0.2 to 0.33
Oral sucker 0.16 to 0.18
Ventral sucker 0.17 to 0.2 by 0.2 to 0.23, at end of first
third or fourth of body length,
Pharynx very elongate more than twice as long as wide,
0.17 to 0.25 by 0.08 to 0.1
Vitellaria beginning a short distance behind the ventral
sucker and ex)ending posteriorly to the end of the
anterior or the beginning of the posterior testis.
Eggs yellow-brown, 21 to 23 µ by 15 µ.
The cirrus sac reachts in small examples only to the hind
end of the ven~ral sucker but later may extend beyond
the sucker by its own length.
Host: Caranx trachurus
at Palermo and Tr1eet
Olsson's (1869, p.29) form 14entified as D1st.poloni1
Molin 1s really Tergestia lat1coll1a according to Monticell1
(1890:423) and Odhaer (1911:118). Odhner says that the
actual Dist.polon11 Molin is a species of Eharyngora ,smaller
than Ph.bacillaris (Molin)
Recorded by Yamaguti (19341 from Scomber Japonicus
from Japan.
'Rec,ordtl.J by Ntc..otL (1q11) b"D'l-M. T,ia.e.huJrMA, ~ a c . ~ Y.'a,.,....
1" ..-.-n.. ~- 5t.<.VLtl\ AQ.lfiir
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FAMILY FELLODISTOMATIDAE NICOLL, 1913
Tergestia laticollis (Rudolphi, 1819) Stossich, 1899 (FIGURES

41 and 42)
Synonyms:
Distoma laticolle Rudolphi, 1819.
Pharyngora polonii Molin of Olsson, 1869.
Hosts: Euthynnus alletteratus, *Selene vomer, * Anchoviella epsetus.

Site: intestine.
Localities: Parguera, Punta Arenas, Boqueron Bay, and Playa Mani,
P.R.
Deposited specimen: No. 39332.
The flame cell pattern was observed in 2 immature specimens belonging
to the genus Tergestia. One from Gerres cinereus had the pattern described
for T. laticollis by Hopkins (1940), but in the other, a much smaller specimen from Selene vomer, the formula was 2[(1
2)
(1
2)]. It is possible
that both were T. laticollis and that with further development their excretory patterns would agree. However, the presence of 14 cephalic lobes in
one and 13 in the other suggests that they may be distinct species, further
differentiation of which must await the discovery of mature individuals.

+ + +

a

Tergestia laticollis (Rud., 1819)
Stossich, 1899
Synonyms: Distoma laticolle Rudolphi,
1819; Pharyngora polonii Molin of Olsson,
1869.
Host: *Clepticus parrae (C, J).
Site: intestine.

CuP.AFH + JAtrtltlCRj f &o,,.
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FELLODISTOMIDAE iiicolli, 1913.
I,

19.

Tergestia laticollis (Rud., 1819) Odhner, 19l 1.

Habitat. Small intestine of C"rr11n: equula T emm. et Schleg.
Locality and date. Hamazima; April 21. 19~1.
Mater;al. 10 gravid specimen:- fixed in acetic sublimate
under slight cover glass prt· ~ urf'. staine d with hematox\'lin and m o unted in b a lsam.
Body elongate, I .'i i . 1 )( 0.3 - 0,h 111,,1 Ora l :-,l ll ke r terminal.
16-0.28X0. iJ 0.23 mm . with nodul. 11 l11cken111 g on ea• h lateral
mara•~■~rgitud1 ,1~l b -lon,. ,t.: d ., rur e. ~11 , ,und< I d oraally
·rally -.- - , .,- -,,cu,. 1 13 >rn-= hl,. mu w,, p r.
l
up to IOO !' Ion • b y ,, ,, bro. a t ba<Je . 6 pairs ol c ervical (olds up
to ~2 :• in tramwns r le ngth, at nearly equal intervals, the anteriormost usually level with anterior enrl of pharynx, the posteriormost
a little behind pharynx. Pharynx subcylindrical. 0. 17 - 0.23 XO.OR 0.13 mm. Esophagus 0.6 - 1.1 mm long, bifurcating behind acetabulum. Ceca near blunt-pointed po.steri01 extremity. Acetabulum
0.3 -0.46 X 0.27 - 0.5 mm; its center at junction of anterior with
middle third of body, may be a little anterior or posterior to it.
Testes longitudinally elongated, somewhat indented. 0. 16 - 0.4
X0.075-0.25 mm, situated one obliquely behind the other in posterior third of body, contiguous or separated a little by uterus.
Cirrus pouch membranous , divided into two distinct portion" ; posterior portion cylindrical. 0.26 -0. 53 X 0.04-0.08 mm, extending a
little further backward than acetabulum, containing ' tubull\r vesicula seminalis 15 -40 \l wide and part of prostate cells antt>riorly;
anterior portion saccular, 0.19-0.23X0.13 -0.2 mm, containm~ well
differentiated pars prostatica 85 - 12() \l long by 45 - 70 ·· broad.
compact mass of prostate cells and wide twisted cirrus of 1rre(tular
outline, which opens into the genital atrium at its base . ( , e nital
atrium somewhat irregular in shape, covering part of cirru ~ pouch,
opening outside by a very wide oval aperture anterolat ,. ral to

.1, 1d

acetabulum.
Ovary elongated, more or less indented, 0.17 - 0.33 )< ll 1 0.15
mm. situated a little to the right of median line at posterior , nd of
middle third of body or at its junction with poaterior third . , overed
by uterus on its ventral side The germiduct arises from the left
margin of the ovary and soon forms a loop, at the pbsterior «-nd of
which the Laurer' s canal is given oH. Then it proceeds straight
forward and joins the inconspicuoua vitelline reservoir anteromedial
to the ovary. Shell gland extending longitudinally along germiduct
on the left of ovary, The backwardly directed Laurer's canal
appears to end blindly near its origin. The proximal portion of
the uterus ascends on the dorsal side to near the acetabulum and
then de scends lo be continued on the ventral side or behind the
posterior testis into the distal ascending portion which winds its
way forward from side to side, overlapping the testes, ovary, proximal uterus and vitellaria ventrally. Metraterm rather poorly differentiated, running alongside cirrus pouch and opening into genital
atrium n e ar ita aperture. Egg:1 oval. 24 X l 5- 18 :• in life, 21 - 30 X
16-18 !' in wholP moun t,,. \ ' ,•,· Ilaria c onsisting mainly of tubular
acini. e xtend in • ilon g li\te ral m ,, gin of licdy from a short distance
back of ac etal ii 1m It l~vel ,t p o ten r, occasio nalh· anteno r ,

(
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49. Te,gestia laticollis (Rud., I 819) Odhner, 1911

(Fig. 49)

1

HABIT AT: Intestine of Decapterus pinnulatus (local
name .. opelu"), D. maruadsi, and Trachurops crumenophthalmus (local name "akule").
DESCRIPTION (based on seven whole mounts): Body
elongate, 2.0-5.35 mm Jong, 0.3-0.6 mm wide in ovario-'
testicular region. Oral sucker conical in lateral view,
0.15-0.28 X 0.17-0.28 mm, with oval ventral aperture
constricted at middle, provided dorsally and laterally
with a semicircle of 13 horn-like muscular projections.
Six pairs of cervical folds present. Pharynx cylindrical,
0.2-0.3 X 0.08-0.16 mm. Esophagus 0.4S-l.2 mm long,
bifurcating posterodorsal to acetabulum: ceca terminating
at posterior extremity. Acetabulum 0. 19-0.36 X 0.20.37 mm, in posterior part of anterior third of body or
in anterior part of middle third.
Testes ovoid to elliptical, 0.14-0.4 X 0.08-0.2S mm,
diagonal, contiguous in young adult, may be separated
by uterus, largely in anterior half of posterior third of
body. Cirrus pouch membranous, bipartite, 0.S-0.8 mm
long, posterior portion cylindrical, 0.0S-0.1 S mm wide,
straight or sigmoid, containing tubular seminal vesicle up
to 0.15 mm wide, surrounded anteriorly by prostate cells;
anterior swollen portion 0.13-0.22 mm wide, containing
large, sttongly muscular cirrus transversely folded inside
and bulbous or cylindrical pars prostatica which is 70150 µ. by 40-100µ and well constricted off from
seminal vesicle. Genital pore pre-acetabular.
Ovary ovoid, 0.15-0.36 X 0.11-0.2 mm, a little postequatorial. Laurer's canal turning back on itself toward
dorsal side to left of ovary. Whether its narrowed distal
end opens dorsally or not could not be determined.
Uterus occupying all available space of hindbody, finally
running alongside posterior portion of cirrus pouch;
metraterm running along lateral and anterior convex side
of distal portion of cirrus pouch and opening into genital
atrium immediately in front of cirrus. Eggs oval, 2S-30
X 16-21 µ. Vitellaria tubular, extending along lateral ceca
on their outer side from a little back of acetabulum to
level of posterior testis. Excretory vesicle not made out;
pore terminal.
DISCUSSION: This species differs from Tergestia pectinata ( Linton, I 905) Manter, 1940 chiefly in egg size.
Manter ( J947) gave the egg size of T. pectinata as 17-20 µ
by I 0-15 µ. Manter ( 1963) suggests that T laticollis
described by me in 19S 1 probably is identical with T.
pectinata (Linton, 190S), but the difference in egg size
is unquestionable.
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Pour comparaison, j' aura1s voulu donner une bonne figure du type du genre ; malheureusement, dans ma collection, ;e possede seulement des individus tres contractes, l
peine reconnaiMables. Je figure (fig. E) l'un d'entre eux, qu~ j'ai recolte dans l'intestia
d'un Trachurus trachurus (L.) des parages d'Agadir (Maroc) (mission du S.S. c Vanneau >, 5t1o11 LXXXII, 31-8-1925). Ce specimen mesurc 1,10 X 0,47 mm; i1 est pourvu
de 13 appendices ccphaliques. Les reufs, excessivement nombreux (24,4 X 17,1 ~
24,4 X 19,5; 29,9 X 17,1 µ) cachent une grande partie des organes. Les yeux cercariens soot encore presents, malgre la maturite genitale.
Un Tergestia parasite de Euthynnus alletteratus (Rafinesque), Selene vomer (L.),
A.nchoviel/a epsetus (Bonnaterre) de Porto-Rico, a
rapporte latlcolli.s (Rud. 1819)
par A. Siddiqi et R. M. Cable (1960, p. 284, pl. VI, fig. 41, pl. VII, flg. 42a-B). Ua
individu provenant de Gerres cinereus (Walbaum) avait Ia meme formule de ftammes que
celle decrite par Hopkins (1940) et 14 appendices oepbaliques; un autre, provenant de
Selene vomer (L.), avait une formule de ftammes un peu differente et 13 appendices
cephaliques. Siddiqi et Cable suggerent qu'il pourrait s'agir d'une espece distincte.
Je doute que le latico/lis figure par Siddiqi et Cable soit le meme que celui de Rudol-1
phi, de Stossich et d'Odhner : H a la ventouse orale proportionnellement plus grande ct
Jes viteUogenes beaucoup moins etendus.
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Tergestia laticollis (Rudolphi, 1819) Stossich, 1899

A

Tergestia acanthocepha/a (Stossich) of Baylis ( I939).
TYPE-HOST AND

LOCALITY. Trachurus trachurus, Rimini, Italy.

RECORDS

(i) Material studied
(a) From NE Atlantic region
Scomber scombrus [stomach] Plymouth, Devon, England. Collected by P. G. Corbin (see Baylis,
19.39 : 482: as Tcrgcstia acm11hoccphala; and Pru<lhoc & Baylis, 1957 : 83). BM(NH) 1937.8.
6.141.
Trachurus traclwrus [intestine] Firth of Forth, Scotland (Aug., 1963). Collected by K. MacKenzie.
BM(NH) 1977.6.17.1.
- - [intestine] Bay of Biscay (46 N, 03 'W; depth 132- 136 m: Jan., 1971 ). BM(NH) 1977.6.17.2.
- - [intestine] Plymouth, Devon, England (May, 1972). BM(NH) 1977.6.17.3-10.
- - [rectum & intestine] Off NW Scotland (58"N, 08' W; depth 116-120 m; July, 1976; and
59 N, 05 · W: depth 92-120 m; July, 1976). BM(NH) 1977.6.17.11-14.
- - [intestine] Yinga, west coast of Norway (Oct., 1973). Material of J. Thulin.
(b) From elsewhere
Nil
(ii) NE Atlantic records from the literature
Scomber scombrus [stomach] Plymouth, Devon, England. Baylis ( 1939 : 482; as Tergestia
arnnthocephala; material redetermined by Prudhoe & Baylis, 1957 : 83).

Trachurus trachurus [intestine] Bergen, Norway. Olsson (1968 : 29; as Distoma polonii; material
redetermined by Odhner, 191 la, : 112).
- - [?] Wimereux, Pas de Calais, France. Monticelli (1890: 422; as Distomum laticolle).
- - [intestine] Aberdeen, Scotland. Nicoll (1913 : 192).
- - [inte~tine] Plymouth, Devon, England. Nicoll (1914: 483).
- - [intestine] Strait of Gibraltar. Kovaleva ( 1969 : 132; I 970a : 53).
ASPECTS OF BIOLOGY. There is one record which is probably of a cercaria of the genus Tergestia
in the northeast Atlantic region. This is of a free-floating form off the coast of Portugal which was
referred to by Kent (1871 : 270) as a larva of 'Echinorhynchus'. It was named Cercaria kenti by
Dollfus (1927 : l 12). The complete life-history of members of this genus is, however, not known,
although sporocysts have been recorded in the mussel Mytilus (Haswell, 1902; Angel, 1960) in
New Zealand and, in addition to the record above, cercariae have been found free in plankton by
Dubois et al. (1952), as Cercaria mathiasi, in the Mediterranean Sea. The cercaria bears the
characteristic ring of muscular lobes around the oral sucker and the row of collarettes in the
'neck'-region; but, according to Angel (1960), 'the unique feature of the cercaria is the tail,
in which, between the main stem and the body of the cercaria, is an inflated region bearing a
prominent crest dorsally'. Angel also notes that 'Haswell's observations regarding the presence
of "cystogenic" cells throughout the body of Cercaria haswelli suggests that there is a true cyst
stage'. The only record of a metacercaria, however, is of T. agnostomi unencysted in the gastrovascular system of the ctenophore Pleurobrachia pi/eus (see Boyle, 1966) also from off New
Zealand.
Tergestia laticollis is found mainly in carangid fishes and, in our area, almost entirely in
Trachurus trachurus. It is widely distributed in the northern hemisphere, having been recorded in
the Atlantic as far south as Morocco, the Caribbean, Mediterranean and Black Seas, in the
Pacific Ocean as far south as the South China Sea and Hawaii and in the Indian Ocean; but it
has not been found in arctic waters. The latter phenomenon is probably because its fish-hosts
tend to be restricted to temperate and tropical waters.
PREVIOUS DESCRIPTIONS. Olsson (1868 : 29; as Distoma polonii); Monticelli (1890: 422; as
Distomum laticolle); Odhner (191 la: 111); Nicoll (1913: 192); Vlasenko (1931 : 101); Yamaguti
(1934: 409; 1938: 96, 97, as Tergestia acanthogobii; 1940: 88; 1951 : 271; 1970: 39); Manter
(1940: 408; 1947: 322); Skrjabin & Koval (1957: 426); Siddiqi & Cable (1960: 284, figure only);
Mazza (1963 : 441); Nikolaeva (1963 : 414); Sey (1968 : 8); Dollfus (1973 : 284).

Tergestia /aticol/is: (a) specimen from Trachurus tradwrus; (b) forebody showing cirrus-sac;
(c) diagram of female proximal genitalia; (d) section of anterior part of worm showing papilla-like
protuberance: (e) section of 'collarettes'. Bar scale: a= I mm; b=0·2 mm.

Fig. 18

•
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Distoma laticol/e Rudolphi, 1819.
Echinostoma laticol/e (Rudolphi) Parona, 1899.
Distoma p(>/onii Molin of Olsson ( 1868).
Tcrgestia acanthogobii Yamaguti, 1938.
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DESCRIPTIOr-- (Figs 18 & 19). The material studied comprised 19 specimens of which 3 were
serially sectioned. The worms are elongate and cylindrical in cross-section. Their dimensions are
included in Table 14. The widest point of the body may occur at the level of the ventral sucker
(Fig. 18a), or further back in the hindbody. The body surface is ~m~oth; but the oral sucke_r is
surrounded by a ventrally interrupted 'halo' of 13 muscular proJect1ons (lobes). Each lobe 1s a
roughly conical, muscular body which is overlain with tegument (Fig. 18d). The mus~ulature is
similar to that of the oral sucker; but, although the bases of the 13 lobes are fused and he close to
this sucker, they are not continuous with it. A small tegumental papilla is sometimes visible
ventral to the ring of lobes. In addition, 6 flanges or 'collarettes' of histologically similar construction lie along the body-surface on either side of the pharynx and/or the oral sucker (Fig. l 8e).
The body-wall of this worm contains prominent diagonal muscles. The oral sucker is slightly
longitudinally elongate with a slit-like almost terminal ?r subte_rminal opening. The ventral sucker
is more or Jess globular and possesses a narrow opening, which may face forwards, backwards
or laterally. Jt is wider than the oral sucker in the ratio of about I : 1· 1- 1·6 (I· l- 1·6 in contracted
specimens; l ·3-1 ·6 in well-fixed specimens; I· 75 in a flattened specimen), and occurs well inside
the anterior half of the body. There is no prepharynx, the oral sucker leading directly into a large,
elongate pharynx. This in turn leads into a long, narrow oesophagus, which reaches back ,i nto the
anterior hindbody or postero-dorsally to the ventral sucker before bifurcating. The two narrow
caeca extend back almost to the posterior extremity of the body before terminating blindly.
The terminal excretory pore leads into a 'Y'-shaped vesicle, which was traced as far forward as

:;ft .. ,

,:·

. .· ,:i./;::cf/'( :,: : : . - •
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the posterior testis in a sectioned mature specimen before being obliterated by eggs. Two narrow,
muscular arms were traced from the anterior hindbody as far forwards. in the forebody as the
level of the pharynx. Indications from the literature are that the bifurcation occurs somewhere
near the middle of the hindbody.
The two testes are irregularly oval to elongate oval and lie almost in .tandem to obliquely in
the posterior half of the hindbody. The union of the vasa efferentia was not traced. but a single
muscular tube has been traced from the proximal end of the withdrawn cirrus-sac, along the
dorsal surface, and then passing posteriorly. The cirrus-sac is clearly divided into two distinct
parts (Fig. I 8b). The proximal part is elongate and normally reaches well into the hindbody. It
contains an elongate, saccular semmal vesicle, which is surrounded by a layer of what are probably
prostatic gland-cells. The distal part of the cirrus-sac is globular, and contains the pars prostatica
and ejaculatory duct. The pars prostatica is small, vesicular and possesses an indistinct lining.
There are also gland-cells in the distal region of the cirrus-sac (Fig. 18b), and these may also be
prostatic. The ejaculatory duct is well developed, large, wide and deeply diverticulate (Fig. 18b).
During copulation it appears that the whole of the ejaculatory duct is extruded through the
genital pore to form a large, complex and deeply lobed cirrus. This condition is also visible in
~ome fixed specimens (Fig. 19). When this extrusion occurs the proximal part of the cirrus-sac
is pulled anteriorly to lie antero-dorsally to the ventral sucker. At rest, however, the ejaculatory
duct opens into the base of a deep genital atrium, which itself opens via the genital pore ventrally
and sinistrally submedian in the posterior forebody.
The elongate-oval or roughly reniform ovary lies anteriorly to the testes in about the middle
of the hind body. The oviduct arises from the concave dorsal surface and passes towards Mehlis'
gland which lies dorso-laterally to the ovary. Prior to entering· Mehlis' gland it receives firstly
Laurer\ canal and then the common vitellinc duel. Laurcr's canal is short anJ op..:ns dorsally at
about the level of the posterior margin of the ovary (Fig. 18c). The itterus passes forward from
Mehlis' gland, initially forming a tightly convoluted uterine seminal receptacle. Before reaching
the ventral s~cker it lo~ps posteriorly and passes to the posterior extremity, whereupon it loops
forward again, thus fill1n_g much of ~he available space in the hindbody. In larger mature specimens the uterus reaches into the region posterior to the testes. At about the level of the ventral
sucker it forms a narrow, muscular metraterm, which passes forward dorsally or dorso-laterally
to this sucker and enters the base of the genital atrium. The uterus contains numerous operculate
eggs. The vitellarium consists of a system of irregular, elongate follicles in two symmetrical, lateral
fields. The extent of these fields is variable. Anteriorly the fields may only reach as far as midway
between the ovary and the ventral sucker; but, in smaller and contracted sp~cimens, the vitellarium may extend right up to the ventral sucker. The posterior limit of the fields varies between
the posterior margins_of either of the testes. There are also follicles in the mid-dorsal region of
the bod_y at the a~ter_1or of the vitellarium; thus in this region the fields are usually confluent.
The mam lateral v1tellme ducts unite at about the level of the anterior margin of the ovary to form
a short, simple common duct.

D1scuss10N. Tergestia can conveniently be split into three groups on the basis of sucker-ratios,
although the statu~ of these groups is far from clear. In two species, T. agnostomi and T. hmwelli,
the v~n!ral suc_ker 1s smaller than the oral sucker; the latter is known only as an immature form,
and 1t 1s possible that allomctric growth occurs. Another group or species, which include T.
manteri, T. mauritanica, T. pauca and probably T. /aticol/is of Yamaguti ( 1938, 1940, 1970), have
a ventral sucke~ which is about twice the size of the oral sucker. The remainder of the species
have sucker-rat10s between 1 : I and 1 : l ·7. Our material indicates that this is about the normal
variation of T. laticol/is in the northeast Atlantic region. T. /aticol/is differs from the other species
in this group thus:
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FELLODISTOMIDAE

Tergestia laticollis (Rudolph!, 1819) Stossich, 1899 (continued)
(I) T. acuta Manter, 1947; this species has a sucker-ratio of I : 1·7, which is at the upper limit of
the variation in our material of T. /aticol/is; the hindbody is small and pointed; and the
eggs ( 17-19 "-: 9-IO µm) are smaller.
(2) T. clonacantha Manter, 1963; the proportion of the uterus posterior to the testes is greater
in this sp~cies; the eggs (15-17x9-12µm) are smaller; and in some specimens the vitelline
follicles reach close to the posterior extremity. Hafeezullah & Siddiqi ( I970) figure this
species from India, but Dollfus (I 973) considered that these are not T. c/onacantha, as 'Jes
lobes cephalique sont tres differents et Jes protuberances collaires ont un emplacement un
peu different'. It appears, however, that Manter's description of the cephalic lobes as being
11 in number, with the two inner (ventral) lobes divided, is nothing more than a description
of the normal condition of this genus, where, in fact, all of the 13 lobes are joined at their
bases. In addition, the position of the collarettes in this genus is variable, as can be seen
in our figures of T. laticollis: in two specimens fixed in the same way, one has the 'collarettes'
reaching back to the level of the base of the pharynx (Fig. 18a) and the other has most of
the 'collarettes' lateral to the oral sucker (Fig. 18b).
(3) T. magna Korotaeva, 1972; this species is similar to T. laticol/is; but the eggs are smaller
(quoted as ll-18 x ll-15µm; 12 x 12µm in life); and the edges of the 'collarettes' are
crenulate.
Yamaguti ( 1938) provisionally considered his T. acanthogobii as distinct from T. laticollis 'because
of its entirely different habitat'. Morphologically it is indistinguishable from T. laticollis, and we,
therefore, consider it to be a synonym. The position of the three lots of T. laticollis described by
Yamaguti (I 938, 1940, 1951) with apparent sucker-ratios of almost I : 2, 1s problematical; but,
as these worms are not illustrated and as we have calculated these ratios from the range of suckersizes given, wc arc not indincu lo pla1.:c loo mud1 emphasis on this uifferenee. ll may well be that
the sucker-ratio is an unreliable feature as far as this genus is concerned, especially if the worms are
flattened, and that many of the species arc conspccific with T. laticollis.
With reference to the previous descriptions, Mazza (1963) gave the egg-measurements of T.
laticollis as being 82-86 / 32-34 µrn and Sey (1968) gave the oral sucker-size as being 5·5 mm;
both of these must be considered as either typographical or technical errors. Sey (1968) also gave
a measurement of 0·046-0·080 mm for the oesophagus, which suggests that it is short and,
therefore, bifurcates in the forebody. This being the case, Sey could well have been dealing with
specimens of Theledera skrjabini (seep. 275), which is found in similar hosts in the Black Sea.
Table 14

Dimensions of Tergestia laticollis from the present material and from the literature

Authority
Name used
Hosts
Locality
Length (mm)
Breadth (mm)
Length : forebody
ratio
Oral sucker (mm)
Ventral sucker (mm)
Sucker ratio
Pharynx (mm)

Odhner (191 la)

Yamaguti (1951)

Present material

Tergestia
latico/lis
Trachurus
· trachurus ·

Tergestia
/atico!lis
Cara11x
equula

Present material

Palermo, Trieste
up to 4
mature at l ·5
0·2-0·33
(I : 0·26)

Japan
1·6-3·5

Tergestia
laticol/is
Scomber
scombrus

Tergestia
laticol/is
Trachurus
trachurus

Plymouth
0·97

see text
0·80--4·6

0·3-0·6

0·46
1 : 0·33

0·26-0·76
I : 0·20-0·3 I

0·16-0·28 X
0·13-0·23
O· 30-0·46 >,
0·27-0·50
( 1 : I ·65-1 ·88)
0·17- 0·23 X
0·08-0·13
0·6-1·1
0·26-0·53 X
0·04-0·08
0· I6-0-40 >~
0·075- 0·25
0·17-0·33 '<
0·10-0·15
24 >< 15-18 (alive)
21-30 x. 16-18
(fixed)

0·17 dia.

0·16-0·21 '·,
0·14-0·24
0·18-0·37 ,
0·20-0·41
I : I ·1-1·75
0·18-0·26 ,
0·07- 0·12
0·61-0·90
0·30-0·74 ,
0·17-0·28
0·10-0·25 ,
0·095-0·39
0· 13-0· 23 ',
0·12-0·35
24-28 >s 14-17

0·16-0·18
0·17- 0·20 /
0·20- 0·23
( I : 1·06- 1·l)
0·08-0·I0 /
0·17-0·25

Oesophagus (mm)
Cirrus-sac (mm)
Testes (mm)
Ovary (mm)
Eggs (µm)

21-23 ..< 15

0·27 x 0·22
1 : 1·6
O·IO >.. 0·15

0·22

23-24 X 13-15
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Forebody of Tergestia laticollis with everted lo bate cirrus. Bar scale:= 0· 1 mm.

Fe llod1et.om1dae

Tergestia acanthocephala (Stoss.)
This species has a length of 1. l to 1. 6 and a width of
0.23 to 0.33. Distinguished from the smaller specimens of
Tergestia laticoll1s chiefly by the IIUch snorter length of
the pharynx ( 0.12 to O.lb by a.err to 0.11) and secondly by
the extent of the v1tellaria which reach from ~he hind end
of the ventral sucker to the region of the hind end of the
body. Oral sucker 0.15; ventral sucker 0.25. The ventral
sucker is thus conaiderably larger than in T.laticollis
especially inn proportion to body size. Eggs same size as
in !_. laticaliis.
1 specimen rrom Belone acus at Palermo
2 specimens from Caranx tri'churus at ·rriest
5 specimens from Ser1ola dumer1111 at Triest
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Fellod1stom1dae
Tergestia acanthogob1l Yamaguti, 1938
Length:

O. 55-1. 45 mm.

Width:

0.27-0.36 mm, Broadest at about middle of hindbody.

Oral ·sucker: t 0 84-126
X 105-120
..
Acetabulum:

p, •

{size:)
0.15-0. 2 mm 1n diameter.
(position): At anterior palf of middle third of body.

Sucker ratio:
Esophagus: Bifurcates immediately behind acetabulum.
Pharynx:
Cylindrical.
Genital pore (location): Anterosinistral to acetabulum.
Testes, shape: Longitudinally elongated oval, one obli quely behind the
other in posterior third of body; the anterior
location: constantly smaller than the posterior.
Cirrus sac (extent): Maybe to posterior end of acetabulum or little
Ovary, shape:Longitudinally elongated oval or nearly bean- ,rur.!_her.
shaped.
location: Just inside right caecum at junction of middle with
posterior third of body.
Vitellaria: Follicles small, extend alorig greater anteriJr portion of
ceca; some of them lie along the sides of the body behind
the acetabulurn.
Eggs: Light-brown, oval to pyriform, thick-shelled, with small knob at
antiopercular p~ l e, 21-27 X 14-18 µ.
Other features:
Host: Acanthogobius flav1manus (Temm. et Schleg. ).
Locality: Lake Hamana, Japan.
Reference:Yamaguti, s., 1938. Studies on the helminth fauna of Japan.
Part 21. Trematodes of fishes, IV.
Kyoto, Japan.
Comparisons: !• laticollis.(Rud., 1819) Stoss., 1899. ·

Life cycle:

f3568plb
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103. Tergestia acuta

~1

F~L~.w

11

HosT: Caranx bartholomaei Cuv. & Val., yellow jack; in both of 2 hosts examined.
LocATJON: Intestine.

Description (based on 11 specimens; measurements on 5 favorable specimens): Body rounded anteriorly, pointed posteriorly, widest at acetabular
level; length 0.900 to 1.832 mm; width 0.315 to 0.570 mm. Six lobes on
each side of neck region. Oral sucker with 14 pointed lobes; with longitudinal
aperture; relatively large; 0.165 to 0.270 mm in transverse diameter; acetabulum just anterior to midbody, very large, filling almost the entire width of
body; 0.292 to 0.465 mm in diameter; aperture longitudinal. Sucker ratio
about 1: 1.7. Pharynx 0.127 to 0.210 mm long by 0.071 to 0.119 mm wide;
esophagus bifurcating at posterior edge of acetabulum; ceca largely concealed
by eggs, extending to near posterior end of body. Genital pore slightly to the
left and slightly anterior to acetabulum. Testes smcoth, longer than wide,
oblique, close together, ends usually overlapping, near posterior end of body.
Cirrus sac rather wide. anterior to acetabulum, then tapering to a more narrow
region which extends to the posterior edge of acetabulum; seminal vesicle
straight or almost straight; prostatic vesicle and cirrus as in T. laticollis. Ovary
ovoid, smooth or slightly irregular in outline, just anterior to middle of ~indbody, somewhat anterior to testes or immediately pretesticular; uterus almost
filling hindbody; eggs 17 to 19 by 9 to 10 µ,; vitelline follicles from posterior
end of acetabulum to posterior end of anterior testis; follicles rather indistinct, in two lateral groups and confluent between ovary and acetabulum.
Excretory vesicle not observed.
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Discussion: This species is most easily recognized by its relatively large
acetabulum and short, pointed hindbody. In relation to the oral sucker the
acetabulum is larger than in T. laticollis but slightly smaller than in T. pectinata; in relation to body size it is larger than in any other species. Both
suckei-s are relatively large. The distribution of the vitellaria differs from that
of all species except T. acanthogobii Y amaguti, 1938. T. acuta differs from
T. acanthogobii in that the acetabulum is larger in relation to body width, the
oral sucker is larger, the posterior end more pointed, the cirrus sac longer,
and the eggs smaller.
The name acuta refers to the pointed posterior end of the body.

Tet"ge1ti"acuta Manter, 1947
Hom: Caranx bartholomaei ( J); •c.
c,y101 (J).
/\ n. n
Site: intestine. N"- ~ ~ M t- ~ 1 ltf~ l/
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37. Tergestia agnostomi ~ / ('?S-<(
(Figs. 53-55)
HosT: Agnostomus forsteri Cuv. and Val., herrjng or yellow-eyed mullet;
intestine.
LOCALITY : wellington.
HoLOTYPE: U.S. Nat. Mus. Helminth. Collection No. 49140.
DESCRIPTION (based on 5 specimens none of which were mature enough to
have eggs in the uterus): Length 1·218 to 1·554 mm.; greatest width 0·239 to
0·292 mm. near acetabular level; entire body almost equally wide. Forebody
varying with contraction, 0·408 to 0·639 mm., usually ¼ or more of total body
length. Oral sucker 0· 169 to 0·232 mm. wide; acetabulum 0· 131 to 0· 161 mm.
wide, smaller than oral sucker. Sucker ratio 1 : 0-70 to 0·77. Semicircle of
thirteen lance-shaped lobes dorsal and lateral to oral sucker. Six pairs of '' folds ''
or flanges on sides of forebody. These are actually definite, cuticular structures
in the form of curved cylinders with a sharp, outer, median ridge. Dorsally they
extend somewhat more medianly- than they do ventrally but they do not meet

MANTER-Some Digenetic Trematodes f1·om Fishes of N.Z.
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(Fig. 54). Pharynx very large, 0·176 to 0·192 mm. long by 0·092 to 0·108 mm.
wide; longer than diameter of acetabulum. Oesophagus very long, forking just
posterior to acetabulum; caeca end blindly shortly posterior to testes.
Testes ovoid, diagonal, intercaecal, in posterior half of hindbody (in these
immature specimens). Cirrus sac curved around left side of acetabulum; its
narrowed posterior half containing a straight seminal vesicle; its wider anterior
half a pars prostatica and a wide cirrus with folded walls. Ovary elongate oval,
pretesticular, to the right. Traces of vitellaria between just posterior to acetabulum and anterior testis.
DISCUSSION: Although the specimens were not fully grown, it is clear that
they represent a new species on the basis of the sucker ratio. The following
species of Tergestia are known: T. laticollis (Rud., 1819) Odhner, 1911; T.
pectinata (Linton, 1905) Manter, 1940; T. acuta Manter, 1947; T. acanthocephala
(Stossich, 1887) Odhner, 1911; and T. acanthogobii Yamaguti, 1938. In none
of these is the acetabulum smaller than the oral sucker or smaller than the
length of the pharynx. In most species the acetabulum is much larger than thPoral sucker. The most similar species is T. laticollis in which the acetabulum i~
only slightly larger than the oral sucker and about the same diameter as the length
of the pharynx. T. laticollis is a widely distributed species.
It is possible that Agnostomus is not an appropriate host for the adult trema-
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Fellodistomatidae
Tergestia agnostomi Manter, 1954

Tergestia agnostomi was described by Manter (1954) from Aldrichetta forst.eri
(Cuvier & Valenciennes, 1836) caught at Wellington, New Zealand. As none
of Manter's specimens was gravid, he suggested thait A. forsteri might not be
the definitive host. Yamaguti ( 1958) suggested that T. agnostomi might be an
immature T. laticollis (Rudolphi, 1819) which is widely distributed in the
Mediterranean, Caribbean, and Japan.
However, three A. f orsteri containing a total of four gravid T ergestia wete
obtained from a sample of 14 A. forsteri caught at Days Bay, Wellington Harbour.
A hwther eight gravid T ergestia were recovered from a specimen of A. f orsteri
caught in Lake Ellesmere. Lake Ellesmere is a freshwater or low salinity
lake separated from the sea by a sand-bar.
Aldrichetta is amphidromous, moving freely from fresh to salt water (Woods
1963).
The Lake Ellesmere fish oontaining Terg,estia had a parasite fauna
identical to A. f~steri caught in a marine environment, while the other fish in
the sample had a freshwater or estuarine parasite fauna dominated by the
nematode Hedruris spi.nigera Baylis, 1931.
An examination of gravid T. agnostomi · from the yellow-eyed mullet A.
forst,eri shows that T. agnostomi is a valid species and that A . .forsteri is a
definitive host.
Type material: Manter's description is based on five specimens, none of which
are gravid. Since Manter's description and drawings were found to agree closely
with the new specimens, his type _material was not examined.
The holotype slide is in the U.S. National Museum helminth rolleotion.,
number 49140, as recorded by Manter. The slide contains three specimens, the
holotype plus two incomplete _!pecimens (Curator, pers. comm.) . The other
two paratype specimens are on a slide held at the Harold W. Manter Laboratory
of Parasitology, University of Nebraska (Curator, pers. comm.).
Two gravid Tergestia agnostomi have been deposited with the U.S. National
Museum helminth collection, one from the Lake Ellesmere material (number
74606), and one from the Days Bay material (number 74607). One gravid
Tergestia agnostomi has been deposited with the National Museum, New Zealand
(Z.W. 1090).
DESCRIPTION: Measurements as given in Table 1.
Body elongate (Fig. 1), oral sucker
surrounded by semi-circle of lobes dorsally and laterally. Six pairs of "flanges" posterior
to oral sucker, as recorded by Manter, each flange 0.205 mm long, 0.102-0.143 mm
wide. Oesophagus long, forking just posterior to acetabulum. Caeca end blindly just
posterior to testis. Testis diagonal and intercaecal. Anterior half of cirrus sac contains
pars prostica and wide cirrus, narrow posterior pa,r t contains a straight seminal vesicle.
Ovary circular situated above testis. Uterus distended with eggs from poiillt near acetabulum
to posterior -tip : of trematode. Excretory system not observed. Vi,tellaria exitend from
just above acetabulum to below anterior testis.

TABLE
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Sizes of Tergestia agnostomi Manter from different locations, compared with
Man:ter's measureinents.

Number of specimens
Length
Width
Oral sucker

L. Ellesmere

5

8

4

1.95-2.50
(2.125)
0.26-0.31
(0.290)
0.208-0.260
(0.243)
0.184-0.208
(0.196)
l : 0.80 to 0.88
0.082
0.082
32 X 24 .Um
37 X 22 µm
32 X 21 JA,ffi
40 X 28 µm
0.205-0.246
(0.219)
0.143-0.156
(0.147)

0.92-1.60
( 1.204)
0.208-0.32
(0.295)
0.164-0.246

1.218-1.554 ·
0.239-0.292
0.169-0.232
0.131-0.161

Suck::r ratio
O\'ary
Testis
Egg sizes

Days Bay

Manter, 1954

1:0.70 to ·o.77

Ph.1 rynx length

0.176-0.192

Pharynx width

0.092-0. l 08

(0.196)
0.144-0.205
(0.168)
1 : 0.59 to 0.80
0.082
0.082
36 X 24 ,UID
36 x ~[! um
32 X ? ~ iLITI
40 X 28 .Um
0.143-0.193
(0.169)
0.082-0.113
(0.095)

Figure in brackets is the mean.
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D1scuss10N

Manter described his type locality simply as "Well!ingtooi, New Zealand",
Specimens of A. forsteri caught at Days Bay, within Wellington Harbour, contained
gravid Tergestia which when mounted agreed very closely with the measurements
recorded by Manter (see Table 1).
The Lake Ellesmere specimens are much larger than the specimens from Days
Bay, but the sucker ratio, ovary and testis size, and egg sizes are comparable.
Both the Lake Ellesmere and Days Bay speoimens are therefore considered to
be Tergestia agnostomi Manter, 1954.
Manter ( 1954) separated T. agnostomi from other species of T ergestia on
the basis of sucker ratio, since T. agnostomi was the only Tergestia in which the
acetabulum was smaller than the oral sucker, or smaller than the length of the
pharynx. Since M-anter's ( 1954) paper the following species have been described:
T. clonacantha Manter, 1963
T. pauca Freitas and Kohn, 1965
T. kuhliae Y amaguti, 1970
T. manteri Dollfus, 1973
T. mauritanica DoHfus, 1973
In all these species the acetabulum is as large, or larger than the oral sucker.
The egg size of T. agnostomi ( 21-28 x 32-40 µ,m) is larger than for any other
Tergestia, except T. kuhliae Yamaguti, 1970 (23-28x 37-42 µ,m), from which it
can readily be separated, since the acetabulum of T. kuhliae is almost three
times the diameter of the oral sucker. Manter's decision to create a new species
is thus upheld.
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Fellodistomatidae
Tergestia clonacantha ~ - MIIAITJ!.R /fb3
1

(Figs. 5 to 7)

Host: Hemiramphus sp.; halfbeak; Hemiramphidae.

Location: Intestine.
Holotype: No. 59857.
Description ( based on two specimens) : Length
1.843 to 2.527; width 0.341 to 0.455; almost equally
wide along entire length; hindbody tapering gradually and slightly. Oral sucker 0.140 to 0.207 wide;
acetabulum 0.167 to 0.207 wide; sucker ratio 1: 1
to 1.2. Forebody 0.536 to 0.670 or a little less than
one-fourth body length. Oral lobes 11 in number,
rounded or bluntly pointed, ventral lobe of each
side with median (ventral) branch ( Fig. 7); two
rudimentary, papillalike lobes, ventral, one on
each side of mouth, separated from other lobes
( Fig. 6). Forebody with six pairs of lateral cuticular folds each with sharp flange.
Pharynx elongate, cylindrical, 0.214 to 0.268 by
0.107 to 0.127; esophagus long, bifurcation at
posterior edge of acetabulum; ceca not quite reaching posterior end of body.
Genital pore slightly to left, about halfway between acetabulum and posterior end of pharynx.
Testes ovoid, oblique, about in middle of hindbody,
separated by uterus. Cirrus sac curving around
left side of acetabulum reaching halfway or more
between acetabulum and ovary. Ovary ovoid,
bean-shaped with slight median indentation, about
at midbody, to right of midline, very near anterior
testis but separated by one or more coils of uterus.
Vitellaria scanty, mostly reduced to granules, lateral, from posterior edge of acetabulum to near
posterior end of body but invisible in paratype
posterior to hind testis. Uterus with descending
coils to extreme posterior tip of body, then with
more ventral ascending coils, becoming sinuous anterior to ovary. Eggs thin-shelled, 15 to 18 by
9 to 12 ,u; young eggs rounder.
The name clonacantha is from clon, branched,
and acantha, spine, and refers to the shape of the
ventrolateral lobes.

Discussion: The six known species of
Tergestia possess 13 or 14 oral lobes. T.
clonacanthus differs from all these species in
having 11 lobes together with an indistinct,
papillalike pair on each side of the mouth. A
unique character of the species is the short
branch arising from each of the ventralmost
oral lobes (Fig. 7). The lobes are less pointed
than in most species. The equal or subequal
sucker ratio is like that of T. laticollis (Rud.).
Species which have been identified as T.
laticollis but with the acetabulum much larger
than the oral sucker ( e.g., the T. laticollis of
Yamaguti, 1951 ) are probably T. pectinata
(Linton, 1905). T. clonacanthus has more
extensive vitellaria and longer posttesticular
space as compared with most species in the
genus, but its oral lobes constitute its most
distinctive character.

( fr
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Tergestia clonacantha Manter, 1963
HosT: Hemirhamphus sp.; halfbeak; Hemirhamphidae.
LocATION: Intestine.
NUMBER: One in one host.
D1scuss10N: Tergestia clo11aca11tha l\lanter,
1963, from Hemirhamphus sp. in Fiji, agrees
in general morphology and measurements with
this specimen from New Caledonia. The only
marked difference is that the two specimens
from Fiji show a long cirrus sac extending
around the left side of the acetabulum and
reaching halfway or more between the acetabulum and the ovary. The specimen from
New Caledonia has a much shorter cirrus sac
which does not reach the posterior edge of the
acetabulum. However, the entire cirrus of this
specimen is protruded from the body which is
somewhat contracted; this mav account for
the difference in this character. ·
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Tergestia clonacantha Manter, 1963
(Fig. 13;
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Fellodistomidae

48. Tergestia kuhliae ~

(Fig. 48)

Yo'n\o.ju4i )f:rO

HABIT AT: Intestine of Kuhlia sandvicensis; Hawaii.
HOLOTYPE: U. S. Nat. Mus. Helm. Coll., No. 63572.
DESCRIPTION (based on four whole mounts): Body
elongate, 1.6-:!. 7 mm long, 0.18-0.4 mm wide in ovariotesticular region. Oral sucker conical, 0.08-0.13 X 0.090.15 mm, with longitudinal oval aperture ventrally,
provided dorsally and laterally with a semicircle of 13
pointed horn-like muscular projections. Six or seven ~irs
of cervical folds present. Pharynx cylindrical to barrelshaped, 0.08-0.11 X 0.06-0.08 mm. Esophagus 0.3-0.5
mm long, bifurcating anterior to acetabulurn; ceca
terminating at posterior extremity. Acetabulum 0.24-0.3
X 0.24-0.35 mm, largely in anterior part of middle third
of body.
Testes oval, 0.17-0.25 X 0.1-0.18 mm, diagonal, confined to caudal third of body. Cirrus pouch saccular,
bipartite, produced backward a little, 0.15-0.24 X 0.090.15 mm, anterodorsal to acetabulum. Vesicula seminalis
50-90 µ wide, tapered posteriorly; pars prostatica well
differentiated, rounded, constricted off from seminal
vesicle, both occupying posterior portion of cirrus pouch;
anterior portion of this pouch rounded, occupied by
narrow tubular ejaculatory duct and cuticularized cirrus
of irregular shape. Genital atrium opening a little to left
of median line anterior to acetabulum.
Ovary oval, 0.1-0.27 X 0.1-0.13 mm, dextral to median
line, giving off germiduct on its left side, situated at
posterior part of middle third of body or a little more
posteriorly. Laurer's canal arising from germiduct just
before the latter unites with the vitelline duct, descending
a short distance and turning back on itself at level of
posterior part of ovary. Whether it opens dorsally or not
is not certain, inasmusch as its distal portion has
membranous walls too delicate to be functional. Seminal
receptacle absent, though receptaculum seminis uterinum
is present. Uterus filling all available space of hindbody;
metraterm not well differentiated, opening into genital
atrium from behind. Eggs oval, embryonated, 37-42 X 2328 µ. Yitellaria tubular, extending in lateral fields from
behind acetabulum to level of anterior end of posterior
testis. Excretory system not made out.
DISCUSSION: This species differs from the most closely
related Tergestia laticollis (Rud.) from Decapterus pinnulatus of Hawaii in the cirrus pouch and seminal vesicle
not extending back of the acetabulum and in the
esophagus bifurcating anterior, instead of posterior, to
the acetabulum.
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De1Criplioa I Corps allon~, peu epais, peu lar1e, tres attenue po,Urieuremcnt, a
pointe mousse. Un des plus grandt individus est long de 3,3 mm, large de O,S mm. La cuticule
eat depourvue d'fpinca. Ventoue orale a ouverture ventrale, plus tongue que larae,
0,23 X 0,18 mm, ou presque circulaire, avec un diam~trc de 0,180-0,185 mm. Elle est
pourvuc donalement et lat6ralement d'appendices musculaires lioauiformes, au nombre
d'eoviroo 12. II n'y a pas de plis cuticulaires transversaux au niveau du pharynx, mai~.
de chaque cote, 6 protuberances marginales sacciformes, dont l'extremite libre est termince par deux trn .:ourts filaments. 11 n'y a pas de prepharynx. Le pharynx e,t a bord
lateraux parall~lcs, c,nviron deux fois plus long que large, ii mesure, par exemple, 0,20 a
0,215 de long. sur 0,110 a 0,115 mm de large. L'<2SC>phage est trcs long et plulot large,
i1 depasse un peu posterieurement la ventouse ventralc ; il se divise en deux caeca qui
atteignent l'extremite postcrieure du corps.
La ventouse ventrale est un peu plus longue que large, par exemple 0,37 X 0,33 mm,
ou presque circulaire 0,370 X 0,37S; elle est situee damJ la moitie anterieure du corps, sonl
bord anterieur est distant d'environ 1 mm de I'extremite anterieure pour un individu long
d'environ 3,3 mm.
Les testicules sont ovales. allonges, intcrcaecaux, un peu en diagonale, dans la partie
posterieure du orr" · ils soot c;ubegaux l'anterieur est, chez quelques individus, un peu
plus petit que le posterieur (par exemple: testicule anterieur 0,30-0,35 X 0,15 mm; testi•
cule posterieur: 0,38 x 0,12 mm).
Poche du cirre comprenant une partie antfrieure dilatee, ovale, situee contre le bord
nterieur de la ventouse ventrale e! une partie posterieure botuliforme, tres longue,
me urant par exemple 0,45-0,50 mm de long, avec un diametre de 0,06-0,08 mm, celle-ci
d1hgne s'etend dorsalement a la ventouse ventrale ; son extremite anterieure est a peu
pr s u niveau du bord anterieur de celle-ci ; posterieurement, elle depasse la ventouse,
atteign nt le niveau de la bifurcation intestinale ; elle contient une vesicule seminale tubulaire. La partie antenrme, dilatee, preacetabul~ire, contient la pras prostatica, un cir,
plusieurs fois replie sur lu1-meme et 1'a1rium genital.
Ovaire a contour circulaire, avec un Jiametre de 0.17-0,20 mm, situe un peu en
arriere de la bifurcation intec;tinale. ( anal de Laurer non observable, ·. cache par de I
reufs. Uterm etendJnt ses sinuo,ites dan, toutc la partie du corp,; en arriere de la bifur
cation intestinale, dor-salement ~• ventralcment a l'ovaire et aux te~ticules. Plus anterieuremtnt. ii croi,e Vl.!ntralement I c tremite posteneure de la poche du cirre, suit le cot~
droit de celle-ci et I.: bord druit de la ventouse ventralc ; :1tteignant sous forme de metratc:rme, !'atrium genital.
Les ccufs, excr,;sivement numbreux. mesurent de 20 x I 2,5 µ a 22 X 14 µ.
Leo;; vitefogcne" se presenlt'nl comme Jee; masses irregulieres; ils s'etendent anteI ricnrement presque juc;qu'a la ,entouse ventrale et posterieurement jusqu·a la mi-longueur
du te",ticule po~terieur. 11 y :i de foll1rnle, d'un cote qui s0nt tres rapproches de ceux de
rautre cote. rnai\ ils ne para, sent pa~ -.onfluents ; ils sont ventraux par rapport a l'ovairc
et Jorsaux par rapp<)rt a !'int.:- tin. Le vitelloducte t1ansverse n'est pas observable.
La vessie exaetrice, ma~qu e par le, reufs n'a pas ete bien observee ; je la suppo ~
wnforme aux descriptions <lonnees par S. W. Hopkins (I 940. p. 282-283, fig. 3-6) et par
H. W. Manter (1947, p. 323. fig . 88) pour le Tergestia qu'ils ont rapporte a pec1inata
(Linton), maic; que je considere comme une e9pece differente de celle de Linton.
(0 uev)
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primento por 0,17 a 0,20 mm de laqura; teaticulo posterior com 0.2 5
a 0,28 mm por 0,20 a 0,23 mm. Orir1o inter~. p~teatlcular, po
acetabular, ov61de, com contamo lllo; mede 0,19 mm de comprimen
por 0,10 a 0,12 mm de largura. Ollndula de lleblia bem desenvoh
da, na sona ovarlana, com 0,08 mm de comprimento por 0,05 mm d•
largura. 'Otero com al~as que enchem a por~io p66-acetabular do
corpo. Ovos castanhos, com 0,022 mm de comprimento por 0,015 a
0,017 mm de largura. Vitelinos constituidos por numerosos foliculos
que se estendem da regiio p6s-bifurcal ate a zona testicular posterior
que invadem, em parte; sio extra-cecais, cecais e inter-cecais. Poro excretor terminal. Vesicula excretora nao observada.
Habitat - Intestino dclgado de Scombroides sp.
·
f-.low,e v11lnnr d e .Sc>/1-e ivfl-•
Proveniencia - Baia de Guanabara, Rio de Janeiro, Brasil.
Tipo n. 0 29.777a e paratipo n. 0 29.777b depositados na Cole~ao
Helmintologica do Instituto Oswaldo Cruz.
Discussao - No genera Tergestia Stossich, 1899, genero tipo e unico da subfamilia Tergestiinae (Skrjabin & Koval, 1957) e que tern como
sinonimos Theledera Linton, 1910, e Cithara MacCallum, 1917 (cf.
MANTu, 1940: 409), sio incluidu atualmente as segulntes especies, em
numero de 8: 1) T. Zaticollis (Rudolphi, 1819), que ea especie tipo (cf.
YAMAGUTI, 1953: 26)· (sin.: Distom.um polOflfl Molin, 1859), 2) T. acanthocephala (Stossich, 1887), 3) T. pectm.ato (Lint.on, 1905), 4) T. priacanthi (MacCallum, 1917), 5) T. ocant,..dl.O'bU Yamaguti, 193A ,t, T.
acuta Manter, lM'J, ?} 'J' .

.,,._,emu Manw. 1..-
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Manter, 1963
T. agno,tomi
\lDica eapecie que poaui o acetabulo menor que
a ventosa oral.
.
T. ZaticoUu e T. clonacanthar possuem ventosas sub-iguais, o acetabulo DmJar c:d}ugh.,_ 1,5 ~zes as dimensoes da ventosa oral.
Quatro e'!plkies, T. acanthocephtlUl, T. -priacanthi, T. acanthogobii
e T. acuta &em o acetabulo com 1,5 v@zes oo um- ~co ma.18 u dimensoes da ventosa oral. T. acanthogobii e T. acu.ta sin as unicas especi'c.:;
que po§SUem os vltelinos formando um arco m~iano, dorsal, na regi_ao
compreendida entre o bordo pa.1tetior do aceta~ulo e o bordo anterior
do ovario; distinguem-se entre &i pelas dimensoes das ventosas e dos
ovos (T. acuta tem ventosas maiores e ovos menores). T. acanthocephala e T. pnacanthi se distinguem pelaa ventosas (T. priacanthi tel?
ventosas maiores). T. ac0inthocephala possui, de acordo com a descnc;ao original, 6 a 7 series de processos cervicais, carater esse que a afasta
das demais especies do genero .
T. pectinata possui o acetabulo mais ou menos com o dobro das
dirnensoes da ventosa oral.
-T. pauca sp. n., por essa relac;ao, mais se apro:xima de T. pectinata,
dela se diferenciando por ter ventosas maiores e foliculos vitelinicos
muito mais abundantes.
Em quadro comparativo damos alguns caracteres de:Ssas especies;
nele registramos alg•.ms erros de identificac;ao que evidenciamos na
analise da literatura de maior importancia sobre esse grupo de tremat6deos, e, ainda: a) as medidas sao referidas em milimetros; b) a relac;a.o ~ntre o comprimento da ventosa oral e o comprimento do acetahulo (vent. or.facet.), quando anotada entre parenteses, foi calcula_d a
por nos. de acordo com as medidas existentes nas respectivas desc
c;oes; c) a relac;ao entre o comprimento da faringe e o comprimento
acetabulo (c. f. /c. a.), apresentada agora, mostra que o acetabulo e 111
nos longo que a faringe em T. agnostomi, que esses 6rgaos sao sub-1gu
em T. laticollis e que, nas demais especies, o acetabulo e mais lon1
1em T. priacanthi isto e, evidenciado na figura original de MAccA
LUM); d) acreditamos estar errado o numero de 20 processos cefalic
em T . priacanthi (a figura original mostra 10 processes, porem, con
a coroa na.o deve ser completa, nao devem existir outros 1O no la<
ventral); e) as medidas da ventosa oral de T. priacanthi sao referid
na descri<;ao original como dimensoes da cabec;a.
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TERGESTIA PECTINATA (Linton, 1905) Manter, 1940
Figs. 85-88

SYNONYMS: Distomum pectinalum Linton, 1905; Theledera pectinata (Linton, 1905)
Linton, 1910; Tergeslia pectinata (Linton, 1905) Hopkins, 1940.
HosTS: Trachurops crumenophthalmus (Bloch), goggle-eye; in 3 of 5 hosts examined.
Priacanthus arenalus Cuv. & Val., big-eye; in I of 3 hosts examined.
LOCATION: Posterior part of intestine .

. Discussion. The above host records were reported by Manter (1940).
Other reported hosts for this species are Bairdiella chrysura and Trachinotus
carolinus at Beaufort, N. C., Auxis thazard at Tortugas, and Auxis rochei at
Woods Hole, Massachusetts. The latter two records (by Linton) are, however, somewhat doubtful as in each case the sizes of the suckers indicate the
species was probably T. laticollis. The record from Auxis thazard was listed
as T. laticollis by Manter (1940).
.
T. pectinata differs from T. laticollis in th~i the acetabulum is about 2 to
2.5 times the oral sucker in diameter; the seminal vesicle is distinctly sinuous
rather than straight; the cirrus is much folded within the cirrus sac; the eggs
tend to be thinner-shelled and somewhat smaller ( 17 to 20 by 10 to 15 µ,) .
A very young specimen (Fig. 88) showed a number of flame cells.

Tergestia pectinata (Linton, 1905) Manter, 1940

Synonyms:
Distomum pectinatum Linton, 1905.
Theledera pectinata (Linton) Linton, 1910.
Host: Chloroscombrus chrysurus.
Site: intestine.
Locality: Playa Mani, P.R.
Deposited specimen: No. 39333.
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Tergestia pectinata (Linton, 1905)
Manter, 1940
H osts.-Caranx crysos ( Mitchill), hardtailed jack; Caranx latus (Agassiz)! h?rseeyed jack; Caranx ruber (Bloch), skip Jack;
Selar crumenopthalmus (Bloch) , goggle
.
eyed scad.
Location.-Rectum of C. crysos; midintestine of C. ruber and S. crumenopthalmus; and 1/ 4 and mid-intestine of C. latus.
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T ergestia pectinata
(Linton, 1905) Manter, 1940
Distomum pectinatum Linton, 1905.
Theledra pectinata (Linton, 1905) Linton, 1910.
Host: Caranx crysos (1 of 2).
Site: Rectum.
Discussion: Considerable confusion exists
about the identification of some species of
Tergestia. Manter (1947: 323) believed that
what Linton reported as T. pectinata from
Auxis thazard and A. rochei is actually T.
laticollis, and that T. laticollis of Yamaguti,
1951, is probably T. pectinata (see: Manter,
1963b:447). Two specimens 1.8 long from
Caranx crysos have sucker ratios of 1: 1.5
and 1: 1.6, which would place them as T.
laticollis in Manter's key (1954: 527). The
specimens have a straight seminal vesicle,
a character which Manter ( 1947: 323) also
used to differentiate T. laticollis from T.
pectmata. However, Sogandares-Bernal and
Hutton (1959b:64) noted a straight seminal vesicle in T. pectinata, and my specimens
have a folded cirrus and eggs 19 to 23 by
12 to 14 microns, characters which Manter
( 1947: 323) regarded as defining T. pectinata. I make the identification with reservation because of this confusion and because
the specimens appear more like those from
Selene vomer discussed below, except that
the blunt-ended seminal vesicle in specimens from C. crysos extends posteriorly,
rather than tapering off and curling back
co approximately the middle of the posterior
border of the acetabulum.
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Locality.-C. crysos, from N. shore, N.
Bimini; C latus from Lerner fish pens, N.
Bimini; C. ruber from W. side of N. Bimini;
and S. crumenopthalmus from off Lerner
Laboratory pier, N. Bimini, B.W.I. [new
locality record]; known also from Woods
Hole, Massachusetts; Beaufort, North Carolina; and Tortugas.
~ ~
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Fellod1etom1dae
Tergest1a pectinata (Linton) n.comb.
1.5. Distcmwm pectinalum sp. nov. [Figs. 200-203.]
Body elongate, somewhat fusiform, color white, except where the yellow ova show through the
translucent walls. Neck narrowing to heacl, very fragile, and prodded with 12 fleshy, papillary lobes,
' 6 on "' ch side just back of the head. There are alHo H similar lobes, making a crown dorsal an<l
late
the head; otherwise the worm is smooth. Ventral sucker much larger than the oral, and
i::itna: ~-,, about the anterior third; pharynx cylindrical, its anterior end touching the oral sucker;
1-esophagus long; rami of intestines simple, slender, beginning at anterior edge of ventral sucker and
extending to posterior end of the body. Testes 2, subglobular, at posterior end of body, near together
and placed a little diagonally. Cirrus-pouch rather large, with coiled cirrus, on left sic.le contiguous to
the anterior edge of the ventral sucker; genital aperture in front of ventral sucker on left of median ,
line. Ovary in front of testes, as far as or farther than the diameter of a testis, and on the right of the
median line. rterus wry voluminous, filling the bocly from the posterior testis to the yentral sucker,
anJ extending thence laterally to the cirrus on the left side to the genital aperture. Vitellaria distributed
laterally from the anterior testis nearly to the ventral sucker. They appear to be much reduced in
the specimens studied. Ova minute, of two kinds, oval and nearly spherical, the latter larger than
the others auJ seen near the middle of the body.
Dimensions in millimeters, life, specimen collected Aug. 10, 1901: Length 2.1; greatest brea<lth,
specimen compressed, 0.38; oral sucker, length 0.12, breadth 0.10; pharynx, length 0.21, breadth 0.11;
\'entral sucker, length 0.28, breadth 0.25; most of the ova 0.022 by 0.015 in the two principal diametel'S; a few were seen which were nearly spherical, about 0.018 by 0.017. The head and especially the
neck quickly macerate.
1901.-Aug. 10, 2, much macerated. Aug. 12, 5. Aug. 13, 18. Aug. 15, 8. Aug. 16, 1. Aug.
21, 3. Aug. 22, 20.
1902.-July 16, 1. July 17, 8. July Hl, nnmerons, one small piece of the intestine 4 mm. in length
yielded 10. July 21, 8. July 25, 10. July 29, 10. Aug. 4, 5. Aug. 5, 6. Aug. 8, 40. Aug. 11, 5.
Aug. 12, 3. Aug. 18, 6. Aug. 19, 17. Aug. 21, 6. The specimens collected on Aug. 6 were more
slender than the type but do not appear to be specifically different.

31":

Hosts: Ba1rd1ella chrysura, silver perch,J
Trachinotus carolinus, pompano
Locality: Beaufort, N.c.
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T erge.rtia pectinata ( Limon, 1905)
Mamer, 1940
s,nonymJ: Di.rtomum pectinatum Limon
1?05; T heledra peainalu ( Linton, 190 5 /
Limon, 1910 .
. Ho.rt.1: •ca,anx bartholomae, c J >; •c.
h,ppo.r (J); C. la_tu.r ( C. J); • O/igoplitit
.rauru.r <J); •opi.rthonema oglinum (J).
Selar crumenophthalmus ( J ). •
'
The next species dosely resembles the
genus T erge.rtia except that the oral sucker
does not have lobes and the cervical region
lacks the lateral folds charaeteristic of that
~enus. To receive the species, a new genus
ts pr~posed and characterized as follows· the
generic_ name refers to the absence of ~rnamencatton of the forebodv:
,
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Terge~tia peotinata
(Beaufort)

.......

from Hopkins,

Fe llodi st omatiaae
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priacanthi. ~ - S ~ .
(Fig. 31)

Hosts-I'riaca11t/111s cruentat1u. Scle,re t•omcr,• Caranx r11ber.
Habitat-Intestines.
Locality-Key West, Florida and ~ew York Aquarium.
On May :n, 191.5, two large Priaamth11s cr11entatus, or glasseye
snappers were examined, and in the intestines of one an unusual worm
was found. It was solitary, and afterwards. on May 4, 1916, another
solilary specimen was found in the intestine of Cara,ix rub~r which was
,,
exactly like the former one.
The body is long and narrow, rather pointed poste'riorly where the
excretory pore is to he seen. ln the centre of the body is a relatively
very large ventral sucker. It is sitnatecl to the left side, and more than
half fills up the width of the body ~
The head and neck, are, however. the most conspicuous features
of the worm. The head is almost of an exact oval ,;hape. and around
its middle is a circle of relatively large tentacles ahout twrnt,· in number. These point backward,;, and are striated across. The, head in
front of these tentacles is marked on its surface with linear striae, which
make it appear almost as if covered with hair. These lines, however,
which extend principally d<>wnwards, outwards and hackwards are
mttely on the surface. The mouth is terminal, and from it a large
prepharyngeat oesophagus extends to the pharynx behind. This is unusually large, nearly as long as the head. and, as usual. iii: mar~ci with
muscular striae, which meet in the middle longitudinal line. The pharynx is followed by a long Of'SOJ)hagus. which divides near the md of
the neck and in the angle of the intestines is situated the genital cloaca
in front and to the left Jide of the vt•ntral su'=ker. One peculiar f•ture
about the neck is the ptt~nce on the ventral stirface of the anterior
half of six short straps on <'ach side which ext~n<I from the ot'M>phag\11
to a little external to the margin of the neck. They are of an equal size
and are placed equidistant from each other.
The two testes are one before the other near the posterior end of
the body. The cirrus in the cirrus Qc i~ large and long, and proceeds
to the genital pore to the right of the acetabulum. The uterus is voluminous and accompanies the cim1s in the last portion of its coune to
1
the cloaca.
The ovary is as large as either testis, and is situated in adnnce
of the testes and at the junction of the posterior third with the anterior
two-thirds of the body anrl on the left side. The vitellaria are not very
plentiful, being composed of a few nodules about the middle of the
sides of the worm. The intestineJ extend to al11101t the extreme poe,terior end of the body. The eggs are fairly la~ and are plentiful.
llterus fills most of the body cavity. Genital junction not made
0t.a • ..>wing to being obscured by th~ folds of the uterus.
Measurements of Cithara priacanthi, gen.
ungth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Width (widest part) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Diameter of acetahulum . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Width of head . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ungth of head . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ungth of tentacles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

et. sp. nov.
5.00 mm.
.60 mm.
.40 mm.
.20 mm_.
.2,5 mm.
.060 mm.

Fe llod 1stoma tidae

Tergestia sp.

Overstreet, 1969

Tergestia sp.
Figure 2
Host: Selene vomer ( 1 of 2).
Site: Intestine.
Specimen deposited: U.S. N. M. Helm. Coll.
No. 71296.
Discussion: This could be a new species
as suggested by Siddiqi and Cable ( 1960:
284) who found the flame cell pattern in
a small specimen from Selene vomer to differ from that recorded for Tergestia laticollis. It is similar to T. acuta, although the
vitellaria are not confluent in all my specimens. Tergestia pauca Freitas and Kohn,
1965, another similar species, also has numerous vitelline follicles which are dispersed
both inter- and extracaecally, although it differs from my specimens in having a sucker
ratio of 1: 1.97 to 2.34 and differentlyshaped terminal genitalia.
Nine mature individuals 1.2 to 2.4 long
have 13 oral lobes, sucker ratios 1: 1.5 to
1.7, eggs 16 to 23 by 11 to 16 microns, and
width of pharynx 45 to 56% of the length.
A prostatic vesicle is present in the cirrus
sac. The uterus extends to a level posterior
to the rear testis in the three larger specimens.

~

2. Tergestia sp., dorsal view.
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Fe llod bto mat idae
Tergestia sp.
)lateriel de la colle('tion :

=

1 ° 6 individus, Ju tube digest if de Lichia \·adigo (A. Risso 1810)
Campo•
gramma lirio R. Ph. Oollfus 195:" (Carangidae). l" ct 1• croisiercs du S.S. Boula-Matari
2° 5 individus du tube digestif d'un poisson non precise, mais qui etait probab!ement aussi Lichia vaaiR_o (A. Risso). l" croisiere du
S. Boula-Matari 22-12-1922.
ueseription : Longueur du corps 2 mm, largeur 0,3 mm.
Appemlii.:es cephaliques de la ventou\e orale plutot courts (87 µ). Plic; cuticulaires '
de la face ventrale de la region pharyngicnne plutot larges (env. I 2,5 ~1), interrompm1 sur
la ligne mediane (disposition exist ant aus~i chez priacwrthi, G. A. Mac Callum, 1917,
fig. 34). ~e terminant par une protuberance marginale en forme <l'arceau.
Ventouse orale 200 X 185 1-1; ventouse ventrale 310 x 250 1,1. presque deux fois plus
grandc que l'orale. Pharynx deux fois plus long que large (196 X 100 ~1 et 205 X 83 1-1),
Bifurcation intestinale postacetabulaire.
Vitellogene-, debutant au niveau du bord post<!rieur <le l'acetahulum et depassant pos•
terieurement le milieu du testkule posterieur, ~an, alleimlre l'extremite posterieure du
corps.
CEufs, 22 X I 2.2-14,6 11, exce-,1,ivi:ment nombreux, cachant presque completement Jes
or,ganes.

Le fait que la bifurcation intestinale est postacetabulaire elimine !'attribution i
acanthocephala, priacanthi, pectinata Linton (non Manter) et a kuhlia Yamaguti.
Le .fait que la ventouse ventrale est presque 2 fois plus grande que l'orale elimine
les especes ou la difference est moindre : laticollis, agno$tOmi, cloacantha, acanthogobii,
priacanthi.
11 ne s'agit pas de mauritanica ni de manteri, les protuberances marginales de la
region pharyngienne etant di.fferentes.
Notre materiel etant mediocrement conserve, nous preferons ne pas prop01er
d'attribution specifique.
A
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Fellodistomat1~ae

TRI·»NOCRYPTUS Martin,1958

TRIGONOCRYPTUS n. gen.
GENERIC DIAGNOSIS: Fellodistomidae: Small
onical trematodes with ventrolateral body
olds separated posteriorly and converging
nceriorly. Posterior end of body bears a short
•elum laterally and dorsally. Inverted tail cone
~resent. Cuticula relatively thick, spined. Oral
,ucker subterminal with ventrolateral exten,ions. Ventral sucker large, transversely elon~ate and ridged, indented anteriorly and pos-

teriorly. Prepharynx and esophagus very short.

Pharynx oval ro spherical. Ceca short, saccular, not extending posterior to mid-body.
Testes paireJ. opposed, oval, ·near posterior
e~d of body. Cirrus sac oval to nearly spherical, immediately anterior to or slightly overlapped by acetabulum, encloses a weakly
bipartite seminal vesicle, a well-developed
prostate and a short cirrus. Ovary oval, median, partly between to a short distance anterior
to testes. Seminal receptacle near, usually
smaller than, ovary. Mehlis gland beside
ovary, inconspicuous. Vitelline follicles in two·
major groups on each side of body extending
from anterior acetabular to posterior oral
sucker levels. Uterus mainly confined to posterior half of body, between and anterior to
testes. Uterus and cirrus use common genital
atrium which opens to outside medially and
ventral to gut bifurcation. Eggs oval, numerous, operculated, with tiny knob at anopercular end. Excretory bladder U-shaped. 1
Parasitic in the intestines of marine fish.
j
GENOTYPE: TrigonocryptuJ conm.
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Fellodistomatidae
Trigonocryptus conus Ma.rtin,1958
Trigonocryptus conus n. sp.

Figs. 1-5
SPECIFIC DIAGNOSIS: With characters of
genus. Body conical and pink in life, triangular when fixed under pressure. Cuticle 0.0120.016 thick, armeJ with spines .. Spines approx- '
imately 0.017 long with shouldered peripheral
terminations (Fig . 1l. Body 1.37--1.82, average
1. 58 long and 0.98 1. L average 1.24 wide.
Oral sucker subterminal, muscular, with folJs
meeting those of the body wall , 0.39-0.55,

average 0_. l ·I anceroposteriorly and 0.41 --<U~,
average 0.48 transversely. Ventral sucker large,
muscular, indented anteriorly and posteriorly,
with two or three transverse ridges, 0.45-0.59,
average 0.52 anceroposceriorly and 0.64-1.02,
average 0.86 transversely. Prepharynx short,
pharynx 0.093-0.112, average 0.10 anteroposteriorly and 0.081-0.121, average 0.11 transversely. Esophagus short, ceca thin walled,
short, saccular, not extending beyond body
equator. Testes near posterior end of body,
opposed, oval, 0.17-0.28, average 0.22 long
and 0.14-0.21, average 0.17 wide. Vasa efferentia join just before reaching cirrus sac.
Cirrus sac megi~n, immediately anterior to or
partially overlapped by acetabulu:n, containing weakly bipartite seminal vesicle filled with
sperm, a well-developed prostate, and a short
cirrus which may project into the genital
atrium. Genital pore median and ventral at
level of gut bifurcation. Ovary median, usually a short distance anterior to testes, 0.0960.17, average 0.15 long and 0.084-0.15, average 0.12 wide. Seminal receptacle pyriform,
usually a short distance posterior and to the
right of the ovary. Mehlis gland close to
ovary, inconspicuous. Vitelline follicles in two
major clusters on each side of body between
anterior acetabular and oral sucker levels.
Commoo vitelline duct not expanded to form
reservoir. Uterus after leaving ovary passes
posteriad to loop between the testes then extends anteriad to loop transversely and fill
:11uch of the acetabular region of the body. It
rhen passes anteriorly co the genital atrium.
The uterus of mature worms is filled with
eggs. Newly formed eggs colorless, older
eggs brown. Eggs 0.057 -0.046, average 0.~--11
long and 0.022 0.025, average 0.025 wide.
operculated, with a small knob at anopercular
end. Excretory vesicle U-shaped, chin walled,
with pore opening medially and subterminally.
1

TYPE SPECIMEN:

Trigonocryptm coma, <le;

iteJ as number 55285 in the U. S. Nari,
Museum, Helminth Collection.
HOST: Tetraodon hiJpiduJ L., balloon f
in intestine.
LOCALITY: Kaneohe Bay, Oahu, Hawai.
DISCUSSION

The genus Trigonocryptus most closely
sembles Paradiscogaster Yamaguti, 1934. 7
major difference is in the vitellarian distri,
tion, in one cluster on each side of the b<
confined to the cecal region in ParadiscogaJ
and in two clusters on each side of the be
extending from the acetabulum to the c
sucker in Trigonocryptus. Other differences
the ventrolateral extensions of the oral sue
in Trigonocryptm while this organ in Para,
cogaster has the usual circular outline; the l
usual body shape in Trigonocryptus with
ventral, triangular depression, a velum on 1
lateral and dorsal margins of the poster
part of the body, and a truncated poster
end while the body shape is pyriform in Pa
discogaster. Yamaguti (1938) described a sm
tail cone in Paradiscogaster chaetodontis. Tr~
nocryptus conus has an inverted tail cone, dor
to the excretory pore, which was never se
everted even in active worms. ParadiscogaJ
piriformis Yamaguti, 1934, was found
Pleuronichthys cornatus in Japan (Yamagl
1951); P. chaetodontis Yamaguti, 1938,
Chaetodon collaris in Japan and C. strig,mgu
and C. trifasciatus in Okinawa (Yamagt
1953); and P. caranxi (Srivastava, 19395 )
maguti, 1953, in Caranx kalla in India. ,
though a goodly number of Hawaiian chae1
dons and a few carangids have been examim
no species of Paradiscogaster or Trigonocryp.
have been found in them. Hanson (19551 h
reported a related form, Discogasteroidt.1 l
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Fellod btomat ida•

Trigonotrematinae -n. 9\tbfam. '/l'lttrll c;tJTt, I 'IS I
Subfamily diagnosis. - Allocreadiidae: Body truncated behind, with

lateral edges expanded and turned ventrad in form of symmetrical

wme-

or sleeYes. Prepharynx and eeophaps very short. Ceca long. Acetal,JalUfP-

small, pre-equatorial. Testes symmetrical, pottaeetabular. Cirrus~·
pnacetabuJar, veaicula seminalis extema present. Genital pore aal>nllqiMI, in neck region. Ovary submedian, postacetabular, le:vel with__,
Vitellaria occupying posttesticular area. Excretory vesicle strongly
carved behind intestinal bifurcation.
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Fellodistomatidae

TrigOMtrmui Goto et Ozaki, 1929

Generic diagnosis. - Allocreadiidae, Trigonotrematinae: Body small,
truncate behind, with lateral edges of hindbody expanded to form wing• sleeve-like lobes. Oral sucker· subterminal, followed by very short
prepbarynx. Esophagus very short, ceca reaching to near posterior extremity. Aoetabulum comparatively small, pre-equatorial. Testes-symmetrical,
jmt medial to intestinal limbs behind acetabulum. Vesicula aeminalis
atema present. Cirrus pouch clavate, pre-acetabular, enclosing vesicula
aeminalis interna, well developed prostatic complex and cirrus. Genital
pore on left margin of body near anterior extremity. Ovary to left of
median line, just behind acetabulum. Receptaculum seminis and Laurer's
canal present. Uterus short, anterior to ovary, metraterm well differentiated. Vitellaria occupying whole posttesticular zone. Excretory vesicle
curved in form of an interrogation mark behind intestinal bifurcation,
wi~ terminal pore. Parasitic in intestine of marine fishes.
Genotype: T. ai.t,,,,. Goto et Ozaki, 1929 (Pl. 10, Fig. 131) in Latilus
;.po,."111; Kagoahima, Obama, Japan.
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FELLODISTOMIDAE

•

Subfamily XENOPERlNAE Poche, 1926 stat. emend.
Proctoecinae Skrjabin & Koval, 1957.
DIAGl'.OSTIC FEATURES. Body small to medium-sized; cylindrical to oval, but widest at level of
ventral sucker. Body-surface smooth. Oral sucker subterminal; normally smaller than ventral
sucker. Ventral sucker inside anterior half of body. Prepharynx short. Pharynx large; oval to
globular. Oesophagus short to apparently absent. Intestinal bifurcation in forebody. Caeca
extending to or near to posterior extremity. Testes two; tandem to oblique; in mid-hindbody.
Cirrus-sac elongate-oval; usually in hind body or dorsal to ventral sucker. Seminal vesicle tubular,
coiled; partly or entirely internal. Pars prostatica long, wide, filling much of cirrus-sac; with
filamentous lining and many external gland-cells. Ejaculatory duct short; muscular; may form
cirrus capable of great extension; muscular genital papilla present lateral to opening of male
duct at base of genital atrium. Genital atrium long, narrow. Genital pore sinistrally or dextrally
submedian in mid- to posterior forebody. Ovary globular to slightly lobed; pre-testicular in
anterior hind body; median to sinistral. Laurer's canal present; opening dorsally at level of gonads.
Uterine seminal receptacle ( ?) presumed present. Canalicular seminal receptacle apparently
ab~ent. Uterus coiled mainly posterior to ovary, reaching to posterior extremity, opens into base
of gcnital atrium im1m:diatcly postcrior to, at level or or immediately antcrior to ventral suclcr
through long, muscular metraterm. Eggs numerous; small, but variable in size and shape;
operculate. Vitellarium composed of elongate follicles, which niay break down into small globular
follicles or become inconspicuous; in two symmetrical, mainly lateral fields; in mid-hindbody or
anterior to mid-hindbody. Excretory vesicle 'Y'-shaped, bifurcating in mid-hindbody; arms
reaching to level of pharynx. Parasitic progenetically in marine molluscs or in intestine of marine
teleosts (usually sparids or labrids).
COMMENT. When Nicoll (1915b) erected the genus Xenopera he considered it to be a hemiurid
mainly because of the 'long tube-like genital sinus'; but he states that 'it cannot be considered
by any means a typical member of the family'. Poche ( l 926) erected the family Xenoperidae in
the superfamily Hemiurida [ = Hemiuroidea], and this family was later placed in the suborder
Hemiurata by Skrjabin & Guschanskaja (1956), but the latter authors subsequently (1958)
considered it to belong to the suborder Azygiata. Dollfus (1952) drew attention to the similarities
bctwccn Xmopaa and the genus ProctoC!Ces Odhner, 1911, and synonymized the two; much
earlier, in 1925, in a hand-written note on his translation of Fujita ( I925) held in the reprint
collection of the Parasitic Worms Section, British Museum (Natural History), he stated,
'Proctoeces Odhner 19ll=Xenopera Nicoll 1915'. When this parallel was drawn it was realized
that the family Fellodistomidae was the most appropriate place for both Xenopera and Proctoeces. Skrjabin & Koval (1957) believed that Gauhatiana Gupta, 1955, Meso/ecitha Linton, 1910,
Symmetrovesicula Yamaguti, 1938, and Urorchis Ozaki, 192.7, belonged to the Proctoecinae,
a new subfamily of fellodistomids, but did not include Xenopera. However, Caballero y C. (1959),
in raising the Proctoecinae to the family-rank, included the Xenoperidae as a synonym.
The name given to this subfamily depends upon the validity of Xenopera as a genus distinct
from Proctoeces, as the family-group name based upon X enopera is older than that based upon
Proctoeces. Xenopera was erected for a new species, X. insolita, from the rectum of Sparus
australis off Queensland, Australia, which Nicoll (1915b) described from five specimens. It is
widely reckoned to be similar to Proctoeces, differing only in the possession of an external
seminal vesicle. Some authors have, however, cast doubt upon Nicoli's observations, and both
Dollfus (1952), as mentioned above, and Yamaguti (1958) have considered Xenopera to be a
synonym of Proctoeces. Furthermore, X. insolita was considered by Freeman (1963a) to be a
synonym of P. subtenuis (Linton, 1907), since, when examining many specimens of the latter
species, he claimed to have found one with an external seminal vesicle. Freeman & Llewellyn
(1958) described and figured P. subtenuis, and showed that the vasa efferentia unite at the point of
entry into the cirrus-sac, and descriptions of P. maculatus (Looss, 190 I) and its synonyms
(Stunkard & Uzman, 1959; Loos-Frank, 1969; Lang & Dennis, 1976) also show that an unmodified vas deferens is either short or absent. Fujita's ( 1925) description of a metacercaria,
P. ostreae from Ostrea gigas off Japan, shows the vasa efferentia uniting at the level of the
anterior testis to form a vas deferens. If this became dilated with spermatozoa, it could form an
external seminal vesicle, as in Xenopera. Dollfus, however, in a hand-written note on the reprint
(see above) of Fujita's paper, of which he was the translator, stated, 'l'adulte de P. ostreae
Fujita et Dollfus est peut etre Xenopera insolita Nicoll (1915)'. A short vas deferens is also
evident in P. maculatus as figured by Prevot (1965); but it is most unlike the prominent, coiled
external seminal vesicle which Nicoll described in Xenopera.
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The only other record of Xenopera is that of Manter & Pritchard ( 1962), who figured and
briefly described a single specimen from an unidentified host in New Zealand and mentioned this
worm ' ... only to verify the genus Xenopera'. Their figure shows that a distinct tubular, convoluted external seminal vesicle is present. lt appears to us, therefore, that it is most likely that the
possession of a long, convoluted external seminal vesicle is the normal condition in Xenopera,
whereas, if it occurs, it is an unusual and less significant feature in Proctoeces. In contrast with the
workers who synonymized Xenopera with Proctoeces, and with Dollfus (1965) who considered it
to be a subgenus of Proctoeces, we prefer, until more is known about it, to accept Xenopera as
being generically distinct, and accept the name Xenoperinae as the emended name of this subfamily.
Our concept of the subfamily Xenoperinae is based upon the genera Xenopera and Proctoeces
and, in our opinion, the most important diagnostic features are the deep, narrow and extensible
genital atrium, the convoluted, tubular seminal vesicle, and probably the presence of a muscular
genital papilla in the base of the genital atrium beside the aperture of the male duct. As the
subfamily is not well established, we have compared the data in the literature for all of the genera
included in the Proctoecinae (-idae) by Skrjabin & Koval (1957) and Caballero y C. (1959), and
they all lack some or all of these diagnostic features. We have, therefore, not included these
genera in our concept of the subfamily.
The species of the genus Gauhatiana Dayal & Gupta, 1954 [originally spelt Gauhatinae] have
been described by Gupta ( 1955) and Gupta & Miglani (1976). They differ from the Xenoperinae
in having a spiny tegument (? lost in G. lebedevi Gupta & Miglani, I 974), a 'Y'-shaped excretory
vesicle with short arms and a seminal receptacle. Skrjabin & Koval ( 1966) considered Gauhatiana
a member of the family Walliniidae, but later (1974) omitted it from this family. Gupta &
Miglani (1974, 1976) considered the genus to be a macroderoidid; but there seems no reason to
disagree with Yeh & Fotedar (1958), who believed it to be a synonym of the plagiorchiid genus
Astiotrema Looss, 1900, making G. batrachii Dayal & Gupta 1954, a synonym of A. reniferum
(Looss, 1898).
The species of Mesolecitha Linton, 1910, have been described by Linton (1910), Manter (1947),
Siddiqi & Cable ,( 1960) and Fischthal & Thomas (1968). This genus lacks the diagnostic features
of the subfamily and possesses a seminal receptacle, spines on both the cirrus and the metraterm
and Linton (1910) and Fischthal & Thomas (1968) describe the tegument as finely spined. The
correct systematic position of this genus is problematical.
The single species of Symmetrovesicula Yamaguti, 1938, has been described by Yamaguti
(1938, 1953b). It lacks the diagnostic features of this subfamily and probably fits into the Fellodistominae, differing from the other genera of the latter group in possessing l'osette-shaped
clusters of vitelline follicles, an intestinal bifurcation in the hindbody and a 'V'-shaped excretory
vesicle with wide arms.
The species of Urorchis Ozaki, 1927, have been described by Ozaki (1927), Yamaguti (1934,
1942) and Ishii (1935). Despite these four descriptions, there appears to be some confusion as to
the shape of the seminal vesicle and the excretory vesicle. It appears, however, that the normal
situation is a bipartite seminal vesicle and an I-shaped excretory vesicle, the latter being unknown
in the Fellodistomidae. Jt also lacks the distinctive pars prostatica which occurs in the majority
of the fellodistomids. Yamaguti (1942) considered it to be an allocreadiid genus, then later (1958)
erected the allocreadiid subfamily Urorchiinae for it.
The only genus in our concept of this subfamily to occur in the north-east Atlantic region is
Proctoeces.
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llEVISTA DE a10Locr• TROPrv

From Caballero, 1959
EsPECIE

Tipo.-UrorchiJ goro Ozaki, 1927

Adl·mis de la esp::cie tipo, se cita las siguientes: U. arheilognathi
maguti, 193·! y U. imb,1 Ishii, 1935,

Ya-

SUMMARY
In vol. XIV, p. 816 of the monograph, Trematodes of animals and ma~
( 14), SKRJABIN reviews the family Xenoperidae Poche, 192 5, rnmprising a single
genus and species. In our judgm:nt, this taxonomic entity is currently non-existent,
since DoLLFl 1S (4) showed Xmopefft Nicoll, 1915 to be a synonym of Proctoeces
Odhner, 1911, an aberrant genus in the family Fellodistomatidae Odhner, 1911.
Proc/oeces Odhner, 19 I l was placed in the subfamily Proctoecinae Skrjabin &
Koval, 1957 ( 17) within the family f'cllodistomatidae Odhner, 1911, without
comidering its synonym, together with C,t111ht1ti,me1 Gupta, 1953, Mesolecitha
Linton, 1910, SJ1111//l'frn1•e11od<1 Yamaguti, 1938, and Urorchis Ozaki, 1927.
YAMA(jUTI ( 18, p. 34-38) ,nduded ProdoeceJ in the subfamily Heterochiinae
Dollfus, 1950, .tlso in fc:llod1stonntid1e, together with Me.roleotha Linton, 1910,
and gave Xmnperc1 Nicoll, 1915 as a synonym of Procton·esr he considered all
the species of thi~ genus valid. Nevertheless, as D0LLFUS considered Proctoeces
Odhne1·, 1911 to be aberrant, the creation of the new subfamily Proctoecinae
Skrjabin & Koval, 19"17 was iustified; but we believe that, in.;tead, its authors
should have substituted the: new name for Xenoperidac Poche, 192 5, thus placing
the species of thi~ genus com:ltly as a rnnsequrnce of their removal from Fellodistomatidae. We propose: a new name, ProctoeudJc, for the family, derived from
the type genus in accordance with Article -1 of the International Code of Zoological
Nomenclaturt and with Article 25 of thL La~ ot Priority. We believe the subfamily
name Proctoecinae Skrjabin & Koval should he: lOnservcd, comprising the five genera, Proc/Met:1 Odhner, 191 I. ("1uh,1t i,111,1 Gupta, 19"13, ML·.rofrcil ha Linton, 1910,
Symmetro1•esimlc1 Yamagut1, 1938, and Urorchi.1 Ozaki, 1927, an arrangement
which shows well the: natural and phylogenetic relationships of the group. Th~
diagnosis of Proctoetidae nom. nov. as given here includes the characters of the
five constituent genera, with their valid species, synonyms, and type species.
ProctoeU::1 111acro1i1<:l/,1J Winter, 19'>4 is excluded from the genus ProctoeceJ Odhner, 1911 as suggested by FREEMAN and LLEWELLYN (5). Dr. H. A.
Winter has in preparation a note: on this species showing his current opinion on
it!.: position.
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NATIDSMUS, LONDON, S.W.7.

Dr M H Pritchard
Division of Parasitology
University of Nebraska State Museum
529-W Nebraska Hall
Lincoln
Nebraska 68508
USA

Dear Dr Pritchard
Under separate cover we are returning to you the specimen
of Xenopera which you kindly lent us. I must apologise that,
due to a misunderstanding between David Gibson and myself the
receipt was never sent and bhe loan is overdue. The specimen
was most useful, and I managed to get the information I needed
from ·it without sectioning. We have also borrowed Nicoll's
types from the Uni~ersity of Sydney and can state with
certainty that Xenopera should be 'laid to rest•. Both the
whole mount and the serial sections sho~ that the cirrus-sac
enclosed the entire seminal vesicle. In your specimen we
believe that we can see eggs amongst the sperm in the organ
which you co·nsidered an external seminal vesicle, and,
therefore, 'it must be ·an unusually prominent uterine seminal
receptacle. · We now consider that Xenopera insolita is a
synonym of Proctoeces maculatus, which rather upsets this
part of our recent FellodistQmidae
. .... .,.. . . review.

....
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I am now working on t~e family Zoqgonidae and would greatly
.appreciate the loan ~f some sp~'cimens'' of Parvipyrum acanthuri. I
If you have any spirit material which we may section it would t
be p~ticularl~useful.
1

With best wishes
Yours sincereiy
I

RA BRAY

I

XENOPERA

Nicoll 1915

Body elongate, sub-cylindrical, 2.-2.5 by 0.6 mm., unspined.
Ventral sucker about 1/3 from anterior end, peduculated. No prePharynx, short esophagus, ceca to posterior end of body. Genital
Pore median Just in front of ventral sucker. Long, tube-like
genital sinus extending beyond ventral sucker. Cirrus sac elongate
extending posteriorly beyond mid-body, containing a long straight
Pars prostat1ca and a convoluted internal seminalmvesicle.
External seminal vesicle also present. Testes obllque,oval,
contiguous, smaller than ovary. Ovary large, globular, to the
left, pre-testicular. Yolk glands follicular, poorly developed,
lateral at level of gonads. Seminal receptacle lacking. Uterus 1n
Wide coils in posterior half of body. Eggs in single row, light
yellow, 42 by 21-23 µ/
Type species: Xenopera insolita Nicoll
from rectum of Sparus austral1s--Australia
~enopera insolita Nicoll 1915
2.-2.5 by 0.6 mm. Oral sucker 0.29 in length, 0.22 in
width. Ventral sucker 0.28 by 0.39 on a pedicle about 0.7 mm. from
anterior end. Cirrus sac extends back over 0.5 mm. behind ventral
sucker. Yolk glands do not extend beyond the fields of ovary and
testes. Eggs 42 by 21-23 µ.
/JAut:,.. ---~ JJ •
Host: rectum, Sparus australis ~
~ CUU)llaJtl4
Nicoll detects affinities to Hemiuridae in this genus
(especially in the long genital sinus). In my opinion it is
closer to the Allocreadidae in which it agrees in olk glands,
arrangement of gonads, seminal ve c icle, large eggs,1in single
row. Pedunculated ventral sucker is also common in Allocreadids.
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Fe llod1stom1dae
YAMAGUTIA

Srivastava,1939

Body plump, smooth and medium sized. Oral sucker
eubterminal and much smaller than aoetabulum which is situated
close behind the anterior half of body. Prepharynx and pharynx
small; esophagus long, with an esophageal bulb; ceca small,
eaocular. Testes post-acetabular,lateral, asymmetrically placed.
Cirrus sac horizontal,club-shaped,between intestinal ceca and
aoetabulum; seminal vesicle bipartite; pars proatatica, ductus
ejaoulatoriue and cirrus present. Genital pore lateral, near
right body wall, a little behind anterior third of body length.
Ovary pretesticular, sinistral, partly overlapping acetabulum.
Seminal receptacle and Laurer's canal present. Vitellaria
follicular, follicles long and ir•egular, extending laterally
from the level of the esophageal b*lb to the middle of acetabulum.
Uterus well-developed; eggs nume1Wus. Excretory bladder Y-shaped
with very short median stem. Excretory pore subterm1nal. Parasites
of marine fishes.
Type species: Yamagutia j.a.teroporus

Srivastava.,1939

Generic diagnuBis--Bo<ly plump. smooth and merlium flizc,l. Oral
8Ucker 1,iul,-terminal and much small~r th,m acetal-1ulum which if' situated dose
behind the a_nterior hruf of bo<ly. Prt-pha.rynx anrl pharynx small ; 0t~pha•
gus long, "1th an oe.sophageal bulh ; raeca small, f'acculnr. TesteN postacetaLular, lateral, asyn1metrically placed.

C'irrtu1 snc horizontal, club-

8haped, bet.ween int~tinal caeca and acetabulum ; ve~icula seminalis bipartite ; pal'fi prostatica, ductus ejaculatorius and drrus pre8ent. (-.enital
pore lateral, n~ar right _b~dy \\ all, n little behind antf'rior third of hody l~ngth.
Ovary J>r<'teshcular. E-mistral, partly n,·er]apping acetabulum. Receptaru)um emi11is and Llinrer's canal present. Vitellaria follicular follicle~ Jon~ and
irregular, extending laterally from the level of oesophageal bull1 to the middle

H. D.
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of acf'ta hnlnni
Uterul'l wdl cfoye]op<'d. t-ggs numerous. Excretory bladdc1
Y-sh a pld "ith v c· ry slinr1, JUL'diJln c:t<'m . E ·l·retory pvre snb-termin.u. Parasite::; uf lll ' ITll'f' fi<-hf'~ . Type ~pct.:k"- r . latt>r,11)(,t'II,.!.

. :-

J".Hf.AGUTIA L.\;1','JWPORU.S

orl vas·Ge,

G•~va;

(Plate III, fig. 1)

Hoet.-Cltatotuu"' nns-us (Bloc-h).
Habitat.-Small intestiue.
Locality.- Karachi, Arabian Sea.
( ~1ly t.~o mature specimens of this trematode ~ere obtained from th~
small mtest1~e of a fish from the Arabian Sell. The parasite hatt a plump
OYal body_ with broadly rounde<i anterior and somewhat point.ed po~terio;
~nd. •
1s cumpleLel~ clernid of spines :rnd meuuree l · 66• in length and 0· 7
rn _ru~x1m um breadth \\ hi~h occurs ncrosq the aretabular region. Deeply
s!ammg gland cell1- nrc spet=rally weU dl',·eJoped in front of the intestinl\l C-:l.e<'a
'I_he _surke~ are ~ell de,elope<l and &ut.cular. The oral sucker of 0·2:?x 0·
MlZC 1~ ma~kerl]y suli-ter-mir,al.
It open~ t~rough a small, inconspicuous prep_harJ nx mto a pl1ar~nx of 0·05X0·07 size. The oesophagus is a narrow
smuuus tul:,e of O· 3 length and ncll.s up to form a "mall oesophageal bulb just

!t
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before bifurcating into ho small saccular caeca. of 0·2.fx0· 14 ~ize. The
aret.ahulum measure1:1 0·45 in diameter and is situated a littl~ behind the
first half of body.
The two o,·al teAtcs are lituate<l a.symmetrirall)· near the lateral si1les in
the post-aeet.abuhn part of body. The anterior teetis, 0· 24 XO· l in size, lies
on the left side a little behind the level of the poeterior mn!"gi11 nf a<"etnbulum.
The posterior te8tis of 0· 2 x 0· 1 t siz.e lie~ dose to the right body wall in front
of the laRt tenth of the bod,r length. The c-irruf' uc, 0·46x 0· 16 in ~izc, brol\d,
hc,1izuntal an<l club-~haped, lies between the aoetabulum anri the inte~tinal
Cllke&.
It c"<)ntains a bipartite vesicula seuunaJi,. of O· 2 x O· I size, an elongatt:d ova.I pars prostatica surrounded by pr\)&tate gland celltt, a small ductoa
ejaculatorius and a fairly lnng rirru~. The genitil] p:,re lies" little behind thtanterior third of the body length at a little distance from the right body margin.
The sruaJl, spherical ovary of O· 12 x O· 14 Rize lies to the left of the median
line partly overlapping the aretabulum. The oval re<.'f"ptaculum semirriA,
0 · 16 0 · J 2 licR to the left of the ornry, ex tending from the Jfiel oft he middle
of the aretalmlum to that of the anterior level of the left testis. Ant-eriorly,
it partly overlaps the acetahulum. 'Ibe Luurer's canal is present. A ctiffuse
1L1aF.~ of sh<'ll glands is situated bebiud the ovary.
The utnus, containing
numerous operculate Pggs of 0·034--0·03S X0·015--0·019 size, occupies the
""hole of the t,;p)tce bet ween the genital pore and the posterior end of the body.
The ,·itellaria consist of elongated, irregular folJidcs t!Xtending laterally from
the level of the oesophageal bulb to the middle of the acetabulum. The vitelJarium on the right s.i,le is better developtd than that on the left. The excretory bladder is Y-shaped ~ith a very short median stem. The excretor.v pore
is sub-terminal.
Yaniagutia lateroporus, gen. et. sp., nov. is a.ssigned to the sub-family
Di:i<·ugasteroirlinae. It differs from the type genus in the a.b~nce of cuticular
spines, ~i2.e of Huekers, length of oesophagus, preRent-e of oesophageal hulb,
position of vitellaria, receptaculum scminis and of the genital pore and the
<'OUrF,e uf the cirrus sac. It differs from Paradi8cog<l8t,er in tht, poaition of the
oral sucker, abaence of rnticular sc-ales. ~ize of acetabulum, position of the genital pore and the cour~ c,f the cirrus sac.

Fellod1stomat1dae
Yamagut1a anarhichae Brinkmann,1956
Host: Anarhichas minor; gall bladder; Iceland
Length 1.04; width o.49 mm.
acetabulum diameter 0.32 mm.
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Oral sucker diameter 0.13;

Tiu Zeeh1J of lcoh ■ d 11 11
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Fig. 4. Y amaguria anarhichae n. ap., whole mount.

atrium. Its posterior end reaches well beyond tht> anterior marir;in of tht
ventral sucker. Proximally in the cirrus-sac a bipartite seminal vesicle it
found. Vitellaria at the mid-body, lateral to cat><·a. Ovary in the midline
level with anterior marp;in of \entral sucker. Seminal receptacle in front
of left testis. Aperture of Laurer\1 canal i<ttrroun<le<l by circular muscle~.
clorso-laternl to the -wminal receptacle. Egg-filled uterus restricted to a
postnior fiel,I lwt"'N•n u, an .nul testes. dorsall~ to ventral sucker. Anterior
part of utnu~ i11 lrft sic It· of bml). a litt It' wi,lr,wd I metraterm '? l just
ht>f on• .-ntt•ri11~ tlw 1,!Pnital atrium. :--iLt' of t'l,!i!:o ~->X 40 I'·
l) j :- ('II-." j o II: Tiu •\ •h'IIIJlit· po,i1io11 of tlu- present specit>s is eon-

A.
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fu.eed. Using the current key• to tile familiee of Dipaea. it doe. not aeem
to fit ~xactly into any f ~ily diapoeie, but ahcnn affinitiee to the
Zoogonidae and FellodillomatidM. CoapariDa tbu apeeift with the genera
of these f amiliea, it appean to be obrioualy related to the Fellodiatomatid
genera Discogasteroides Strand 1934 (1yn. Duco,-,,er Yamaguti 1934 and
Paradiscogaster Y amaguti 1934 according to Srivutava 1937) and Y.anusgutia Srivastava 193?, For his two original genera Ducoruter and Para- •
discogaster, Y a m a g u t i created a new ,ub.family Ducoiaterinae, now
Disco$asteroidinae Srivastava 1939. Yam a gut i gave no diagnoeia of
the subfamily, nor did Sri v a It av a. It ii probably 1till too early
such a diagnosis to be given. The aynonomy ii rather complicated aa
Strand (1934) changed the name of the type genm, and Sri v a It av a
in 1939 changed names for the genera and 1peciee whieh he had given in
his preliminary report of 1937, without giving the 1ynoaomy. Thu ia beat
expl,ined in a table:

for

Y Dlllfuti 1934

Strand 1934

Srivaatan 1917
(Prelim. atteant)

Duco,a,teinae n.
sub-fam.
Duco,-ater n. g.
I) ..,.,cioniJ n. ,p.
lJ . ,..IIID,n.sp.

~,..,.,.oidiltae
Di,co,a,teroida

Diteo,a,ur

Diteopde'rouw

D. yanua,a,i n. ,p.

D.utdicu,n.,p.
D. CG1"flJln n. ,p.
Yamaprian.1.
Y. la~roporw n. sp.

Di&cogaaur (in part)
D. lauroponu n. sp.

Paradi&cogasur n. I•
P. pyri/ormis n. sp.

Srifflltava 1939

Di&coiaaier

From Y a m a gut i's diagnosea of his genera Discogmter and Paradilcogaster, it appears that it is the presence of a large ventral adhesive organ,
in.atead of a ventral eucker proper as in most Fellodistomids, which i11 the
main characteristic of the sub-family Discogasterinae. Despite having more
"qormal" ventral suckers, Sri vast av a's species show relatiom to
Yam a gut i's species, and are regarded as belonging to the same subfamily and partly to the same genera.
The present species, Y amagutia anarhichae, seems to have a ventral
adhesive organ of the same type as Yam a gut i's sptties, though a
marginal rim is slightly indicated. In this respect it constitutes aa intermediary step between Sri vast av a'11 and Yam a gut i's species of
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